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Truong Bull Lam 
This is the second publication resulting fram. the special 
activities organized by the National center for Southeast Asian 
studies of the University of Hawaii during the academic year 
1982-1983. The first publJ:.cation was issu~ in 1984 ~'lti An Annotated 
Index of the Journal if"an Sli -Dia and Nghi~ ci1u I4ch SU'. The special 
activities were made }?OSsible by a grant fram. the U. s. Department of 
Education. The center declared the year 1982-1983 Vietnam year and 
organized on the Hawaii campus a number of events focusing on the 
history and culture of Vietnam. In addition to scheduled courses 
taught as r~ar classes, the center set up a series of public 
lectures delivered by distinguished scholars on Vietnam such as 
George Mer. Kahin, Ralph smith, Jayne Werner, and Cong Huyen Ton Nu 
Nha Trang. The summer of 1983 brought the Vietnam year to a close 
with a Summer Institute of Vietnamese studies, which drew to Honolulu 
ten students fram. various parts of the country for an intensive 
ten-week study of Vietnamese language and culture. The Summer 
Institute also convened a symposium which broUght together 
specialists of Vietnam fram. the University of Hawaii and other 
institutions to discuss the phenomenon of borrcMing and adaptation in 
Vietnamese culture. This volrnne represents the publication of the 
papers that were read at that symposium. 
The symposium preparatory committee settled on the topic of 
borrcMings and adaptations rather swiftly. As usual, we knew much 
better what we did not want than what we wanted to have discussed at 
the meeting. we did not want to investigate the ever-recurring theme 
of the U.s. role in the Vietnam war and its consequences. Not that 
we lacked interest in the topic, but we felt that, given the state of 
scholarship on Vietnam in America in the last few years, there was 
not much we could do at that point to contribute to the war debate. 
Neither did we intend to engage in a debate concerning the other 
fashionable topic in Vietnamese studies: that of Indochinese 
refugees in .America. other agencies and foundations have already 
devoted a great deal of resources to the support of researchers 
working on that area these many years. We esteemed that we could 
hardly contribute any new or interesting insights there. We did, 
however, include a paper on this very topic in this collection, for 
the simple reason that the late Professor Nguyen Dang Liem succeeded 
in convincing the committee that, although his paper deals with the 
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topic of In:iochinese refugees, it has mre to do with adaptation and. 
borrowing than with anything else. In:ieed, as Nguyen Dang Liem 
wrote: "'!he aim of this paper is to examine the cross-cultural 
adjustment process of Vietnamese refugees. It will do so by 
reviewing the circumstances under which these PeOple came to the 
United states and. the rest of the Western world, the effects of their 
traditions on their adjustment process, the psychoreligious forces 
that dictate their way of life, thinking, and. behavior, and. their 
adjustment patterns." 
'!hus, we settled on the age-old fact of Vietnamese culture: 
that it is a thing of borrowings and. adaptations. '!his is a topic to 
which, we felt COnfident, everyone conce:rned could contribute an 
interesting asPect or two of his or her own research. '!he field is 
wide enough and. the applications so flexible that practically every 
taste and. interpretation could be accanunoda.ted. Vietnam, being 
situated in a region which, historically, has been exposed to many 
diverse cultural influences, exhibited the problems and. possibilities 
of borrowing and. adaptation virtually on a daily basis. '!he 
proximity of China, c:::hanpa, and. .An:Jkor, followed by Chinese and. 
French colonization and., IllC)re recently, U.S. intervention, all 
subjected Vietnam culture, dramatically and. profoundly, to foreign 
values. 
'!he examination of borrowed elements in any given culture cannot 
be undertaken without danger. '!he first lies in asstnning an 
"unchanging process of cultural accretion, such that original 
cultural elements are transformed. as they l'IlOV'ed across the centuries" 
(Whitmore). '!he secorxi goes by the name of the "jeepney IllC)del," or 
the search for origin as an errl. in itself. What this danger entails 
is an "implicit assumption that irdigenous (original) elements are 
somehow IllC)re genuine and. significant than are borrowed traits" 
(Rambo). '!he third peril comes from the terrl.ency of human PerCeption 
to blot out the forest with the trees, so to speak: that is, the 
researcher risks focusing on the "relata--the things that are 
related-in great detail while ignoring their interrelationship" 
(Jamieson). It apPears, fortunately, that no sy:rn,posium participant 
fell victim to any of these pitfalls. 
Nguyen Dinh Hoa's paper, for exanple, does not concern itself at 
all with searchin:J out the family tree of the Vietnamese language. 
on the contrary, what it enphasizes is simply the activity of the 
Vietnamese when they set out to borrow foreign ways to say things in 
Vietnamese. 'Ihese borrowings can be grouped according to five 
activities: (1) lexical adoption, resulting in what we call 
loanwords, which are "imitations or approximations of the sound. and. 
sense of words from other languages." (2) I.exical creation, 
consisting of loan translation, wherein a foreign '':nu1ltiple lexical 
unit--a compound, a phrase or even a proverb-is reproduced. by means 
of equivalent native words. (3) Graphemic invention, conception of 
a system of written symbols use;i to J:ranseribe native words leading 
to the nom characters or the qu~ ncjU romanized Vietnamese script. 
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(4) Indigenization of Chinese poetics, introduction of features of 
vietnamese prosody so as to change the regulated prosody of Chinese. 
(5) Granunatical borrowing, the creative copying of alien patterns. 
'Ihrough these five activities, Vietnamese creativity manifests itself 
in ways that enrich the original substratum of the language, both 
spoken as well as written. '!he borrowings have been many, but they 
have been so fully integrated that it is now difficult and in fact 
futile to distinguish any longer between what is genuinely Vietnamese 
and what is not. 
Jolm DeFrancis explains 'Why, of all the countries in East Asia, 
only North Korea and Vietnam sue:cee:lErl "in taking at the flcx::x:i the 
tide of opportunity to refonn their writing systems." Vietnam was 
introduced by a French missionary to the idea of alphabetic reading 
and it was also providErl at the same time with an alphabetic scheme 
SPeCifically designErl for the Vietnamese spoken language. '!he result 
was a romanizErl system designed to transcribe the vietnamese spoken 
language, which has become knRWIl sJnee its :invent~on in the 
seventeenth centu::r:y as the gu&:~. But griSe ~ did not become the 
vietnamese official script until the em of the nineteenth centu::r:y 
when the French colonialists decidErl to make use of it as an 
~tr\nnenJ: to "deal with the Vietnamese in Vietnamese." After 1907, 
gu& ngU'made giant strides as the leaders of anti-French movements 
promoted it as a "popular writing of liberation, in contrast to 
Chinese, but primarily in opposition to French." '!he question then 
is: How were the Vietnamese able "to overcome their repugnance at 
the foreign creation being foisted upon them" by the colonialists? 
DeFrancis sees two reasons: the relative l.ll'li..np:>rtance of writing in 
Vietnamese culture and the willingness of the vietnamese to beat the 
enemy with his own weaPOn. One might add a t.hipi~: the 
Vietnamese revolutionaries saw in the use J!f gufu ngU a tremendous 
opportunity for their propaganda. Qu5e ngu .is ea:Fi to learn to read 
and write; furthenn::>re, a text written ii'lqJOC ncjU, as opposed to one 
composed in Chinese characters, is far more readily un::lerstcx::x:i by the 
people. 
'!he paPer PreSented by COng Huyen Ton Nu Nha Trang speaks of the 
role of French romanticism in the new poetry movement in Vietnam in 
the 1930s. '!he new poetry became a literary necessity because upon 
contact with French culture, young vietnamese acquired "feelings and 
sentiments unknown to their elders. It was then inpossible to 
contain these new feelings and sentiments within the old framework of 
restrictive versification rules." love, characterizErl by mental 
anguish and emotional agony associated with the failure of love, 
constituted a prime motif in the writings of French romantic poets 
such as Iamartine, vigny, Musset, Hugo. Now, since these new 
contents required new forms of expression, a new generation of poets 
had to cast aside in large measure the old literary tradition. "'!he 
only logical alternative was the versification which the French 
romantic poets had used to delineate the same contents. lJhus startErl 
the rejection of the old Chinese T' ang poetic style and the rush of 
borrowings and adaptations of different ways of organizing verses, 
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rhymes, rhythm, and m:x:les of expressions." While the technical 
arrangements of versification are interestirg to observe in 
themselves, the more fascinatirg phenomenon to note is the absolutely 
revolutionary way for the new poets to brirg into their writirgs the 
"auditory and visual imagery, the vivid and absolute language which 
their elders would not have ever dreamed of thinking let alone 
expressirg in words." Ex:a1rg;:lles: 
"With love, the grass embraces the foot of the bamboo •• " 
or 
"'!he gan:ien laughs with butterflies and sirgs with birds." 
or 
"It's oold today and the Sl.U1 went at bed early." 
or 
"0 rosy sprirg, I want to bite into you." 
'!he new poetry sw::vived all its critics and detractors. Not 
that the victory was easy. It depended upon the effort of many 
talented poets who tmderstood "the mysterious sounds and tone 
patterns, the natural rhythm of language to blerrl borrowed items with 
the beauty of literary tradition, so that the resultirg product was 
uniquely Vietnamese." 
"Of the many debates that enlivened the Vietnamese intellectual 
scene durirg the 1920s and 1930s, none is more celebrated than the 
debate that raged between deferrlers of I art for art's sake' and 
advocates of 'art for life's sake'. It Hue Tam Ho Tai studies that 
debate in her contribution entitled ItLiterature for the People: From 
soviet Politics to Vietnamese Polemics." An interestirg point to 
note right off is that nearly all who were partisans of the 
"committed literature" tendency were members of the Irrlochinese 
Communist Party. '!he debate thus engaged ''Vietnamese intellectuals 
to be part of an international literary scene where the relationship 
between art and politics had emerged as a crucial issue." '!bat 
"international literary scene" essentially encompassed the Soviet 
Union, France, and China. China's influence, as one might expect, 
was then on the wane in Vietnam. '!he names of the Chinese Marxist 
thinkers such as Chen 'Ii..1 Hsiu and Kuo Me Jo were mentioned, but just 
in passirg. Although Vietnamese writers became by degrees 
increasirgly familiar with authors from the English-speaking world, 
they in fact relied only on French and soviet literary authorities to 
support their theses, and even then they read about Soviet 
oongresses, oonferences, debates etc., only as reported in the French 
press. Of all the literary doctrines that were gainirg legitimacy in 
the Soviet union, from lsnin's party literature to the proletarian 
culture, from the :irrlustrial literature or rabcor to socialist 
realism, the vietnamese were mostly attracted to "Bukharin' s flexible 
interpretation of socialist realism." However, even so, socialist 
realism was not fully relevant to the domestic situation of vietnam, 
which was more akin to that of France than of the SOViet Union. 
Irrleed, in both Vietnam and France, the cannnunist parties were 
marginal and out of power. Vietnamese writers, therefore, more 
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readily toed the line espoused by their French comrades, who rarely 
applied any Soviet literary doctrine at all, be it the proletarian, 
industrial, or even the socialist realist variety. All in all, the 
Vietnamese in fact held their own ideas concerning the relationship 
between literature and p::>litics. They used French and Soviet 
authorities simply to justify their own views, when relevant. More 
often than not, they were able to "pick the ideas that lOOSt suited 
their own Particular needs and situation." In soviet debates, much 
had focuse::.i on fom. In France, both fom and content had been at 
the heart of the controversy. In Vietnam, the 'twriters chose to 
emphasize content and to ignore stylistic concerns." In the 
relationship between literature and p::>litics, therefore, "p::>litics 
did not dictate literary directions, nor did literary convictions 
dictate p::>litical alignments." 
Jolm louis Bassford explores the "Franco-vietnamese Conception 
of landownership." one would add to the title "in Cochinchina." 
Changes in landownership were Part of a wider assault against "the 
village system and the ha:nnony that was traditional vietnam." In 
sum, what obtained right from the beginning of the French 
colonization of Cochinchina was dualism. The French civil 
Cod.e-including the system of landownership--was applied in 
Cochinchina. by a decree of July 25, 1864, but only for the French. 
"From that time on, property transactions involving French citizens 
were handled just as they would have been in France." As for the 
vietnamese, Vietnamese law--the Cod.e of Gia long-was specifically 
used. Nonetheless, the Vietnamese legal tradition was funda:mentally 
changed. First, the whole conception of operating according to a set 
of written laws rather than by custom was a foreign idea. Secorxi, 
the Gia long code was grossly inadequate to newly em9l::ging problems 
related, for example, to the regulation of property ownership and 
transactions. Third, that law, after all, was administered by 
Frenchmen. Fourth, the a..j.a bQ was declared by the French to be a 
land register when in fact it had been a tax register. Fifth, land 
bol.lJ.mries as recorded in the a.:t.a b2 had always been kept vague and 
inaccurate. They now became rigid and fixed. Sixth, land titles 
based on the aia bb had never existed. Seventh, nonresident 
landownership Was introduced as a new phenomenon. Finally, notions 
of ownership and usufruct were disassociated and, henceforth, vacant 
and uncleared land no longer signified unowned land. "A PerSonal and 
perpetual right of ownership seParate from occupation and cultivation 
was created by the French and this right was totally foreign to the 
Vietnamese." 
Jolm Whitmore, as mentioned earlier, is aware of the 
shortcomings of the "onion theoty" of borrowings. Hence, in his 
paper, he tries to detennine the ''Vietnamese cultural core," not by 
peeling off successive layers and accretions but by seeking the 
answer to the question: "What kind of transfonnation has taken 
place, and to what degree?" After a rapid survey of all the 
centuries of vietnamese borrowing" starting from the .reng sdn era in 
the last millennium B.C. all the way down to the French invasion in 
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the nineteenth century A. D., Whitltore pauses to reflect on sane 
"ideas on the Vietnamese cultural core" t1I'Xier its social, cultural, 
religious, political, and. economic aspects. In conclusion, he sees 
"a series of transformations that had differing i..npacts on the core 
itself. Buddhism seems to have had an additive effect, drawing 
indigenous elements 1.U1d.er the broad umbrella of the Hindu-Buddhist 
view of the cosmos. confucianism seems to have been much more 
revolutionary in the changes it expected of the core elements." 
After relegating the "jeepney m:xiel" of studying borrowings to 
the "intellectual junkyard," A. Terry Rambo suggests the "gene pool" 
method wherein the "original gene pool of a plant or animal 
population receives new genes as a result of mutation (the cultural 
analog of which is innovation) and. cross-breeding with other 
populations (borrowing in cultural terms), and. loses old genes as the 
consequence of natural selection." He then sets out to examine a 
number of cultural traits that serve as symbols of Vietnamese 
national identity according to the gene pool concept. Why national 
symbols? Because "they would be the most stable and. enduring 
cultural elements and., thus, the traits least likely to be of foreign 
origin." Yet, a closer look reserves sane sm:prises. The black 
flight suit worn by a SOUth Vietnamese politician sane years ago in 
an atteIl1pt to make of it a national symbol proved a totally 
unsuccessful borrowing because it was a "symbol of the alien American 
air force, not at that time a notably popular foreign presence." But 
then, how are we to explain the adoption of the pith helmet, a trait 
borrowed from the French colonialists, as a symbol of identity of the 
Vietnamese People's Arrrrj and. a major symbol of Vietnamese 
nationalism? Simply, says Rambo, because the helmet is "cheap, easy 
to produce in quantity, lightweight, durable, offered protection from 
the tropical sun and. rain, and. provided an ideal framework for the 
attachment of camouflage." It survived the intense selective 
pressures of combat and. became a universally recognized symbol of the 
People's Army of Vietnam, a "symbol whose foreign origins have 
largely been fo~otten." The same reasoning can be held for the 
adoption of the ao d8.i as the national dress for Vietnamese women, 
although it is a fact that its origin is foreign. Now what about 
sanething that is not an item of dress? let's talk about the 
traditional rural village of Vietnam, for example, considered by many 
scholars as the very center of Vietnamese national identity. Even 
that seems to have had a foreign origin. Indeed, virtually nothing 
is known about vietnamese villages before the 01inese occupation of 
Vietnam. Am. it was only after the Chinese arrival in Vietnam that 
the Vietnamese village "took on characteristics which contemporary 
scholars consider to be traditional." Rambo's conclusion is that 
although it might be fascinating to determine the origins of 
contemporcu:y cultural traits, it would, however, be more useful to 
try to 1.U1d.erstan::l how the diverse social systems function. "SUch an 
1.U1d.erstanding is more effectively sought through analysis of the 
interaction between the traits, regardless of their origin, which 
comprise the contemporary system. Particularly rewarding is to track 
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how the system has responded aver time to the selective forc:es 
emanating fram its larger envirornnent. 
Neil Jamieson warns us against paying too much attention to the 
relata, the things that are related, rather than to their 
relationships. What Jamieson 'WOUld like us to do while taJ.k.in;J about 
borrcMings is to look at the borrower, Vietnam in this case, as a 
"dynamic sociocultural system in which the meaning and function of 
any part of the system are determined primarily by its relationship 
to other elements in the system." Exa:mple: hairstyle. 
Traditionally, vietnamese men wore their hair long and pulled up in a 
bun. In the early phase of resistance against French intrusion, 
getting a haircut in the Western manner was the moral equivalent of 
treason. But in the beginning of the twentieth century, "When leaders 
of vietnamese nationalist IllOV"ements asserted that the traditional 
Vietnamese hairstyle was nothing more than a Chinese custom imposed 
on the Vietnamese PeOple by the Chinese colonialists, this attitude 
changed. "'Ib many Vietnamese the traditional hairstyle abruptly 
ceased to be a symbol of Vietna.meseness and patriotism; it was 
suddenly transfonned into a symbol of backwardness and subjugation to 
foreigners. " '!he same l'I)l;ttat:: occurred in the use of the Vietnamese 
romanized script, the quae~. In the nineteenth century, it was 
unth.i.nkable for a patriot-writer such as N~en Dinh Chieu to write 
in a:rrt other script than the traditional nom characpm;.J. But the 
twentieth century ushered in the wide use of the qu~ ngU, which was 
then hailed by everyone in the anticolonial IllOV"ement as the foremost 
weapon of patriotism. 'Ihus it is clear that "therel is I1£thing 
il;ttrinsicallY Vietnamese about writing in nOm or guOc ngU," about 
e1ther long or short hair. 'Ib better urrlerstand a:rrt culture, one 
must reach beyond the exa.m.i.natiOJ.:l of "particular traits (chignon 
versus short hair, nero versus quae ncit!, new versus old poetry, 
individualism versus familism) to seek. out "patterns of continuity 
and change in the relationship between the traits in question and 
other elements in the sociocultural system. It is the context that 
evolves; and the context consists essentially of hierarchical sets of 
relationship, not siIrply the things that are related." 
Borrowings and adaptations are two facets that attach to the 
same reality: the reality of cultural iJnportation. '!he ability to 
iJnport, in itself, bears witness to the vitality, vigor, and 
resourcefulness of the iJnporting society. Indeed, the act of 
borrowing like the act of invention siIrply a:n.nmts to a new way of 
coping with a given set of circumstances. What difference does it 
make, culturally speaking, M1ether novelty originates fram abroad or 
springs fram one I s own soil and PeOple? Buddhism was originally 
"invented" in India. Now that we are in the twentieth century, does 
it make any difference to a Burmese, a Chinese, or a Korean that 
Buddha was not a fellow national? Have these PeOple been diminished 
in a:rrt way for having "borrowed and adapted" Buddhism to se:r::ve 
selected ends in their respective countries? Vietnamese poetry, for 
one, became much more interesting to rec:ite after it had adapted new 
rules of versification fram FrenC'.h romantic poets. In a:rrt event, 
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soc:ieties exhibit a certain built-in mechanism by which they seem to 
assure, unless overwhelmed by drastic circumstances, that the 
borrowEld items fit in well with the culture of the milieu that 
receives them. '!here are such things as aborted borrowings. '!he 
phenomenon of borrowing and. adaptation, as well as the research into 
the phenomenon, remains open-ended. CUlture and. civilization 
constitute a continuum in which new and. old, local and. imported, 
invented and. inherited elements interact to produce a meaningful and. 
work.al>le system by which a people solve the problem of reproducing 





Fonrl.gn Infl~ ani the vietnamese OJ1tural a>re:
 
A Discussicm of the PJ:slrrlern Pericd
 
John K. Whit:aK>re 
An exa:mination of the manner in 'Which the Vietnamese people 
received ext:en1al influences helps us acquire a sense of the culture 
itself. Tl1.e pattern of influence that foreign sources had on the 
Vietnamese reflects what Vietnamese culture itself consisted of, what 
was malleable in this culture and what integral to it. 
one way of doing this is to follow Richard Winstedt' s "onion" 
theory of Malay culture (or, as mentioned at the conference, a 
"jeepney" model) I and peel off the successive layers ani accretions 
\U1til we reach an irreducible minirm.m.t. 'rhus, for Malaya, off goes 
the Islam, then the Hindu-Buddhism, before we reach the indigenous 
nature of the Malay. '!his, however, assumes an unchanging process of 
cultural accretion, such that original cultural elements are 
\U1transfonned as they move across the centuries. Instead, we need to 
consider, in a linguistic sense, constant change and transfontli3.tion 
taking place as the culture develops, whether or not it is influenced 
from the outside. Yet, while this te'n'p:>ral change is taking place, a 
continuity still exists that allows us to recc:gnize the culture as 
that culture, despite its changes. Tl1.e question, then, is what kind 
of transfontli3.tion has taken place and to what degree. 
My approach to this topic is to try to detennine what forms the 
Vietnamese "cultural core, It not in the unchanging sense that Winstedt 
suggests but as a part of the Vietnamese cultural dynamics of the 
past two millermia and more. I rely on concepts of cultural change 
that help to distinguish that 'Which is more integral to a culture, 
ani 'Which thus forms its "core, It from that which is more susceptible 
to change and consequently more "peripheral." While change is going 
on to some degree at some place in all societies, there is a need to 
detennine those areas in a culture that und.e:rgo major change and 
those times when the culture is more susceptible to change. 2 
Here we are concerned with those changes related, directly or 
indirectly, to borrowing from foreign sources. 'rhus, we are not 
looking for patterns of origination within Vietnamese culture but for 
diffusion from the outside ani the manner in 'Which this diffusion has 
affected the mode of life of the Vietnamese. Yet such borrowing is 
rarely automatic ani complete. 'rhe introduction of a borrowed item 
or process requires a perceptual or motivatiOnal adjustment on the 
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part of the members of the indigenous culture, ani this in itself is 
innovation. Each culture tries to fit new items into its own context 
ani its own UI"rlerstandirg of itself. '!his situation will inevitably 
be imperfect ani may lead to tension ani stress within the society. 
centuries of Vietnamese Bor.t"O"A1ing 
In the last millennium B. C., the people 'Who were to become the 
Vietnamese stood in the middle of a wide network of foreign 
contacts. 'lhasa contacts extended into the yangtze Valley ani the 
Yunnan Plateau on the north ani west, ani down the coast to various 
parts of the islani 'WOrld of Southeast Asia on the south. 'lhe 
Vietnamese archaeological site of ..a3ng-sdn in the Thanh-hoa province, 
just south of the Red River Delta, became the namesake for what has 
been tenDed. a "civilization" covering a good. part of Southeast Asia. 3 
l?utting aside such an approach, what the .eOng-sOn site represents 
to us is an almost classic case of diffusion, both direct ani 
stimulus, reaching from the shores of Vietnam along the trading 
routes of the coasts ani islarrls to other developing cultures able to 
blen:l such technology ani ideas into their own patterns. 
'Ihe early Vietnamese, known as the ~c, thus formed part of a 
Southeast Asian 'WOrld 'Which about 2,500 years ago was reaching out to 
make contact with the 'WOrld at lar:ge ani to expand the rePertoire of 
cultural elements at its diSPOSal. In the process, Vietnam ani other 
parts of SOUtheast Asia were establishing an eclectic but not 
indiscriminate pattern of borrowing foreign elements that were 
adaptable to their own cultures ani that could enhance their own 
advancement. What was important in this bor.t"O"A1ing was the aid given 
the indigenous social, economic, ani political developments of the 
time ani the furthering of the cultural, artistic, ani religious 
changes already taking place. 4 
'Ihe final centuries B.C. saw'these early Vietnamese not only fom 
a part of the expanding Southeast Asian 'WOrld but also receive direct 
contact from the north. ~ial China crossed the yangtze ani 
reached the southeast coast in the effort to tap into the fleM' of 
goods ani wealth circulating along the sea routes. 5 'Ihe Chinese 
activity set off disturbances throughout the south; one consequence 
appears to have been the ShU/'Ih":1C invasion of the Red River Delta in 
the third century B. C. '!his colJ9Uest led to the kingship of An 
Dlllng ani the establishment of CO:-loa., the first major imposition of 
northe:rn influence in historic times. An Dldng was quickly followed 
by direct Chinese intervention, first that of the Ch' in dynasty ani 
Chao T' 0, then a century later Han wu-ti. While these contacts with 
China opened 1OC)re direct conm.mications with the north (witness the 
Han in 185 B. C. atten1pting to cut off trade in iron ani cattle with 
the south),6 the local inhabitants of the Red River plain ani further 




The first century A. D. brought major chanqes to lac society. 
Initially, the influx of Chinese fleeing the Wang Mang disturbances 
of north China, then the uprising of the lac aristocracy in A. D. 40 
arrl Ma Yuan's crushing victory ended ~c leadership arrl i:np::lSed 
direct Chinese control over the area. From the beginning, the 
Chinese sought, at different times arrl in different ways, to bring 
their own civilizing influence to bear on local culture arrl 
society.7 Nevertheless, the major purpose of the Chinese presence in 
the south remained the wealth of foreign trade, arrl this meant a 
continuing vietnamese contact with the maritime world through the 
following centuries. 
As Keith W. Taylor has so well described in his study The Birth 
of Vietnam, the main impact of the Chinese control took place in the 
area of the central Red River Delta. This was not only an 
administrative but also a social, cultural, arrl religious center for 
the Han establish.ment. Here were fonned. the powerful Sino-Viet:r1a:mase 
families that undoubtedly both held large stretches of larrl arrl took 
part in the thriving trade. Through these families came the major 
influences of the period: the writing, loanwords fram both spoken 
arrl learned spheres, the introduction to the Chinese intellectual 
world literary forms, arrl general patterns of the sinic style of 
life.8 Members of this elite world also played major roles in 
developing the Mahayana Buddhist conununity that began to thrive fram 
the second century A. D. 
'!he Buddhist influence represented not only the contacts with the 
north but also arrl more particularly the flow of ideas as well as 
goods along the maritime routes. Vietnam at different times in the 
first millennium A. D. fonned. an integral part of the international 
Buddhist world, connecting northern India, the islarrl world of 
SoUtheast Asia, arrl China. Sanskrit fonned. the lingua franca of this 
exchan';Je. By the eighth century, the Chinese had established a 
thriving cosmopolitan port area in the northern delta. Chams, 
Chinese, :Persians, Khmers arrl Arabs, monks arrl traders circulated 
through its markets arrl quarters. This trading center seems to have 
been the major Chinese link to the coastal trade of mainlarrl 
Southeast Asia, connecting the yangtze Valley with the Cham ports, 
ca:mbodia, Dvaravati, arrl the Kra Isthmus. In these centuries, the 
region north of present-day Hanoi had become a major Mahayana 
Buddhist center, with influences derived fram the sea routes arrl the 
south as well as the larrl routes arrl the north. Indian arrl central 
Asian (Hu), Chinese (Han), arrl Cham thoughts arrl artifacts mixed 
freely. 9 
Eventually, in Taylor's description, Buddhism would fom the 
necessary synthesizing element in the transformation of Vietnamese 
politics, culture, arrl society fram regional diversity arrl 
competition to a unified monarchy. Both the sixth arrl the tenth 
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centuries saw an attempt by the sino-vietnamese elite to set up an 
autonaroc:JUS, if not fully ind.ependent, recJime at times of weakness in 
China, only to be succeeded by an upsurge of leadership tied to 
ancestral cultural patterns. Each case, hcMever, saw a lack of 
complete political success by the ind.igenous forces and the need for 
Buddhist leadership to participate in the final political form. IO 
This time of Chinese domination was a period of the ebb and flOW' 
of central <l1inese POW'er, the rise and fall of local attempts at 
recJional political overlordship, and the gradual spread of the 
cultural patterns. The result was not a society attempting to 
duplicate China's, but one which was transforming itself in reaction 
to both northeJ::n and southern influences. China's presence helped. as 
well as hindered this development, and the Vietnamese society that 
emerged at the errl of a thousand years had changed considerably. 
Nevertheless, this society can only be understood if we put aside any 
idea of a "little China," a "smaller dragon" for this period and look 
at the Vietnamese as taJdn;J part in many of the same efforts as their 
Southeast Asian neighbors. 
The Buddhist Period 
By the late tenth and early eleventh centuries, sung China had 
its 0W'n links to the maritime routes in the ports stretching from 
Hangchou to ~-chou (canton). It did not need the Vietnamese 
connection anymore, even if it had been able to reconquer the distant 
south. II The state of ;,ai Vi~ was thus able to set itself up 
unchallenged by northeJ::n'power until it gained sufficient strength to 
repel any such major intrusion (in the 1070s). A more Persistent 
challenge came from its sister state to the south, Chan'g;:)a. one major 
point of contention between the Vietnamese and the Chams in the tenth 
and eleventh centuries appears to have been international trade, most 
particularly the eastern trade route to the flourishing Angkorean 
empire in Kampuchea. Thus, in its early centuries of i.ndeperrlence, 
the new capital of 'Ihang-Iong ma.intained its links with the south at 
the same time that it continued to bo:r:row from the north. -D3.i Viet 
participated in the flOW' of an international network of exchBna-e that 
had as its two poles China to the north and Java to the south. 12 
With ind.ependence, Chinese influence remained in the U§i of 
political titles and terminology (such as using the title cle,
"emperor," for the ruler). This, joined to ind.igenous patterns (such 
as the blood oath of loyalty), afforded the Vietnamese a political 
structure overarching the local power centers. The Vietnamese had, 
however, put aside any thought of forming part of the Chinese empire 
itself and had begun, for exanq;:>le, to develop their 0W'n writing 
system (n&n) based on the Chinese characters. More important to the 
Vietnamese state in the tenth and eleventh centuries was the 
international Buddhist community. Monks served the Vietnamese throne 
as officials and clerks, handling the diplomatic correspondence, 
among other activities. These monks were the residue of the earlier 
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international contacts when monks had congregated from both north and 
west, from India and China.13 '!hey fonned the major link between the 
Vietnamese court and foreign cultures. 
)' 
Northern Chan"pa, just below the then Southern Bomer (Nam-qioi) 
of Hoam-s6n, was also a thriving Buddhist center and had contacts 
with the Buddhist world of Java and the Malay Peninsula as well as 
with that of China. '!he Vietnamese and Cham Buddhist connm.:mities 
were in contact both with each other and with the international 
scene. For exa:mple, one tenth-century mIlk of Cham ancestry lived in 
a Vietnamese temple probably north of the capital and traveled 
through the southern Vietnamese territory of the time (Thanh-ha1 and 
Ngh~-an provinces). Vietnamese conquests of the Cham capital in 982 
and 1069 brought back first an Irrlian, then a Chinese lOOnk to take 
i:rrp:>rtant parts in royal Vietnamese Buddhism. Cham masters seem to 
have played a significant role in the development of Vietnamese 
religious life. 14 
From 1010, the Vietnamese capital sat in the middle of the 
Buddhist community, at the site of the present Hanoi. From this 
location, the Vietnamese ruler conten::1ed as much with the O'lams, the 
Rhrners, and the hill peoples as with the Chinese. within the 
Buddhist framework, the Vietnamese state faced many of the sanle 
political problems faced by other contemporaJ:'i; Southeast Asian 
states. In response to these problems, the Ly rulers built up, 
surrounded themselves with, and took part in the Buddhist 
establishment. '!hey sent to China for copies of the Tripitaka and 
had many temples built. In the secorxi reign (1028-1054), 
Avalokitesvara, of i:rrp:>rtance in Chan"pa and cambodia, appeared as a 
cult object, and in the....thim reign (1054-1072), it was Brahma (~ 
Wong) and Irma (-Da-thich) .15 
'!he art and music of the time well reflect the eclectic selection 
of the Period. At the 140 foot high VC¥1-phUC Temple, built (or 
re-built) in 1057 in the region north of the capital, we can see the 
blend of Vietnamese borrowing at the time. '!he Ly architects and 
artists followed a Chinese Buddhist lOOdel, constructing the temple 
with basic Vietnamese methods, and employed sculptures that reflected 
both the T I ang I.J.m:J-men style of central Asia and patterns showing a 
definite Cham influence. Through their contact with the Chams, the 
Vietnamese would also have been exposed irxiirectly to Rhmer and 
island architectural elements. 16 
At this temple has also been found a number of identical friezes 
in the T'ang central Asian style that show a range of musical 
instn.nnents known to the Vietnamese of the eleventh century. Eight 
of the ten sculpted figures are carrying recognizable i.nstnnnents, 
and only one or possibly two of them ~ be said to be of purely 
Chinese origin. 'Ibis, the eminent ~ vXn I<h~ notes, "makes us 
think of the joint influence of two types of music, Indian and 
Chinese, in Vietnamese music, with a certain dominance of Irrlian 
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music."17 Like the transverse flute, this Indian influence 
undoubtedly arrived via the sea lanes and Champa. An instn.nnent that 
came directly from the Chams was the hourglass drum, known to have 
been used with rice cakes smeared across its two surfaces. later, in 
1060 and 1202, the Vietnamese historical records note the playing of 
Cham tunes at the royal court. 18 As T& V~ !<h~ demonstrated so 
beautifullY at this conference, the Vietnamese took the spirit of the 
foreign musical elements and adapted then to their own tastes. 
'!he important point here is that these centuries, down to the 
fifteenth, fonned a Period of cultural influences from both north and 
south. '!he Buddhist world, and the world of international trade with 
which ~t was connected, served as the link in both directions. 'lrl.h 
v!n !<he points out that this Period nay Weed be called one of 
Sino-Indian cultural forms, while for Jean Boisse1ier, in his study 
of Cham statuary, it was a time of mutual artistic exchange between 
Vietnam and Champa.19 CUltural relativity and the easy interaction 
anK:lng members of the Cham and vietnamese aristocracies continued 
through the twelfth centw:y and into the thirteenth during ti1nes of 
both peace and war. As the states on the eastern nain1and of 
Southeast Asia grew in power, they expanded and collided. From the 
1120s into 1210s, warfare and allegiances shifted back and forth 
among the capitals of 'l1'Wlg-long, vijaya, and Angkor. '!he cultural 
interaction thus continued both among the elite and through the 
channels of the Buddhist world. '!his we can see in such instances as 
the Vietnamese prince who took the Cham princess in ma.rriage (1154) 
and the Vietnamese Buddhist monk in the early twelfth centw:y who 
practiced. Indian asceticism. 20 '!he Vietnamese ate "Cham rice," and 
the Chams sl::l.c:M Vietnamese influences in their sculpture. 21 Buddhism 
continued to act as a common ground between Vietnam and the states to 
the south. On two separate occasions in 1118, Rhmer and Cham errvoys 
were feted and received at celebrations ma.rking the OOIt!Pletion of 
Buddhist temples. 22 
Yet, while their Cham and I<h:mer ~titors were borrolNing 
Sanskrit names and titles, the Vietnamese continued to use Chinese 
for the same purpose. '!hey also, at different ti1nes, chose to 
introduce SPeCific elements of Chinese court ritual and procedure 
into their Mahayana Buddhist world. Ly 'IMi-t6ng in the 1030s and 
1040s appears to have begun to mesh indigenous and sinic ritual, 
PerSonally plOlrJing a field, honoring his father, and promulgating, we 
are told, a law code with mourning regulations. rrM.i-t8ng did not 
pretend to grasp the true significance of these actions and relied on 
the advice of his literati counsellors, drawing praise from later 
historians. 23 '!he 1070s and 1080s are the years that have had the 
most iIt'pact on recent historians of the Vietnamese past. Fo110lrJing 
soon after the reforms of Wang An-shih in China, these years saw the 
introduction of the Temple of Literature, Confucian examinations, the 
National College, the Han-lin Academy, and the graded bureaucratic 
hierarchy from China.24 
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Nevertheless, however striking, these changes seem not to have 
been deep or PrOfound. '!hey merely provided. a small group of 
scholars versed in the Chinese Classics and in confucian rites whom 
the royal court could call upon for aid in dealing with China and for 
enhancement of the royal position through their ritual observances. 
Inieed, the confucian examinations were used sparingly through the 
twelfth century before they were merge1. with Buddhism and Taoism into 
one "'Ihree Religion" (Tam-giao) examination in 1195. '!he products of 
these examinations and holders of the foreign knOlllledge were posted 
only in the capital and would have fonned a small fraction of the 
courtiers serving the royal clan. 25 As the selection of men in 1076 
has indicated, those who were loyal, honest, and talented were 
promotecl to ron the state, while. those who were literate (in 
classical arlnese) went into the National COllege. 26 
'!he Vietnamese court in the late eleventh centut:y and into the 
twelfth was apparently interested in developing useful techniques, 
ritual and otheJ::wise, to further the Power of the state. At the same 
time that the COnfucian activities were being established there, the 
Vietnamese ruler was seeking authorization from the Chinese throne to 
purchase books on the military arts, ClCCUlt sciences, and other such 
practical subjects. '!hough the request was denie1., the Vietnamese 
continued their quest. At about this time 'We have the first mention 
of the Vietnamese use of elephants in warfare. 27 
Through the twelfth century and into the thirteenth, Chinese 
innovations crept piecemeal into the Vietnamese cultural fabric. 
Only in the middle third centw:y of the thirteenth century did the 
vietnamese begin to make use of the Chinese administrative model in 
order to centralize Power. with the greater administrative control 
came a higher development of C:1inese classical studies in Vietnam, as 
members of the elite took a greater interest in its intellectual 
advancement. '!he 1230s and 1240s saw a new kind of examination meant 
to produce IOOre generaliZed administrators (Wi-h2O-sinh). '!hose 
who PasSed began to take administrative positions in the central 
government and eventually to be posted to provincial offices as the 
Trah extend.ed direct government control out from the capital 
region. 28 In 1253, the Tr8h reestablishe1. the National COllege, 
setting up statues of confucius and other classical heroes (the Duke 
of C:10J;3, Mencius, and the Seventy-two Sages) and ordering literati 
(nhc-si) to expound on the Four Books and the Six Classics. A prince 
set up the first major school of Chinese classical studies, and in 
1272 I.e Van Hull presented his sinic style history of Vietnam, with 
appropriate commentary, to the throne. Literature in n8m began to 
appear. 29 ­
'!he Mongol threat in the second. half of the century both ended 
this experiment with Chi.nese-style administration and intertwined the 
fates of the Vietnamese and the Chams for over a century. Princes 
and their entourages took control of local and central government. 
Chams and Vietnamese jointly resisted the Mongol scourge. 'rhus, 
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after the wars of the l280s, literati appeared in the government as 
proteges of povrerful figures, 30 while the Vietnamese aristocracy 
interacted with their peers to the south. Buddhism continued to fonn 
the major cultural link between 01a:mpa ard vietnam. NhBn-tBng,:ruler 
of Vietnam during the Mongol wars, followed tradition thereafter by 
abdicating for his son ard entering Buddhist life. Eight years 
later, in DOl, he journeyed south to 01a:mpa in order to visit its 
sacred Buddhist sites. While on his pilgrimage, he SPent several 
months as a guest of the Cham royal court ard felt so well received 
that he pramised the hand of his daughter, sister of the :ruling king, 
to his gcx::d host
i 
the Cham king. In retunl, the vietnamese receiVed 
Cham territol:y .3 
IJhe result of this match was decades of antagonism when the Cham 
king died, the Vietnamese seized their princess from the funeral 
pyre, ard the Chams deman:1ed their territo:ty back. 32 In 1312 ard 
1318, the Vietnamese took the Cham. capital of Vijaya, then began to 
lose interest in the Cham situation thereafter. '!he situation 
~loded in their faces after 1370 as the great Cham king 
Che-bC>'ng-nga not only retrieved his old northern provinces but 
proceeded to invade the Red River Delta at will ard to take 
TMng-long several times. In these years of crisis for the 
Vietnamese, intellectual as well as political, a tale based on the 
Ramayana of India seJ:Ved to explain the nature ancl situation of the 
Chams. 33 
'!he Vietnamese aristocracy of the fourteenth century saw merit in 
foreign exchanges (in a number of different directions), but they did 
not see any reason to change their basic way of life. In the 1320s,r:rran Minh-tOng declared to literati who urged change, 
(OUr) cotmt::ry has already established :rules ard 
regulations for itself. North (China) ancl South 
(Vietnam) are vQ:ty different, (ancl) if (we) 
follCM the schemes of Pale scholars in seeking 
progref?s, then (it) will give birth to immediate 
Chaos. 34 
Almost half a century later (in 1370), a son of Minh-tOngfs, Nghe--tbng,.
restated this philosophy in even stronger tenus: 
(When) the earlier reigns established the 
count:ty, (they) had their own system of law (ard) 
did not follCM the (Chinese) system of the sung. 
('!his) was because in the North (China) ancl the 
SOUth (Vietnam) each :ruler had his own cotmt::ry 
ard had no need to follCM the other. (In the 
1360s), Pale scholars were employed who did not 
understancl (the depth of) the establishment of 
law (in our state) (ard) who changed the old 
customs of our ancestors to follCM the custams of 
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the North entirely, as if (our customs) were 
clothes, music, (or) literature. We cannot 
select anything (of theirs) .35 
The Chinese Model 
Within a century of the last statement, Vietnam had adopted the 
Chinese lOOdel of goverrnnent an::l philosophy, setting the ideal pattern 
that would rule the country until the French conquest. 'Ibis hundred 
years saw Vietnam rise from a time of deep crisis in the late 
fourteenth century to reestablish itself as a powerful an::l prosperous 
lan::l. The means to this e:rxi was taking the modern China of that age 
as the lodestone an::l putting aside the old pattern of eclectic 
borrcMing from numerous directions. 
The novement toward the Chinese lOOdel began in the intellectual 
crisis of the 1380s. Yao an::l Shun, mythic emperors of China, were 
called upon in the search for rule in place of anarchy. The powerful 
minister H8' CPY Ly drew on the original Confucian classics (not the 
rrore recent Neo-ConfUcian texts) an::l put some of them into nanso as 
to justify his position in the state, first as the Duke of Chou 
guiding a young king, then, when he seized the throne, as the Emperor 
Shun himself. Yet, in the first years of the fifteenth century, 
Confucian literati remained as intell~s an::l did not serve as 
officials in the H8" government, Nguy~ Trlii an::l his father being the 
exeITptions. ~i himself began to make significant contributions to 
Vietnamese language an::l literature. Despite the p::>litical changes, 
the ItO'state was structurally rrore similar to its predecessors than 
to the Chinese lOOdel that would follow. H(j' cpy Ly did borrcM certain 
useful practices directly from the found.er of the Ming dynasty, 
practices such as controll~ the Buddhist church, holding a census, 
an::l circulating paper rroney. 6 
A rrore difficult question than assessing the impact of the ~ on 
the Vietnamese is to estimate the significance of the Ming colonial 
period. The tangible aspects are easy to p::>int out--the crushing 
militaJ::y might, the tight bureaucratic structure, the spread of 
schools an::l their libraries (Confucian an::l otheJ:Wise) across the Red 
River Delta, an::l the imperial orthodoxy imposed upon China an::l its 
territories. Yet it is hard to say precisely how this affected the 
path the Vietnamese state would take later in the century. On the 
one han::l, a number of Vietnamese sided with the Chinese an::l helped. 
them run the colony; on the other, many young Vietnamese atte:rxied the 
schools. In later years, after the Ming defeat, the fonner were 
destroyed or driven UI'ldel:ground., while the latter remained an::l seem 
to have played a v~ significant role in the future of the 
Vietnamese state. 37 
certainly the Ming period gave the Vietnamese people a much 
closer experience with bureaucratic administration an::l modern 
Neo-Confucian orthodoxy than they had ever had before. While the 
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regime established by IS r..9i after his victo:ry in 1428 was similar in 
structure to those of the H3' and the ~ before him, he did retain 
certain features of the King system, such as the schools, a greater 
sense of law and peasant la.rxllioldingsJ.. and the establishment of a 
finn coinage system. on his death, I.e I4i IS tomb was modeled on that 
of the Ming Yung-Io Emperor, built a decade earlier outside Peking. 
Yet, under the rather traditional and parochial rule of the firs;S: ~ 
rulers, a clash grew in force between those literati (like Nguy"en 
~i) 'Who wished to retain the traditional style of COnfucian belief 
in Vietnam and those (the younger scholars) 'Who wanted Vietnam to 
follow the modern tenets of King China. In the late 1430s, the two 
groups squared off on the matter of court ritual, with the Ming 
modernists victorious. These same years saw the 18 ruler adopt the 
stance of the Chinese emperors in calling to heaven to acknowledge 
the errors that he, as ruler, had made, in using the Ming calendar 
for ritual events, and in replacing the earlier eel-like water 
creature of the Vietnamese with the Sinic-style dragon. 38 
From the 1430s and 1460s, the influence of the modernist literati 
grew, despite being buffeted by the political turmoil of the years. 
The examinations of 1442 and 1448 are considered the first of the 
orthodox Chinese-style examinations in Vietnamese histo:ry. 39 
Finally, under the rule of the young ~ 'ItlMh.-tOng, the Ming 
administrative and philosophical systems became the Official way in 
Vietnam. For the first time, the Vietnamese chose to follow the 
arlnese administrative system closely. The Ming model led ~-tbng 
to do away with the counsellors 'Who stood between the throne and the 
administration and to take direct control of the administration 
through the six Boards. The Vietnamese, however, adjusted the Ming 
structure to fit the realities of their smaller country. They 
staffed this administration with the successful scholars of the 
triennial examinations, 'Which followed the Neo-confucian orthodoxy 
and st.a.rmrd Chinese litera:ry forms, thus bringing more Chinese terms 
into the language. The reozganization had almost i.mmediate effect as 
~-tOng crushed an unrecalcitrant Champa. in 1471. The Chinese 
model also meant a foreign policy that stressed morality over the 
earlier practice of cultural interaction. later in the decade 
'1.hMh-tSng would invade laos for the first time. Ultimately, the 
major change made by Th&ih-~ was to transfonn the Vietnamese 
concept of kingship from the earlier more personal ruler (vua) to the 
moral COnfucian emperor (hoang4) of China, at the same time as he 
implemented the Nam-giao, the Ming ritual of the COnfucian sacrifice 
to heaven, in place of the blood oath of PerSonal allegiance. 40 
Nevertheless, not all aspects of I.e gove:rrnnent took the fonn held 
by conte1Tpora:ry Ming China. Most important here is the law code. As 
Nguye1l N99C Buy has recently argued, ill the core of the ra Code (~ 
Trieu HinJ:i I.u$t) was put together in the l430s and l440s, undoubtedly 
following the pattern of the earlier Tlang dynasty code rather than 
the contempora:ry Ming code. Even though Thanh-tong stressed the Ming 
pattern, he did not attempt to adopt its legal code, despite its 
obvious applicability to what he was attempting. This has yet to be 
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fully explained, yet it is indicative of the fact that the Vietnamese 
did not barrolN' completely or indiscriminately in the fifteenth 
centw:y. 
From the 1460s into the middle of the followirq century appears 
to have been the -period of the greatest King influence. Durirq 
TMnh-tOng's reign of thirty-seven years (1460-1496), he brought much 
of the ideological orthodoxy attached to King Neo-Confucianism into 
Vietnam. His regulations deal with the "proper" way of life as 
defined by this orthodoxy. As he noted in the 1460s, ritual and. 
correctl\behavior were ''what separated man from the beasts. ,,42 
Th.3rih-tong Particularly fooused on the family, emphasizirq mourning 
regulations among kin and. correct marriage procedures. A good 
e.x.anple of this concern for the family is that, at the beginnirq of 
his reign, he introduced the concept of hUang-hoa land. to support the 
ancestral sacrifices. one-twentieth of inherited land. was reserved 
for this ~ and."was to go to the eldest son (where possible). 
In this way, 'l.bkm-tong sought to brirq the concepts of patrilineal 
succession and. primogeniture into Vietnamese social structure where 
they had not existed before. 43 Irrleed, we have one record. of an 
iI'rlication that he might have been b:yirq to go too far too fast. In 
1485, a senior minister and. former ~ial tutor, ~ Rlong, who 
had long been in and. out of ~-tbng's graces, was executed for 
complainirq about the extent of Ming influence. 44 
'Ihe ~ rulers of the first quarter of the sixteenth century 
continued this emphasis on Confucian morality and. sinic social 
organization when they could, in the midst of the ~litical tunnoil 
of the years. Despite our assumptions about ~c -f>ang D..mg, this 
powerful general and. his clan"picked up the Neo-Confucian mantle of 
La T.b.c.6h-tOng's famed H8i-g-auc -period (1470-1497) and., it would 
appear, continued the latter I s efforts to bri..ng' Vietnamese society in 
line with that of King China. 'Ihe Confucianism of ~e Mac family 
went back ~ centuries to the famed scholar Mac .goo au as well as 
the :Mille 'Ihuy, prime Vietnamese sllPP9rter of ~ Chinese durirq the 
Ming occupation. Even though ~c ~ D..mg himself rose to power as 
a military man, we should not ignore his family backaround in 
discussirq his impact on sixteenth-eentmy vietnam. 45 If anythi..ng', 
the ~c family was too sinophile in orientation to fit the Vietnamese 
tradition. Its errg;i1asis in this direction continued the development 
of the hddng-hoA institution and. undoubtedly helped to make it a part 
of Vietnamese social structure. 46 
'Ihe defeat of the ~c in 1592 and. their flight into the northern 
mountains brought the I.e restoration (itself a alinese concept) and. 
began to deflect the strong Ming errg;i1asis that had existed for aver a 
century. Warfare continued into the secorrl half of the seventeenth 
century, now between the Tr.j.nh and. the N~, and. the status of the 
Confucian literati, well maintained it would seem durirq the Mac 
dynasty, dropped drastically. Irrligenous power relations came' to the 
fore. only in the 1660s, when the Trt;nh had put aside the attempt at 
,.,) 
milita:Iy reconquest of the Nguy~ on the southern border, did they 
tum back to the Chinese m::xiel of administration, with its el.'tphasis 
on bureaucracy and moral righteousness. In 1663, the Trinh, via the 
I.e on the throne, promulgated an edict containing the moial dicta the 
Confucian elite expected the Vietnamese population to follCM. '!his 
was very nuch an inp::>sition of elite, Chinese-derived. social patterns 
on irrligenous social structure. Muc::h of the activity involved. 
setti.ng- up new procedures to insure correct handli.ng- of the 
reestablished. sinic ideals. 47 Yet it would amear that the elite 
backed away from the heavy Ming el.'tphasis of Tiianh.-t(jng and the Mac.
• 
lfue peri~ from the 1660s to the 1760s saw the Tr.}nh in the north 
and the Nguyen in the south continue to implement the Chinese model 
as it had been established. earlier. In a time of demographic, 
social, and econamic change, the government in the north tried. 
desperately to maintain its hierarchy of power through the 
countryside. As fiscal problems mounted, it atte:rrpted to control the 
tax base and to keep land and population out of the hands of the 
large lan:ih.olders. Part of this was the effort to restrict the 
m::wement of "vagabonds," those not tied. to the village registers. 48 
At the same time, the government was inp::>si.ng- a hierarchy on the 
spirit cults of the countryside, drawi.ng- them under the central power 
of the cult to Heaven (Nam-giao) and drivi.ng- less desirable elements 
underground. 49 
tthese decades saw a growth of both Confucian orthodoxy among the 
literary elite and popular religious belief. Ifue latter included. 
Mahayana Buddhist and Roman catholic m::wements and is linked to some 
degree to the growth of foreign trade in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. One major contribution of future significance 
from abroad was the romanization of the Vietnamese language by 
Western catholic missionaries, though initially it was used only for 
catholic documents. tthe govermnent atte:lrpted. to counter the growth 
of heterodoxy by controlli.ng- the printi.ng- of books. 50 
All the countervaili.ng- forces of the times exploded. in the 
rebellions of the eighteenth century, that of the ~y-sdn in 
particular. We need to knCM the extent of foreign contacts that the 
various Vietnamese factions had before we can discuss the degree of 
such influence. For example, can Chinese White IDtus elements be 
found in the m::wements of the period? A specific stance of foreign 
participation was N~ Ahh' s involvement with the Bishop d'Adran 
and his sen:ling his eldest son, Prince clnh, to Paris to seek aid. 
lfue resulti.ng- "bizarre handful of French soldiers ~ priests," to 
borrCM Ale:xan:ier Woodside's phrase, sm:ved. the Nguy-eh with other 
foreigners, Chinese, Khmers, lfuais, and Malays. Ifue French 
contributed milita:Iy expertise and most particularly brought the 
architectural con~ts of Vauban, which helPed. the construction of 
citadels (as at Hue) once success was achieved.. 51 
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Even urrler the Gia-long Emperor, the French did not gain great 
power, ani when his son, the Minh-~ Emperor, reached the throne in 
1819 there was little chance that EUropean influences could be 
strong. As WOOdside has shown so well, the 1820s ani 1830s saw the 
full adoption of the Chinese model. Gia-long had already adoptEd the 
01.' ing code of China almost in toto, ani nCJVl Minh-lIKp'lg set up the 
full bureaucratic array of offices ani pushed central power to the 
outer reaches of the kingdom. He also implemented a Chinese-style 
tributmy system as the pattern for his foreign relations. '!he 
Vietnamese roJ.er even went so far as to berroIN' what he thought 
existed in O1.ina, even though it did not. Yet, as Woodside points 
out, Minh~ did not allCJVl his strong adoption of the Chinese model 
to roJ.e out' any consideration of western elements at all. He took 
European technical ani militmy items as of interest, accepting or 
rejecting them on what he considered their merits in the Vietnamese 
situation. 52 
Minh-m::rrg's successors were as much if not more Confucian than 
he, ani not nearly so flexible as he intellectually. '!he Td-au6 
Emperor was a scholar in the classical Chinese meaning of tne word, 
ani his connnents in the imperially sponsored ~tional histo~of the 
mid-nineteenth century, the Sinic-inspired I<ham-,B¥1h Vi~t-Sl1 
ThOng-Giam c16ng-~c, reflect a view of the world more in tune with 
Chinese philosophy than with Vietnamese reality.53 '!he result 
appears to have been a dangerous gap between the Vietnamese people 
ani the throne in Hue just at the time of the French invasion. 
Ideas on the Vietnamese CUItural COre 
As elsewhere in SOUtheast Asia, throughout Vietnamese histo:ry 
there exists a theme of berrolN'ing from external soorces. '!he close 
involvement with China over the past two millennia has meant much 
adoptEd from that direction. yet we should not let this fact blind 
us to other foreign soorces. Through many of these centuries, trade 
was important to the vietnamese economy ani culture, adding elements 
of value to the Vietnamese from along the sea routes. 
As life Changed through the centuries for the Vietnamese, what 
remained constant in this life? To use the anthropological terms 
noted at the beg"inning of the paper, what can we say belongs to the 
Vietnamese cultural core ani what to the periphe:ry? As was stated in 
the 1370 quotation noted above, 
. . . pale scholars • • . Changed the old 
customs of our ancestors to follCJVl the customs of 
the North entirely as if they were clothes, 
music, (or) literature. 54 
This is a good distinction between what is considered integral to the 
culture ani what is considered stylistic. Let us examine "the old 
14 
customs of our ancestors" and make same suggestions for the 
Vietnamese cultural core. 
social 
rrhe patterns underlying Vietnamese society may be seen from early 
Chinese references as having been bilateral in nature with 
flexibi1ities that the Chinese tried unsuccessfully to convert. 55 
Evidence from the Ly period suggests that even in the royal family 
there was neither primogeniture nor indeed any strict practice of 
succession. 56 '!he status of women has been consistently higher in 
Vietnamese society than in China, as women played significant 
political roles (witness the 'I'l:13rq sisters and lady Tri~) and fonned 
the transitional link between dynastic pcMerS. Both Chinese and 
European sources have long noted the relative freedom of movement 
obtained by Vietnamese women, and this movement held in general for 
members of Vietnamese society, including children. OVerall, the key 
point to be made for Vietnamese social organization has been its 
flexibility and the nature of choice so furrlamental to it. Without a 
strict 1ineality and rigid clan organization, Vietnamese could choose 
the nature of their kin alignments and of the social organizations 
they joined.57 
CUltural 
'!he mythic pattern in Vietnamese culture goes back into the early 
centuries of its history. A strong continuity exists in these myths, 
despite the transfonnations of certain of their elements to accord 
with cultural changes that had taken place. It is through these 
myths that the Vietnamese people maintained their relationship with 
the past, not by means of the Chinese-style histories. In a sense, 
this is a timeless approach to the past, since by means of the myths 
significant figures and events of the past remained alive in the 
present. While retaining significance, the myths do change with the 
times and thereby remain con1:.eItp:>nu:y. A good example of such change 
was the turtle claw of King An-dtldng becoming a dragon claw in the 
sto:ty of the sixth-centw:y Tri~u Quang Rl\~c. Yet in the myth of ~ 
I.di, the central figure was once again a turt1e. 58 Despite the 
cJ:ianges, the continuity is there in the form of the water creature 
and its political power. Of interest here, then, is the eel-like 
water creature (probably similar to that in the original of Dragon 
lord lac in the Vietnamese origin myth), which appears prominently as 
a It'Otif in Vietnamese sculpture from the eleventh centw:y into the 
fifteenth. It too would tum into a dragon. 59 
Another major element in Vietnamese culture is the language and 
the nOm script derived fram the Chinese for it. 
Religious 
Linked to the myths and forming a major Part of Vietnamese life 
are the spirit cults. '!he range of spirits involved in the cults is 
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large an:i goes from peculiar individuals wo died violent deaths in 
strange ways to the great, heroic figures WO perfo:nned :menorab1e 
deeds in strivirg to defend the realm. Like the myths, of vihich they 
form a part, the cults too brirg the past into the immediacy of the 
present an:i make it live. Not only are they of temporal significance 
but also SPatial, as they help define the 1an:iscape of Vietnam. '!he 
cults have their own specific locales, an:i the range of the locales 
provides definition to Vietnam itse1f. 60 
Again, like the myths, the cults are not frozen in time an:i their 
significance changes through the centuries. In 1329, the V~Eft .gi~ U 
Linh ~p reco:r:d.ed the "invisible powers of Viet," vihich had proven 
efficacious in the wars against the Mongols an:i the Chams. 'Ihese 
were the early heroes an:i heroines wo generally came to be ecliPSed 
by the lrore powerful spirits of the ~t national heroes of later 
centuries, particularly that of ~ Hdng-&o. Only the Trtlnc:r 
sisters of the earlier period maintained their high positi;;;-3~1 
Political 
The power of the spirit cults reached into the political realm as 
well. Given the flexible nature of vietnamese social organization 
discussed a1:ove, there was a major need for charisma.tic leadership 
that would draw the choice of significant individuals to follow. 
Leadership, then, depended greatly on the quality of leader-follower 
relations, an:i a major task for any would-be ruler was to strengthen 
an:i broaden loyalty beyon1 the personal ties of kin an:i lieutenants. 
A major way by vihich this was done was through the blood oath, 
whereby courtiers an:i officials swore loyalty to the ruler before the 
spirit world an:i asked the ~irits to punish them severely if such 
loyalty were not de1ivered. 6 
Economic 
I would again argue that international trade, of however limited 
a scope, fo:nned a major part of Vietnamese life through the 
centuries. In general, the Vietnamese have been lrore open to the sea 
routes than their northern neighbor an:i lrore open as well to cultural 
elements an:i ideas that moved alorg these routes. Vietnamese society 
generally seemed to allow greater participation by both sexes an:i all 
social classes in trade. 63 
'" A ..-\.\. ....A glance at the legal code of the I.e dYnasty (the I.e Trieu Hinh 
IllSt) 64 will give us a hint of the relationship to the cultural core 
held by the items discussed a1:ove. The purpose of the ~ code 
appears to have been to maintain the cultural core an:i at the same 
time to control it, thus both keepirg in touch with the culture an:i 
reinforcirg the introduction of Chinese elements, COnfucian an:i 
bureaucratic. within the borrowed framework of the code, the 




Yu Insun has shawn very well, in his doctoral dissertation "law 
and Family in seventeenth and Eighteenth century Vietnam, ,,65 the 
strength of indigenous bilateral social patterns through the 
eighteenth century. References to the oath (articles 103, 107) 
indicate the continued concern of the government for threats fram 
traditional charismatic leaders, and numerous other articles show the 
worry over control of ~ by private (and public) individuals. 
The mythic and religious aspects were dealt with more 
administratively than legally, as the matter of the spirit cults 
reflects. The government sought to control "heterodoxy" in the code 
(see, for exanple articles 215, 413) without actually detailing 
intrusion into cultic and spritual practices. The extent of 
government control appears most strorgly in the code as regards 
foreign trade. Articles 71-77 call for major restrictions in 
Vietnamese contacts with such merchants, yet liI1e know fram 
contemporm:y witnesses (viz. samuel Baron) that the opp:>site was 
quite often the case. 
In looking at the Vietnamese cultural core through time, I tern 
to see a series of transfonnations occurring, transfonnations that 
had differing in'q;:>acts on the core itself. Buddhism seems to have had 
an additive effect, drawing indigenous elements under the broad 
umbrella of the Hi.ndll-Buddhist view of the cosmos. confucianism 
seems to have been l1'I1.lCh more revolutionary in the c1:'lar'ges it expected 
of the core elements. OJring the :r.$ dynasty, these changes were 
handled more sensitively and gradually than under the succeeding 
Nguy~, yet the ~ changes were no less revolutionary for all their 
Vietnamese-ness. 
'!he major issue now existing is: How confucian did the 
Vietnamese become? An:i when? A large gap presently exists between 
preIOOdern historians (like myself) who follow the historical 
development of an initially shallow confucianism in Vietnam and 
students of the twentieth century, especially anthropologists, who 
have found a deep-set confucianism in modern Vietnamese society. 66 
Part of the answer lies in the as yet uninvestigated in'q;:>act of 
Confucianism-how deeply into Vietnamese society did it go? Another 
part may well be a product of the Vietnamese ruling class under the 
immobilizing hand of French colonial rule. (See, for exanple, the 
anpbasis placed on the family by the Franco-Annamite group in the 
1920s and 19308) .67 We need to know much more about the modern 
transfonnation of the elite in Vietnam and of Vietnamese society in 
general before liI1e can speculate further in this direction. It may be 
that the Viet Minh and the COJ:mnunists hewEd closer to the cultural 
core of their people than their opponents, despite the former's 
foreign ideology. We need to ask now and in the future the 
contribution of Marxist ideology to Vietnamese culture in the same 
way that liI1e ask it of Buddhism and Confucianism. 
The Vietnamese cultural core would be a constant though shifting 
entity. What would count within it would be that which was 
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considered essential and integral to the culture at arr:I given time. 
Foreign elements ani ideologies would bec:ome grafted onto it, and the 
"core" of the twentieth century would differ greatly from that of two 
millennia before. The important fact is the Vietnamese ability to 
make arr:I such "foreign-ness" Vietnamese. 
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Dinh-Hoa Nguyen 
Thanks to a resilient nationalism c:rystallized in a resilient 
national culture, Vietnam was able, despite ten centuries of 
northern, that is, Chinese, rule to preserve its own language, its 
own customs ani mores, ani through these its own identity ani 
personality. National consciousness also nurtured revolts against 
the aggressors from the north ani finally, with the victo:ry on the 
Bach-Dang River, ended m:::>re than a thousand years of foreign 
domination ani ushered in the era of indeperxience, marked by the 
establislnnent of a unified auton011DUS feudal state starting in the 
tenth centw:y. '!he subsequent five centuries saw the advance.me:nt ani 
expansion of the Great viet state ani also the flourishing of 
national culture. Chinese continued to function as the official 
written medium in affairs of state as well as in intellectual 
exchanges. 
Around the el~enth centw:y a native script or demotic system of 
writing called chu n~ ("southern characters") made its shy 
appearance (N~ -oifih-Hoa 198.2), ani until its demise in the early 
twentieth centu:ry it was used in private documents, deeds, ani 
contracts as well as in many works of popular literature, notably 
those of the eighteenth centu:ry. With the abolition in 1918 of all 
civil s&Vice examinations based on a knowledge of COnfucian classics 
ani skills in prose ani poetJ:y writing using both systems of :ElAn ani 
N&n characters, the new Roman script contributed in the seventeenth 
centu:ry by the collective efforts of Portuguese, French, Spanish, ani 
Vietnamese Christian workers was put to use by the French rulers as a 
means toward their end of effective ani profitable colonialization. 
'!he Vietnamese, however, succeeded i.J1 ~ this new Educational 
tool to their advantage. Incleed, quOc-ngd proved to be a p::Merful 
instnnnent in the struggle to eradicate illiteracy ani later in the 
spread of Education ani culture, jettisoning Vietnam into the 
international arena of politics, science, ani technology--all this 
through, ani despite, eight decades of colonial rule ani well into 
Republican days starting in 1945. '!he modernization of Vietnamese, 
which went han:i in han:i with efforts at standardization ani 
unification by scholars in both zones during the 1954-1975 partition, 
has been recounted in proceedings of several conferences held in 1956 
in Saigon; in 1960 in Hanoi; ani, since reunification of the countJ:y, 
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. ." Ai ~ •..8 /'. i . . '" A. m 197~ m 1janC? , :Hu.e1 an:t. no Chi Minh C tyj ~ m t979 m ~9~ tV 
(Nha Van-hoa 1956; Vien Van-hoc 1961; Nguy~ flinh-Hoa 1979 i Ngon-ngU
1979). ,I 
'!his brief study of linJuistic borrowing, calle1. "cultural 
borrowing" by Bloomfield (1933:444-460), will be limited to an 
examination of the following five activities: (1) lexical adoption, 
(2) lexical creation, (3) graphemic invention, including 
rananization, (4) indigenization of Chinese poetics, and. (5) 
granunatical borrowing. 
lexical Adoption 
It has been said that "languages are greedy" and. "probably no 
language has ever been content solely with the lexical materials 
available from its own resources i and. pert:laps every language has from 
time to time increased the range and. span of its vocabulary with what 
are generally calle1. loanwords--imitations or approximations of the 
soum and. sense of words from other languages" (Miller 1967:255). 
Although words of Western origin started invading the Vietnamese 
lexicon only decades ago, the phenomenon of lexical borrowing has 
been continuous in the course of the long history of the national 
language, with the principal donor language being Chinese. 
Chinese loanwords in Vietnamese 
Roughly speaking, Chinese loanwords followed. two routes: the 
popular route, via the spoken language used by Chinese officials and. 
traders in daily contacts with the Vietnamese people during the days 
of direct Chinese rule (Ill B.C.-A.D. 939), and. the learned route, 
via the written language which the intel1igentsia-or intelligentry, 
to use Professor Stephen O'Harrow's tenn-had to master in order to 
pass the gro.e1ing literary examinations leading to mandarinal 
positions within the civil seJ:Vice stn:lcture. Both layers of 
borrowed 1exemes were in a sense superimposed upon the core 
vocabulary of Vietnamese, whichJconsists of ~ native rconosyllables 
as 080 'rice' ~i 'fruit' nrldc 'water' giO~/trd1 'C!1l'u' 
~ v '-- , -- '- - ~"'.l .._\.
giang/trang 'moon' , "and. of even such dissyllables as aay-au 'fully1J 
canpletely', sang-sua 'brigp.tly' . ... 'gentle, sweet', chia re 
'to divide [a group] " ("ti~ n6m 1 i": re N99C-'fiV. 
1973:xxi-xxviii). 
Although following different approaches to the analysis of 
Sino-Vietnamese elements (Han-Vi~t), that is, lexical items borrowed 
from Chinese, the scholars (Mas~ 1~2, 1916; Wang Li [1948] 1958; 
Nguy~ Bat-Tl8' [1953] 1958; Nguy~ Khac-Kham 1969, 1971; Mineya Toru 
1972; Ha.Shimoto Mantaro 1978; Gage 1976, 1979; Ray 1979, to name just 
a few) have agreed basically on how and. when an item was borrowed, 
what kinci of change it underwent in tenns of Chinese phonology and/or 




Sino-vietnamese was the kind of language in Gia~u (Jiao-zhou) 
arourxl the em of the Tang dynasty am primarily based. on the 
TrOO1g-an (Chang-an) dialect. Hashimoto cammentErl further that "the 
Chinese language taught at Vietnamese schools in Jiao-zhou ImlSt have 
been a kind of koine spoken in the southwestern part of arlna," and 
that "the Sino-vietnamese we nowadays observe is fundamentally the 
reading of Chinese characters based on such a koine but Ifossilized I 
in the romanization of Alexarxire de Rhodes in his famous dictiona.:t.y 
of what Maspero calls lannamite lrOYen, I Dictionarium Annamiticum 
Illsitanum at Iatinum (1651) II (Hashimoto 1978:9). 
At any rate, the canpletely acclilllatized segment canprises a 
large number of loanwonis that denote foodstuffs, articles of 
clothirg and furniture, and that are interspersed in descriptions of 
housekeepirg, health care, arts, am skills as well as harrlicraft 
products,..) and techniques. These" direct loansr.haye been called mo xda 
by Nguyen ~t-Tw (1958) and tieng nero chuy~ goo H8n-Vi~~ by Ii\ Ng9C 
Tr\;l (1973). Exa:Irq;:lles of these "more deeply entrenched Chinese" (Gage 
1976) loanwonis pr ''vietnamized Han wonis" (Wang 1958) are: M 
Igrar:dIrother l ; bSn 'pier'; buang Ito release'; bl.iOhg '~I; can 
'~, apartment, house'; cct.. 'to untie' ;~ dao 'knife'; aau Ihead ' ; 
~'ng IroadI ; ~ 'liver';~ 'near ' ; giay lpaper'..(\ gi~'re.bel'; _ 'minus, weak'; keo '9~ue'; kheo 'skillful'; nguon 'sourc:e, 
origin'; tim Iheart I; Vt16n Igarden' . 
These long Vietnamized wonis are no longer associatErl with the 
reading of the correspon::ling Chinese characters, and few native 
speakers realize that they are not ''pure native wonisll (th~ Vi~t) 
but rather are very early loans, sometimes referred to as dfl 
Hcln-ViElt, "ancient Sino-vietnamesell (Wang 1958). 
Different from them are names of Chinese dishes or ingredients 
such as ~-liu '(five) spices', lq.p-mong 'Chinese sausaqe'; 
l~may-phan '~t~rice, cooked glutinous2..rice'; l'\lC-t:aU-xa I~ ~ 
bean soup I; man-than 'wouron (soup)'; ~ '(beef) noodles I; tao-ph6 
'so~ custard'; tfm-sam 'dim sum, dumplings I; xa-xiu 'roast pork I ; 
~-cau 'lime sherbet'. Besides these examples borrowed from 
cantonese, some culi.J1a:rx. terms are loanwonis from the Tri£l-cl:li.u 
(Chao Zhou) dialect: hu-ti~ 'flat rice noodles'; ph4-r@u Istewed 
meat with spices'; ~-bffil 'hodge-pcdge' (ra Ng'9C Tru 1973:17). 
But these recogniZable loanwonis are referred to as t{-eng ta'u 
("Chinese wonis") unlike a catego:ry of tru.e Sino-Vietnamese loanwonis 
lIi.ItportErl into Vietnamese as the reading of Chinese charactersll 
[emphasis mine] --"a kind of 'litera:ry' loan wonis 'Which may one day 
die out after the Vietnamese cease usirg ideographic characters" 
(Hashimoto 1978:5). With regard to their phonetic shape they show 
similarities with southern Chinese dialects, especially Yue and Min, 
spoken in Southwest arlna. COntent-wise we have wonis pertaining to 




Whereas thoroughly naturalized loanwords designate t:aI'xJible 
objects, tools, utensils, and orna:ments, and thus have a need-filling 
function, the learned loanwords appear to lerrl prestige to their 
users. As in the case of Japanese, "potentially any morpheme or aIr:f 
'WOrd existing in Chinese of aIr:f variety at aIr:f period in the history 
of the language has in theory always been available as a potential 
loanword" in Vietnamese (Miller 1967: 235), and the recipient language 
only becomes so much. richer. 
Irrl.eed, in everyday language there is a large number of highly 
productive Chinese-borraved lexical units that may enter into larger 
combinations. w'L3 (1976:134-146) lists some 200 so-called 
"potential" morphemes of the type -si' 'specialist, expert', or va­
'non-, un-, im-, il-~, which. are usedl"lto compose dissyllables such. as 
thi-s~ 'poet' van-si 'writer', ~-sl. 'painter', or v&-ch.a 'without 
the owner', ~ 'inorganic', vO-danh 'anonymous' va-fch. 'useless', 
and trisyllables such as vo-chim-phl1' 'anarchy', vB-aMu-ki~ 
'uncorrlitiona1;, vO-gih.-tri 'worthless' or even tetrasyllables
v&-danh ti~-t8t 'a nobody', ve-ti& k:hoc\ng-N.U 'unprecedented',
yo:tUYiri trU.Ye1i-hilm 'television', and so on. 
Moreover, a native speaker of Vietnamese does not need to know 
the original meaning of each bound morpheme in order to u:rrler:stand 
the meaning of the conp::>UI'rl of which it...,is a constituent. SUch. 
~ as larm-ty 'leader', ~u-th~ 'contradiction', gui-~ 
'scale', and hi-sinh 'sacrifice' have become semantic wholes, and the 
constituents have lost or are in the process of losing their 
meaning. Synchronically speaking one should not think that every 
element of Chinese origin has meaning because to do so would be 
"replacing the synchronic viewpoint by th~ etyIrol~ical viewpoint in 
our analysis of modern vietnamese" (Nguy&1 Tai cln 1975: 12) . 
A poet such. as "1J-n"~ ~i (13A O-1442) had at his di8p9Sal such . ..Jt....J''''.1 At'... ~ ...... 
pal.rS 01 words as bub: , buong:th0ng, 9!n:can, gan:cq.n, 
tu8i:ttie, xe:xa, ao:tri~ :atu, trang:nguy(lt. As "each individual 
is a battlefield for conflicting linguis~ic types and habits" 
(Martinet, in Weinreich. 1963:vii), Nguygn ~i made his ch.oice in 
each. case reflect a division of labor between cort'peting elements in 
tenns of .POlitic function: in his COllected Poems in the National 
=ge (Qu&:-~ 'Ihi-~), written in ch.lll\ln&i, for "moon" he used 
~ only three or four times but nguY€t more than fifty times. 
-::-:ra::';:t=e:.iLr poets, too, freely and aptly selected either member of the pair 
of "synonyms" to suit the literary context. 
Another statistical detail: among the highest frequency group of 
272 words which. ~~ times or more out of a 2,235-word 
vocabulary in Nguy& Trai's 254 vernacular poems, only 54 words, 2r 
20 percent are Chinese loans. ,Altogether such. learned words as ~c 
'to obtain', nguy~t 'FJ1'v th~ 'the world', tri',,~pond." ph'6-qu§­
'wealth and fame', guan-td 'superior man', and the-gian 'the world' 
make up only 3 percent, whereas 17 percent are those thoroughly 
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vietnamized lexemes such as ~ I scenery', cic 'chrysanthemum', hoa 
'flower', hrlOng 'fra~', mai 'plum ,tree/blossom' , JftOng 'pine­
tree' tVthu 'a~', thu ~deli~t', trUc 'bamboo', tuYe 'snow' 
(Nguy~'rai can arrl vil-£llc Nghi~ 1980: 18). 
Teaching arrl Ieami.ng Sino-Vietnamese. 
In addition to books written by Chinese authors, there were word 
lists arrl manuals designed by Vietnamese scholars for the use of 
students of Chinese classics. At least three or four of them 
utilized Vietnamese verse as mnemonic devices to introduce the 
pronunciation arrl meaning of each Chinese character 0 
~t Thi& W(liThe Book of one Thousand Characters") is actually 
a word list givJ.l19' 1,015 Chinese wo:rds in alternate groups of three, 
then four, characters; each reading is followed by its gloss in a 
line of six (3 X 2) syllables arrl a line of eight (4 X 2) syllables. 
Below are the first four lines in the l'tc-~t or six-eight meter 
int.rcx'lucing fourteen Chinese characters: 
~ - % j:~ t!!.. z;.,1\.. 2:., , 
1\ 
it~. 
" giOi 'DIA dat may"(l) 'IHlEN	 VAN•...	 til ....)...~l\-$)	 ~. i(,' -1" f3,;f J~J5 
,..J 
~~ JiG /JJ. ...§l.) ...'1 ;}.~ • J	 .... 
(2)	 W mua• PHONG g~o CHU ngay Dt\ a&t. 
B j;)I""':'"" (fe' cif;7 
. 
,f~ Irts.!L tt'-t :l~ 'I')' 
(3) TINH sao IQ	 j; 'IUONG ai.~ 
....Y -~. fiJ_k- ~ -r.1b~ f ~ Z.\<	 ~:;: . 7 :t	 -:itK"f- I~) . lD,	 8 v , .... ./, 
(4)	 Hdo lanh" KHANH phuc oJ TANG th&t .f)A. nhi.eu 
( A:ihh'-Hoa 1963:1665-1678) Nguyen B 
The sixth word of any octameter rhymes with the sixth (or last) 
word of the preceding line, arrl its eighth word rhymes with the sixth 
(or last) word of the following hexameter; memorization is made easy 
for the subteen ~tud~~ in a :rrost ingenious fashion. In the above 
exaIl'!Ples, the qu~-ngtl fonns of the Chinese characters appear in 
capitals, arrl the :rhyming Vietnamese wo:rds listed below the n&n 
characters are ~y arrl~, ~em and 0.1&, then alem and th&t, arrl so 
forth. 
Another Vietnamese-authored t.ext:bcx:)k, equally inventive, is Tam 
Thi&t'Iil (liThe Book of Three Thousand ~ctersll), long thought to 
be anonYnnmo In 1969 the l~te scholar rr:ran vkh Gi!p disclosed in an 
article on the origin of chu nero that the author of Tam Thi~ TIJ. 
GiAi-&l ~ 1t Thi' ~ (1746-l803), who first called the book 
'N-hoc Toan- ~ ~ "Ji , ("A Glossary for the Study of 
ct1a.rS.ctersll ) in his P.re"'~ceo The text consists of 1,500 lines of 
four wo:rds, arrl each line introduces two Chinese characters followed 
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by their Vietnamese glosses in nom characters. The first six lines 
are reproduced below: 
,1s.-k :.l:. :ttJ i!. 
/1\ " (1)	 THIEN gidi -BIA aat ~t 
;{.}2-. to , Jf	 I~IA 1\.'	 /,
(2) a1 cat 'ION con"	 cat con 
~-} e ~%-,~l!J~ JB	 /,





i\ - ~ sa/ba(4) IDe sau TAM ba• --tr	 :;g
:;;- I~ ~o @l ~ 
(5) GIA rna cpoc rnl6c	 nlia/rilic 
,::1.. 
I:, tt.. 1ft	 1/f}~ ""\	 ~ 
(6)	 TIEN tnice HAD, sau A..J ~ ~6C sau 
(Nguyen 'fli.nh-Hoa 1973: 4-6) 
The four-meter verse is a folk verse widely used. in prover.bs and 
sayings, folk songs, and particularly in the satirical poem called 
v~. As the diagram above shows it, the last word of each line :rhYP.1eB 
with ,the secooo. word of the following line, before the caesura: aa:t 
and cat, cOn and CX>n, eMu and sau, and so forth.. 
'!his four-word verse predated the six-eiWtt (l\lc-a{t) met.EJr, but 
the latter became llDre popular (BUi Van Nguyen and aa Minh ~ 
1971:206). 
Iexical creation 
Uoo.er a strong cultural stimulus to adopt foreign tenus, native 
speakers and writers proud of their mother tongue and keenly aware of 
their identity as members of a speech comnu.mity often resort to the 
method of loan translation. Whereas direct loanwords represent the 
phenomenon of transfer, which is due to "language interference," loan 
translations, as attenuations of the process of borrowing, consist of 
native elements joined together according to foreign models. In a 
loan translation proper, a multiple lexical unit-a compourrl, a 
phrase, or even a proverb-is reproduced by mean5tJof equivalent 
native words (Weinrich 1953:51). Again Nguy@i T.rai was one of the 
earliest authors to use loan translations or calques, partly through 
the freeing of bound llD:t*emes (N~ 1975, 1983). Analysts often 
cite examples from his QliOc-~ Thi~p: 
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"I an ~ 'major retirement (e.g., right in the 
capital city' from ~i-an ,J.. B~ Poem No. 17
!'- rl\:,,' 
ij. 1\ • I, "­
bOn dan 'the four soc~al classes' from tu"-dim t!J) ~ 126 
&u tl:'&1 'magic verse' from ~-ci -f~ ~ 4 
ch~ qu~ 'cinnamonwood oar' from ePl3-tn)o ~11~ 42 
~ , 1- l ~ .1.­
di nghi 'to m:we or to stop' from hanh-chi r-r .,JJ;- 6 
In a loan rendition, the lrodel gives only a general hint for the 
reproduction (of a li~ allusion, a popular 59yiltg, e"l2.). For 
ins~, cay an aao uOng (QATl', Poem 102) and nude MO gifu1g, cdm 
cay tuQTq (Poem 129) are both derived from
1;/ ~ \-?{J $.1Z.., ~*f ttl ,1jJt-, t fJ ,fPJ ~ ~~ ~ i1 
"If I can dig a well to get my drink and plCM a field to get food to 
eat, then what effect could the king's power have on me?" 
MAy bay from phi-c6, tau Itt:: or xe l~ next to h&-xa are modern 
examples of loan translations preferred to direct transfers to refer 
to the aiJ::plane and the train, ~vely. "Skyscraper" has been 
rendered as IISkyP.iercer"--~ chQC trch-and "nightclub" as 
llnightbox"--h~ et""em--after the French boite de nuit. 
other classi~ ~iters after Nguy~ ~i, Ii ~nh..; ..tbng 
(1442-1497), Nguy~ Bfrih I<hi"em (1491-1585), ~ Tl'lf -et'em w 
(1705-1748), Nguyen Gia Thi~ (1751-1798), and most of all Nguy~ ru 
(1765-1820) all created new expressions through loan translations of 
one kirrl or the other. current efforts in PreserVing the purity and 
the clarity of vietnamese are p~i~ly ~ing pursueq in this 
direction (for 'marines/ lfuh thtl}; aam e2, after thUy=qu8n \ 
1~--ch.1~, from luc-chi& thuY=qu§njthtiY-binh; for 'the Penta20n' ~u 
N G6C, a~ Ngu:gi&c:aa:i; for 'the White House' 'l"ci! NhA Trang, 
after B$J.ch-oc or ~ch=cung; etc.). 
Translation carried to the extreme may, hCMever, lead to lack of 
precision, and therefore to confusion, when a technical tenn is 
involved. The word for helicopter is a case in point. The Greek I 
etymons hEllix, -ikos 'spiral' and~nv 'wing' should have givel) may 
ba~ cAnh~ instead of rrJiy bay e-thang or, 1OC)re recently, may
!xl l~ "straight-up takeoff plane"---'iNhich might cause 
confusion with VIOL (from vertical takeoff and landing) "an aircraft, 
usually other than a helicOpter, that can take off and land 
vertically" (Webster's New World Dictionaxy of the American Ianguage, 
2nd College Edition 1979). 
The meaning of a lexeme in the ~r langua2e often ~es in 
the recipient lapguage. I4ch-s1l 9/-\, ' from am-lich SlJ-co,
luy~-I:Lch ~-ti.hh, canh-l~ch sa-bien, means "experIenced" in 
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Chinese, but in vietnamese its meaning is "[of dress] elegant, chic, 
[Of",~, corrluct] correct, nice, courteous." The meaning of 
ti~-tam 1.1' I lj' is "to be careful, cautious" in Chinese, but "to be 
mean, petty" in Vietnamese. other examples of this shift in meaning 
are: 
khBi-ngo ~ -$~ '[of body] husky' '[of face] handsome' 
~-ngn !fl t~ 'difficulty' 'miserable: despicable' 
kJ:uic-<:'hiit uP ¥J 'wi.rrli.ng' 'articulate' 






I"" ..... 'meaning' 
,sensitive, considerate' 
Chinese-derived monosyllables usually denote titles, ranks, 
administrative units, roles, or ~ons: tU from t6.-tii 'holder of 
first academic degree:, cU from cd-n:ttan 'holder of second Jacademic 
degree', giao from giaO-~i(kH;U 'teacher', li from ly-tnMng 
'village mayor', 1m: from t 'provincial judge', hmr~ from 
tri-hUY9n 'district chief', and so forth. This practice of 
monosyllabic reduction has been llSeC\ in Westem loaI1\NOrds as well, 
resulting in such clipped words as 10p 'tire', (from Fr. enveloppe) , 
~ 'inner tube' (from Fr. chambre a air), ~ 'gasoline', (from Fr. 
essence), cafu 'police commissioner' (from Fr. cormni.ssaire), or ~ 
from the :E:rglish aparbnent, tach from the :E:rglish technician, 1Y from 
the :E:rglish assembly, and so on. The latter two forms were the 
source of such punning devices as used in the phrase ch.Ong- tach V9 ly 
referring to refugee couples in post-1975 Texas or california, where 
the husbar:d worked as a technician and the wife, even though not 
speaking :much :E:rglish, could be employed on the assembly line: tach 
and 1Y mean "cup" and "glass," respectively, in vernacular Vietnamese. 
Several units have the potential of becoming lexemes proper once 
they are given freedom of occurrence as autonomous tenns used in 
scientific and technical discourse: ~ 'root', di~ 'J?lane', rum 
'function' ha. 'system' IUc 'force' sinh 'biology' tinh , :.:x; '-,,-- I. ' -- , -­
'character, nature, -ness', 'tu.{'en 'line [of transportation or 
defense]' • 
'Ihe sociolO:;Jical aspects of lexical elaboration are discussed. in 
a two-volume work which contains papers read at a conference on the 
theme "PreseJ::ving the Purity and Clarity of Vietnamese in Iexicology" 
in 1979. Participants agreed that there has developed a division of 
labor between native elements and their Chinese-derived equivalents: 
.., A "'n --~- and tr'" and ' I 'caltrang and :nguy~t, _aaJ1_ and cam,/ ao 1..-!'.... so oQ m ,C assl. 
poetrY: and ~re recently iiU06 and~, lua and hoa, hat and ca, 
Clildng and tuten, and so on. They also saw that not all the 
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sino-Vietnamese tenns have to be replaced by native lexemes. A 
lexicolcqist pointed out that there are no two exact synonyms, since 
each of the two doublets has its own function, arxi that to use them 
:both in appropriate contexts only contributes to the enrichment of 
Vietnamese: Nguye¥t v~ 'I\l ([1979] 1981:2:270-271) illustrates the 
ice between two words ~ "~ f~elJgirlll--cmi as in cO 
; i, con g4i, hQC-sinh edi, arxi rn1 as in rni-gidi, dohg-:h8"'"rn1~ xe 9ij.P 
• A lady linguist argued further that, since the contents of a 
native word arxi of a borrowed word have each became specialized, the 
effort, in terminology work particularly in the social sciences, to 
substitute vietnamese lexemes for Chinese loanwords may (a) 
jeopardize scientific accuracy arxi precision; (b) introduce a lengthy 
expression that is hard to remember, or else (c)""da-fonnalize or 
vulgarize (dung-t1je-hoA) a technical tenn (Nguy&1 '!hi Tan [1979] \ 
1981: 2: 260-265). She objects to such expressions as mbn hQC (~) 
.•.'the st4dY 0;. . . ' arxi prefers such corrp::lUl1ds as aia-danh-hoc 
'geonymy', d¥~t-hqc 'geology', ~a-lY-h((C 'gecqraphy'; arxi so on, 
all of which contain the suffix ~~ '-logy, -ics'. She also 
advocates the .;retention of ti~- 1 'pred.ecesso:r;..t forefather' instead 
of ~8i trdOC; Cia-the 'polygynqus' instead of lay nhi~u VS1 
hAnii-kh?ic 'ma.rch' ~tead of khdc <h; 'tSp-t::hffin-kh15c 'potpourri' 
instead of kh6c h~lon, arxi so on. • 
A large combination may assume hybridized shape, that is, may I 
contain a mixture of native arxi borrowed elements. I ~les are linh 
.!:m&. 'sailor', sUng luc 'revolver, six-~', kim lao 'eyeglasses 
for old persons' I.. n8i':h6a 'labialized', cUa h?ng triiBng 'store 
manager', xe o-to 'a~ile', xe rich-lo 'Pedicab', xe buYt 'bus', 
xe tao-xi 'taxi', trang l?9p 'immaculate white' (modifi~fromFr. 
propre), an:} more recently xe lam 'three-wheeled public vehicle' 
(modifier lam from the trademark Lambretta) • Both elements may be 
excqlossic as in the hybrid fonus canh gac 'to watch, guard' from 
SinO-Vietnamese .!- 'to watch; watch of the night' arxi French garde, 
or o-xy-hoa. 'to oxidize' from French oxygene arxi Sino-vietnamese .1~ 
'to change'. 
Descriptivek\periphrastic expressions are mst frequently used: 
cc:{i 9?!t tan thuoc lb. ''!=j.le thing where you flip cigarette ) 
ashes-ashtray' may cat cI5 'machine to cut ""''''l'H:::ls--lawn lOCMer' mav
~_L,_ " ' - ~ A\ ' ==:.l.­':1-,aann tning 'machine to beat eggs--eggbeater', tau M. mom 'vessel that 
opens its jaw-larxiing craft', ~y bay ckih cUp Ckih xoe 'plane whose 
wirgs can fold or spread out--F-lll fighter plane', an:} so forth. It 
is precisely this device which helps word coiners when they are 
called upon as scientists and!or teachers to invent a new terminology 
needed in science instJ:uction. 
As detailed elsewhere (Nguy~ Bi1h-H~ 1977b) te:rndnology workers 
ever since the 1940s have essentiallX follClW'ed three routes: (1) use 
of Vietnamese elements(. as in may :khau 'sewin;J machine', ~y cUa or 
cUa may 'power saw', mo han 'soldering ifon', (2) use of ~ 
Sino-Vietnamese elements, as in dIlong-khi 'oxygen', nhi~t-ke 
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'thennameter l , ~c or Cljc am. 'cathode I; ani (3) direct 
transliteration of Western tenns. 
'lhrough the third process, which is based upon international 
nomenclature, Vietnamese has absort:ed same new letters from the Roman 
alphabet, those that represent new consonants (w, f, z), consonant 
clusters (br-, cl-, cr-, E!.-, ~, st-, tr-), as well-as such 
syllable codas as those ending in -al, -el, -01, -cd, -oz, ani -ic. 
As in other areas of innovation, the specialists in striving 
toward such objectives as accuracy, precision, systernaticity, ease in 
use, ani conciseness have shown considerable creativity in their 
collective work as linguists, scientists, ani educators (r.Uu van r.Bnq 
[1964] 1977). 
Graphemic Invention 
For a long time classical Chinese was considered. Vietnam's 
literazy language, read in the sino-vietnamese fashion ani written in 
a special style. 'Ihen the appearance of chuNnOm, in the eleventh 
century accoI.'ding to the latest research, marked a significant step 
in the assertion of Vietnam's cultural identity. 'lhis script was 
conceived as a system. of written symbols used to transcribe native 
words. '!hough based on Chinese characters, the "den:otic" or 
"southern" characters, lJl'rlecipherable to the Chinese themselves, 
stimulated the production of several masterpieces of national 
literature (£80 Uly Anh 1975; ~ Van Ql:uID 1981) • 
Of the six methods used in creating Chinese graphs, the nom 
script utilizes JOOStly the two processes of ji! jie ani xihgSheng. 
A nOm character may be a Chinese character, a combination of Chinese 
characters, a combination of a Chinese radical ani an incarnplete 
Chinese character, or an abb:J:W'iation of a character. It may also be 
marked with a diacritic (Nguyen Billh-Hoa 1959 ani 1982a). By making 
Chinese-borrowed graphemes represent either the sourrl or the meaning 
of a Vietnamese 'WOrd, one obtains a distinction between two 
homonyms: thus, nB:m Ifive' is written tfl.:n.. , but nS:m 'year' is 
written ~~ . 
/. , 
Among the JOOSt ingeniously desigIfed characters are :1':- trdi 
'~I, 1: t:rU:m 'leader, boss I , 1- sec J~village crie:r', ~ 
ram '15th day of the [lunar] monthj, ~ may 'a few'" J.£ ,..)
tiifu 'space above I, i.E 2. OO'6i Ispace below' , ~,. chooi 
Istring of beads', ani ~ lu 'worn out' -all hiu i characters. 
Various aspects of improved graphization have/. been discussed 
since the invention of the Roman script called C1l:!~-ngd~ product of 
the collective labor of catholic missionaries engaged in the 
evangelization of the Vietnamese people. Though Alexandre de Rhodes 
(1593-1660) of Avignon earned the credit for its early codification 
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through a catechism, a Grammatica1J Sketch ani a vietnamese­
Portuguese-latin Dictionary (Nguyen fl1nh-Hoa 1983a), the latter works 
reflected the phonological ani grammatical features of 
seventeenth-century or Middle Viet:nanlese (Gregerson 1969), so 
perfecting this useful romanization, which has basically remained 
undhanged since then, has always been a tine1y topic. 
OJring the colonial period. the French (I.e Gram de 1a Liraye, 
Aymonier, caditke, DJbois) ~ taken up the...J>rob1em. J",. But the,.) 
Viet:nanlese themselves (PhO~, Nguyen I<J:1tc Hioo, N~ V~ 
vil1h, ani Tt&1 'I':J:.'t?rl9-Kim were the early enthusiasts of the 1919-1928 
decade) have made significant recommen:iations toward the 
starrlardization of the novel system of writing. '!hose proposed r> 
"spelling refonns" range from rigorous scientific ones (e.g., Nguy~ 
Bat-TuY.1 s suggestions conogning vowels ani final consonants) to 
eCcentric ones (e.g., Nguy~ vifu vii1h I s suggestion ~ tone 
spel1ing--gsing !, ~, !!, 51 ani §. to re~ the huyen, hoi, ng'8.,
dc, ani 1"UPl9' tones, respectively, or Tr!b Trong-Kim1s suggestion 
, '. .. ".regarding the different~at~on of homonyms by means of final letters 
-§., -.!:., -~, -~, -th). 
Two conferences are worth Ftioning:,J a Conference on language 
Unification (HQi-n;;h:j. THong-rihat Ng&1-nsJ*) held"in saigon ~ ~56, " 
ani a COnf~ on t:!le IIrprovement of QLtoo-ngd (H9i-I)9h! v~ vAn-ae 
C'Ai-tr&:1 Ch,fQu&-nadr held in Hanoi in 1960. A canmittee on 
language COdification (Uy-ban fli~-che Van-tV> was set ~ in South 
Vietnam ~ mid-1967, ani an Institute of Linguistics (Yien 
NgOn-r:gU-hqc) was established in North Vietnam in 1969. 
Building on the work of their predecessors, linguists, writers, 
ani educators have en:lorsed soun:i reconunendations for a logical ani 
rational solution to the problem of script revision ani 
m::xiification. '!his particular domain of language planning will 
succeed only if each proposed refonn would be carefully studied by 
language specialists, then thoroughly ani constructively discussed in 
open meetings before a period. of dissemination, experinentation, ani 
gradual implementation, to be followed by an evaluation of the spread 
of pertinent language products with due respect ani consideration for 
sociolinguistic feelings ani attachments. 
Indigenization of Chinese Poetics 
I •• ~ I
'!he 1v.c-bat or S1.X-e~ght meter ani the song-t.h.at-luc-bat or 
seven-seven-six-eight meter ani their derived fonns are typically 
Viet:nanlese genres. But classical poetry writers in traditional 
Vietnam also followed Tang metrics when c:omp:>sing "regulated verse" 
if they were not tunti.ng out "old style" poems. 
'!he regulated style in due course grew more popular despite its 
demanding criteria. Basically a sonnet of eight lines of seven 
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syllables each ~t 119& }:)c{t c6. is governed by strict rules 
conceming its structure: final:thymes (in lines 1, 2, 4, 6, an:; 8), 
fixed patterns of tone contrasts (even, ~, versus oblique, mc), 
syntactic and semantic parallelism of the two antithetical ~lets 
in the middle of the octet, and the principle of adhesion (ni~), 
which requires that both secorrl syllables in the pairs of lines 1 and 
8, 2 and 3, 4 and 5, 6 and 7 have either an even tone or an oblique 
tone (~'!'r9n.g-Kim 1943: 252-258) . 
TaI1CJ prosody also stipulates that a major caesura occur before 
the last three syllables of the heptasyllabic line. But vietnamese 
poets introduced features of their native prosody to change the 
cadence of the regulated heptameter: the medial caesura in the 
Vietnamese );X)eID. was shifted and came before the fourth syllable, thus 
breaking a line into f} three-'WOrd hemistich followed by a four-word 
hemistich. In hi~ Qu~-fun Thi-taP ("Collected Poems in the National 
langUage"), Nguyai1 Triii often used this :thythm: 
,.) 1-\ ..\' ",ro> ,
Poem 13, Line 3 Ban cu thieu / ham aen mien sach,. 
' .... ,J", ..-I,.... .
4 Tinh quen chang / kiem w.u.C cun.g ma~. 
"racking old frierrls, I love my lamp and books, 
Maybe as a habit I seek bamboo and plum trees." 
I ~" 1­
Poem 52, Line 3 :Khach l~ den / n.gan hoa chUa J:\ll1.9' 
-f'.. A\ '" ",4 t..au mau ngam / ~ nguy~ can.g cao. 
"A new guest comes--no flower fell yet, 
A magic verse is sung--the crescent moon rises even 
higher. " 
sometimes the fifteenth-century poet paused after the secorrl word 
in each line of a couplet: 
, , A I I 
Poem 57, Line 3 ~c th.6i / than thich chen ~ ~, 
4 ~t sb"L / lclrg gi~ ~ ~t <lie 
''When you thrive, kinsmen came in flocks, 
If you fail, neighbors look the other way. " 
1\' '\ / ~ "­
Poem 139, Line 5 reu khdng / con cai hang tinh ph,:, 
~ I L 
6 Bep lanh / anh tam biem hoi han.• 
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"Your hut empty--the kids would turn ingrate, 
Your hearth cold--friends ani chums seldom call." 
In a few cases N~ Tlii opened a line with the topicalized 
element, then paused as if to keep hearers or readers in suspense: 
J ,. , . ,2. A 
Poem 51, Line 8 r.a / chua a~ quet: cua thong. 
"'!he leaves: no one has raked them at the pine gate." 
~ ~ '\ '\ A 
Poem 70, Line 5 Say / hat tac long hOng-hoc•. 
"Drunk [with books] I think no more of wild geese." 
Poem 62 contains this antithetical couplet: 
, " " I", ._. ILine 3 D~p / huyen hoa con quyen Knach,, . 
....~ ,I' ... _~ 40:1 A " 4 y,ay / b~en l..u.yet ca nen ong. 
"'!hen the county in bloom could keep its guests, 
Now with my sn.c:MY hair I have grown old." 
'!he most creative Vietnamese poets, unwilling to obey the rules 
of Chinese proscx1y too slavishly, preferred "to play fast ani loose 
with them, bend. them to fit different habits of native verse" cHu.Ynh 
Sanh '!hang 1979:XXX). An extraordina!.y innovation of theirs 
consisted in using a hexameter, or a line of six words ~c..J'lCi6n), 
instead of a heptameter within an eight-line sonnet. N l3llTrl1i 
himself used as many as a total of 359 lqc ngbn lines in his 254...
vernacular stanzas (:sUi ani ~ 
... 
1971: 19, note 2). A few examples have 
:been cited above, but Poem 41 contains even four lines of six words: 
"';\1- '), -l.A' It'
Line 1 Con cd quay, roC?U cay bau. 
...... I ,L .,LI\ 
2 i)o~ ndc3c non, chd~ quan cau. 
I .... 1\. I ~.
3 ~p ang may, om bO em,, 
f:!,', 1\ ~ • -l. 1\' A
4 Ngo~ ben suo~, l,;jelC can cau. 
"I bring my chessboard, a gourd full of wine, 
And roam aroun::'i, up hill and across brook. 
stepping on clouds, hugging a bundle of firewood, 
Or sitting by the stream, a fish pole next to me." 
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It is truly amazing that Poem 64 has up to seven line of lvc n:Fn 
and that in Poem 67 all the lines but the closing one has six words 
each. '!his mixing of l1Jc ng8n lines, a peculiarly vietnamese feature 
fourrl under the ~ (1225-1400) and up to the Restored I.B 
(1528-1802) (Tran Trong-Kim 1943: 270), ceased to exist in later 
poetry. ' 
A.,) t'S 
One last exanple of Nguyen Trai' s style as a non-confor:mist: a 
couplet of five words in Poem 182: 
• , ,J)..... .....__ ';'. {
Line 5 GJ.a / mq.c so l:IOJ. oat, 
6 " ai qua v9 con.Giau / 
"Getting old? Just 1:x:lw to the fate in Heaven and Earth, 
Growing rich? Be sure to share it with wife and kids." 
Granunatical Borrowing 
Consel.'Vative native speakers object to the borrowing of foreign 
grammatical features, but alien patterns are often copied rather 
creatively. French for instance has contributed such foms as 
qua-loa-rd-maItg 'pro forna, sloppily' fram qua-loa 'rough, sketchy, 
sloppy' and French -rement; Mt-de:m 'the last one, the bottom one, 
the worst' fram bet 'lowest, last' and French -i~; ~le 
'impeccable, perfect' from French in- and ch~ 'to belittle, 
disparage' and French -able. ­
A recent convention consists in using word order to distinguish 
an adjective fram a noun: 
'1 .N tU '1.­1. (a) chu-nghia -ban for 'capitalism' 
1- 'l. '" (b)	 'bl-ban chu-nghia 'capitalist'
 
'\) ,.> ..> A­
2. (a) chu-nghia xa-hC?i for ,socialism' 
r> A. 2.- ~ 
(b) xa-hC?J. chu-nghJ.a 'socialist' 
French, and more recently Erglish, constructions have been 
borrowed by bilingual speakers, who tern to make f:r;-equ~ or 
excessive use of n~izers (such as ~i, ~, vi4c, too), the 
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vietnamese writ:i:rg Ref01.1ll in Asian Perspective 
John DeFrancis 
There is a tide in the affairs of men
 
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fomme;
 
omitted, all the voyage of their life
 
Is l'::x:>uni in shallows and in miseries.
 
Julius caesar, IV, iii, 217 
'!he miseries of writing systems based on Chinese characters have 
afflicted. four Asian countries--china, Korea, Japan, and Viet Nam. 
'!he tide of optX>rb.mity to reform. their writing systems was taken at 
the flood by Viet Nam and North Korea. China, Japan, and South 
Korea, however, missed the optX>rb.mities presented to them and so 
remain l'::x:>uni to the miseries of Chinese characters. 
There were two lost optX>rb.mities for China. '!he first came 
shortly after World War I 'When the great upsurge of national feeling 
known as the May Fourth Movement included as one of its main 
components proposals for reform. of the Chinese system of writing as a 
means of helping to revitalize and mod.ernize the country. Same 
intellectuals, including Chen I:l.lxiu, one of the founders of the 
Chinese CoImnunist Party, advocated abarrloning Chinese characters and 
adopting Roman letters to write the national language. An alternate 
proposal was advanced by Hu Shi, a scholar of quite different 
political persuasion 'Who subsequently became Chiang Kai-shek's 
ambassador to the united states. Hu advocated instead that 
characters be retained but that they be used to write not in the dead 
classical style but in a living vernacular style 'Which could pave the 
way for an eventual transition to the use of Roman letters. 
There is, however, a furxla:mental fallacy in Hu Shi I S reasoning. 
Chinese characters have been so tied in with the classical style and 
the latter has been so deeply entrenched in the minds of Chinese 
intellectuals that most have been unable to overoome its influence in 
their attenpts at writing in the vernacular. COnplaints are still 
Unless otheJ:Wise indicated, documentation for this paper is to be 
found in author's publications listed in the References. 
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frequently voiced today that even the scripts of radio broadcasts, 
which one would think would surely be written in close approximation 
to eve:r:yday speech, are actually so loaded. with classical turns of 
phrase as to cause difficulties for broadcasters an:i listeners alike. 
Hu Shi' s character-oriented approach to a vernacular writing 
style stands in contrast to the approach suggested. by Chen Dlxiu ani 
later spelled out more precisely by III Xlln, China's greatest writer 
of modern times. The latter SPeCified that the writing style should 
be based on the direct transcription of speech into an alphabetic 
script so as to get away from the influence of the characters. In 
support of a New writing movement involving the Iatinization of 
Chinese, III Xlln urged: "From the lips of living people take words 
ani phrases that are full of life ani transfer them to paPer. • • • 
What can be said can be written. II 
The dec:ision to follow Hu Shi' s in:ii.rect character-oriented 
approach rather than III Xlln' s direct alphabet-oriented approach means 
that much of so-called vernacular writing in characters still cannot 
be directly transcribed into alphabetic writing. And this means in 
tun1 that Hu Shi' s approach to vernacular writing has sh.<::rwn itself to 
be not the great success that is generally claimed for it but a 
colossal failure in achieving the avowed goal of preParing the way 
for a transition to writing based on the latin alphabet. The 
currently dominant partly literary, partly vernacular style remains 
one of the most serious obstacles to arr:t such basic refonn in the 
Chinese system of writing. 
'!he secorxi lost opportunity for China came with the establishment 
of the People's Republic of China in 1949. It was the confident 
expectation of Chinese language refonners that the communists would 
now .i.nplement the change in writing that they had advocated in the 
thirties an:i forties. In 1939 Mao Zedong had told the American 
journalist Edgar Snow: 
we believe Iatinization is a gocxi i.nstrtnnent with which to 
ovenxme illiteracy. Chinese characters are so difficult to 
learn that even the best system of rudimentary characters, or 
s.i.nplified teaching, does not equip the people with a really 
efficient ani rich vocabulaJ:Y. 
Sooner or later, we believe, we will have to abandon 
characters altogether if we are to create a new social 
culture in which the masses fully participate. [1968:446. 
Snow's emphasis.] 
rnrls was only one of many expressions of support by top communist 
leaders for a fur:rlamental change in the Chinese system of writing, not 
merely a minor tinkering with the shape of the characters such as the 
Chiang Kai-shek regime had briefly decreed in 1935 in an abortive 
attempt at character s.i.nplification. In the communist-contro11ed area 




acconied legal recognition by a decree promulgated in 1940 which stated 
that documents drawn up in Iatinization would have the same status 
before the law as those drafted in characters. small wonder that the 
many Sl.IpI;X)rters of Iatinization throughout the COl.mtl:y saw the 
inauguration of the new regime in october 1949 as assuring the 
possibility of finally implementing a refonn that various allnese had 
been advocating since the 1890s. 
In a stunning reversal of policy, however, Mao Zedong oniered in 
1950 that writing refonn should give top priority to character 
simplification and that alphabetic writing should be indefinitely 
deferred. 
'!he nost authoritative explanation for this reversal has been given 
by Premier Zhou Enlai. In a talk with a fonner French minister of 
education, Zhou stated that those Chinese who had already received 
schooling and who were needed to expand education were so attached to 
the characters that it was deemed. the better part of wisdom not to add 
the difficult problem of writing refonn to all the other mgent tasks 
confronting the new govemme:nt. It may also be that in the euphoria of 
winning a civil war against a regime backed by the fOrenDSt capitalist 
pcJ!ATer, the leaders of new China felt that they could also overcame the 
hitherto intractable problem of achieving mass literacy on the basis of 
Chinese characters. 
'!he fUrthest that writing refonn was Pennitted to go was the 
creation of a new alphabetic scheme that was carefully PreSented as 
having only a limited role. Even the mere creation of the new phonetic 
scheme was delayed for several years by Mao's request that it be based 
on Chinese characters. Hapless language refonners dutifully attempted 
to comply with Mao's request for a so-called "national-in-fonn" system, 
failed to came up with a satisfactory characterli.ke alphabetic scheme, 
and only succeeded in receiving final acceptance in 1958 for a scheme 
called Pinyin, a Iatinized system based on the Peking dialect that was 
to have limited use as a means of transcribing Chinese characters and as 
the official transcription whenever it was needed, as in publications 
ai.Ine:i at a foreign read.e:rship. 
language reformers are tl:ying to push Pinyin into wider areas in the 
hope of making it a full-fledged orthography in::lependent of characters, 
one that would not replace the traditional script but would coexist with 
it in a situation of digraphia, in which each script would be used in 
the areas to which it is best suited. But Mao's great leap bac.'k.ward has 
created an atmosphere much less con:iucive to any basic refonn. '!he 
opposition to alphabetic writing that existed before 1949 has in the 
thirty-odd years since then been reinforced by both official and 
unofficial actions. During the CUltural Revolution xenophobic youths in 
Peking tore down street signs that presented the names in Pinyin as well 
as in characters. In AJ.1v;:)y, people possessing materials in alphabetic 
writing were forced to bring them out, pile them up in the street, kneel 
alongside the pile, and apply a match to these un-arlnese materials. 
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Although the worst excesses of the Olltural Revolution are a thi..ng of 
the past, and Mao Zedong's long-buried reiteration in the 1950s of the 
need for an eventual transition to writing in Iatin letters has recently 
been revealed, the poisoned atmosphere lingers on, and it is now much 
more difficult to carry out a basic refonn than it was at the flood tide 
of Communist victozy. 
'!he lost opportunity for Japan came in 1946. In March of that year 
aU.8. Education Mission was sent to Japan to look into the Japanese 
educational system and to advise General Douglas MacArthur as to what 
policy the defeated adversazy should be required to adopt in this area, 
including the traditional writing system, which consists of a mixture of 
Chinese characters or Kanji and native syllabic script or Kana. '!he 
o.:mmrission reco.mmerrled that "in time Kanji should be wholly abarrloned as 
the popJ.1ar written language and • • • same fonn of Ramaj i be brought 
into cc:mm.Dt1 use by all means possible" (Hall 1949:357). 
'!he Japanese reaction to this request was mixed. It was 
whole-heartedly supported by those Japanese who hoped to revive the 
movement for Ro.tna.j i, a romanization movement which came into being in 
the 1880s but had been ruthlessly suppressed by the Japanese militarists 
before the war (DeFrancis 1947; Hall 1949). It was strongly but now 
more discreetly opposed by other Japanese. '!he American OCCUpation 
authorities were also split on the ma.tter (Hall 1949). A young American 
second lieutenant in charge of textbook revision was so strongly in 
favor that he issued an orcier calling for the immediate oompulsozy 
adoption of Ramaj i as the basis for e1ementazy school textbooks. His 
superiors were of a different mind. Only twenty minutes after the brash 
young officer dee.:::reed this historic change in Japanese writing, his 
cannnarrling officer COlmte:nnanded the orcier. Never before perhaps has a 
tide ebbed so fast. MacArthur sided with the upper-ech.elon brass, 
fo:nner civilian specialists in Japanese belonging to that group of 
Westerners who, on exposure to Chinese characters, errl up with an even 
more proprietazy and protective attitude toward the characters than 
those to the symbols bom. 
It is interesting, but of course fruitless, to speculate on this 
historical might-have-been. If MacArthur had supported the 
reco.mrnen::lations of the U.8. Education Mission in the area of writing 
refonn, in the situation then prevailing in the COlmtzy Japanese 
adherents of Ro.tna.j i might well have been able to muster enough stren;;th 
to overcome the undoubtedly strong opposition of the entrenched 
establishment, the academic and educational as well as that of the 
govennnent bureaucracy. But the historic opportunity was lost. Thanks 
to a milder refonn which has limited the rnnnber of Kanj i to a little 
less than 2,000 (in contrast to the 6,000-7,000 in previous use), and to 
an econani.c upsurge that has made possible at least nine years of 
schooling for the whole population, a high rate of literacy has been 
achieved and hence the traditional Kanj i plus Kana orthography is now 
more finnly entrenched than it ever was. 
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'!he Korean situation is a little more complex. Here too at the 
errl of the war there was an opfX)rtunity to break with the past. '!his 
past included the use of a mixed writi.nl system, a combination of 
Qlinese characters ani a native alphabetic script called Hangul, when 
the Koreans themselves were in COJ:llIlIaIrl of their own e:iucational 
policy. DJri.nl the ,Pericxi of Japanese control, Korean was proscribed. 
ani Japanese was used in its stead as the medium of instruction. 
with the restoration of Korean as the medium of instruction after the 
defeat of Japan, the possibility presented itself of actually 
canyi.nl out the recx:mnnen:::lation made by SC'lll1e Korean reformers fram 
the l890s on to a.barrlon characters ani to use only the native Hangul 
script. 
'!he South Koreans have vacillated on this issue. Educational 
policy since 1945 has at times prom::>ted Hangul over characters. At 
times the mixed system has been favored but with a change somewhat 
similar to that in Japan, namely, the limitation in number of 
characters to urxier 2,000. '!he result of this vacillati.nl policy has 
been a general weakening in COJ:llIlIaIrl of characters by the population 
as a whole (Blank 1981). It is therefore possible that over time the 
ca:mnan::i of characters will be so weakened that the sphere of 
Hangul-only publication will be greatly expan:ied beyom its present 
fairly extensive limits to the point where it becomes the predominant 
if not exclusive fom. of writi.nl in the whole of Korea. 
At present Hangul-only writi.nl is the official system of writi.nl 
only in North Korea. '!here the opportunity for writi.nl refo:rm that 
presented itself after 1945 was seiZed, but not i.ntma:liately. It was 
only in September 1949, after relations between North ani South ani 
between their rival mentors had deteriorated to the point of 
inplacable hostility, that Premier Kim II sung fonnally decreed the 
exclusive use of Hangul as the only national system of writi.nl ani 
banned the use of Qlinese characters completely throughout the entire 
society of North Korea (Blank 1981). ~ the reasons for the 
delay, which per.haps included the need for SC'lll1e preParato:ry work, may 
have been the hesitation subsequently shown by Kim II sung about 
unnecessarily deePening the differences between North ani South, a 
1:.h.in;r which he sought to avoid by opfX)Si.nl those who suggested
abandoni.nl the practice of writi.nl the phonemic symbols in squares to 
represent syllables ani adopti.nl instead a linearly sequential system 
of writing as in western orthographies (Kim II sung 1972:130-131) • 
'!he Hangul-only policy, coupled with seven years of campulso:ry 
education, the most extensive program of campulso:ry education in Asia 
at the time it was promulgated, has apparently dealt effectively with 
the problem of illiteracy in North Korea (Blank 1981). '!he use of 
Hangul in all levels of education ani publication also gives the lie 
to the often-rePeated claim that the ambiguity of alphabetic writing 
is such as to make indiSPenSable the use of Chinese characters. 
In the case of viet Nam the tide of opfX)rtunity to refo:rm the 
traditional system of writing cannot be pinpointed quite so 
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obviously, as in the case of the three other sinitic countries. It 
did not cx::cur, in any event, at the time 'Irv"hen the Vietnamese were 
first expose:i to a simple alphabetic system, any lOOre than in the 
case of the first exposure of the Chinese, Koreans, and Japanese to 
suc:h writi.r:g after the comir:g of Western missionaries. Father 
Ale:xa.rXire de Rhodes created, or at least systematized, a ramanization 
system in the middle of the seventeenth century, but like his 
co-religionists elsewhere he did so only to help westerners with 
their l~ge study and proselytizi.r:g activities ani not to provide 
the native population with a simpler system of writi.r:g. 
For lOOre than two hundred years the ramanization system was 
donnant, used to a limited extent by foreign missionaries, to an even 
lesser extent by a feM converts, and not at all by the rest of the 
population, which insofar as it wrote at..,a1.1 did so primarily in 
classical Chinese ani secorxiarily in ChU"Ndm (or simply N6m), a 
system of representi.r:g the Vietnamese l~ge by largely phonetic 
symbols adapted from Chinese characters. '!his situation changed 'Irv"hen 
the French began their conquest of viet Nam in 1861. It was replaced 
by a situation marked by no less than four competi.r:g systems of 
writi.r:g. 
The invaders of course used French anDl'lg themselves and promoted 
it among the Vietnamese as part of a policy, carmnon to all 
imperialist powers--including Japan and the united states as well as 
France.--that the eminent linguist Einar Haugen (1973: 55) has bluntly 
labelled "linguistic genocide. II The goal of a "France Asiatique" was 
held by virtually all colonial administrators, with disagreement 
merely over how' to achieve this aim-whether by the exclusive use of 
French, as advocated by Etierme Aymonier, or by a limited initial use 
of Vietnamese or even Chinese to ease the way into French, as 
advocated by Paul Bert. 
1J.be ramanization system devised by Father de Rhodes was taken out 
of its donnant state by the French colonialists in the 1860s and was 
made into an instrument for deali.r:g with the VA~ in 
Vietnamese. It was referred to by the name QIi&: Ngtl, "National 
Ianguage," a te:nn dati.r:g back at least to the fourteenth century that 
originally designated Vietnamese as opposed to Chinese, the latter 
havi.r:g been the basis of official writi.r:g in Viet Nam ever since the 
beginni.r:g of Chinese influence lOOre than a millennium earlier. 
Native collal:x>rators, chiefly well-educa¥ catholics who in some 
cases already knew the system, took up Qlibc Ngl17 usi.r:g it in the 
low-level functions assigned to them by ~ colonial administrators. 
A feM, notably the well-educated TrUOng Vinh KY, sought to ProIOC>te 
the system as the primary orthography for the Vietnamese language, to 
this end prod.uci.r:g a respectable amount of varied materials in the 
system. 
Ndm emerged as the written l~ge of those in opposition duri.r:g 
the first phase of French conquest. 1J.be Chinese-educated officials 
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fle:i from the south into the still-unoccupie:i areas of central ar.d 
northern viet Nam, leaving a void that was fill~ by opposition 
literature written in Nom. '!he bli.rxl poet Nguyen -f>iM Chietl, for 
example, rejecting eve.rything French, including the Quae Ngu script 
prcmote:i by them, eulCXJize:i fighters who fell in the struggle against 
the invaders, denounced collaborators, ar.d calle:i for :resistance. 
In the 1880s ar.d 1890s, as the French :PUShed their forces into 
the :rest of the countJ:y, they were met by :resistance from 
scholar-officials with their backs to the wall who exp:resse:i their 
opposition in literature written in Chi.:pese. tiJSome opposition 
literature was also written in Nom. Qu8c Ngt1 :remained. the writing of 
collaboration. 
By the em of the century the French had largely succeede:i in 
crushing Vietnamese :resistance. '!he beginning of the new century can 
therefore be said to have ushered in a new phase, one in which the 
war of words, now that a:rme:::i warfare had virtually cease:i, took on an 
added importance. In this war of words the question arose, more 
forcibly than before, as to how those words should be written by the 
vietnamese who had taken up the Pen against the French. several 
choices were available to them. 
'!hey might have chosen to emphasize N'om. '!his had the advantage 
of being an i.rxligenous creation base:i in fom. only on an alien script 
but having the more important feature of giving written expression to 
the voice of the vietnamese people themselves. or they might have 
chosen to emphasize the prestigious writing system borrowecl from 
China that was already well establishe:i as the medimn of written 
communication among the traditionally educate:i Vietnamese elite. To 
be sure, anticolonial Vietnamese did make some use of both these 
systems, but instead of limiting themselves to these difficult ar.d 
hence for the masses inaccessible scripts, they opened the way to 
broadening the scope of those who coulc; be reache:i by the written 
word by choosing also to make use of Qu~ Ngti~ 
'!his was a mcmte.rrtous decision. If we can SPeak of a tide in the 
affairs of the vietnamese that le:i to the fortunate reform of their 
writing system, I think we must date the beginning of the flood tide 
by the dEf?ision made in 1907 by anticolonial leaders to emphasize the 
use of Qu&: N~ '!his was the year that Fha.n :s8i ~u IJUl?~ished his 
essay New Vietnam calling for the introduction ~ Q!i8c",NgU into the 
Vietnamese e:iucational sys~; that the first QuOc Ngl3. newspaper of a 
nationalist ten:i~, Iltc Too Tan Van, was started in Saigon by a 
supporter of Fha.n BOi Ol§.u; ~ that-.,}the Tonkin Free School was 
established with classes in Qu6C NgU and with extensive publications 
in this system reflecting a mood of what David Marr (1971:166) calls 
"incipient natiOnalism. II And it was only four years later that a 
young maIlz just ~t of his teens who later became known as HIS' Chi Minh 




In Jrrf givirg such emphasis to the anticolonial support for Quc::c 
Ngu as the beginning of a tide that led to the final ascendency of 
this sort of writirg, I am deliberately assigning lesser importance 
to two other related events that antedated the developments just 
mentioned. 'Ihe first of these was the contribution that was made, 
quite unwittirg)'y, ~~ather de Rh.cx:ies. 'Ihe other was the French 
promotion of QOOc Ngd after their military Penetration into viet Nam. 
'Ihere are two aspects to the contribution of Father de Rh.cx:ies. 
one is introducirg vietnamese to the idea of alphabetic writirg, the 
other is providing an alphabetic scheme specifically for the 
Vietnamese language. We must be clear about the limited significance 
of 1:x::>th these aspects. It should be noted, first of all, that there 
are two ways in which one might conceive the idea of alphabetic, or 
more generally, phonetic writirg. one is to invent the idea. The 
in:iependent invention of the idea of phonetic writirg appears to have 
happened only three times in the history of mankind, first by the 
SUI1:I/3rians with their syllabic signs created about the fourth 
millennium B.C., then by the Chinese with their syllabic (or more 
properly morphosyllabic) characters datirg from the second millennium 
B.C., ani later by the Mayans with their partially syllabic glyphs of 
the first millennium of our era. The transition from syllabic to 
alphabetic writirg, variously attributed to the early Semites ani the 
Greeks, was an i.np:>rtant advance in phonetic writirg, which, 
incidentally, means all writirg, all true writirg (Gelb 1963; Trager 
1974). 
rrhe second way to acquire the idea of phonetic writirg is to 
1:x::>r:row it. The hUl'l:h:'eds of writirg systems of the world, which fall 
into the two broad categories of syllabic ani alphabetic scripts, are 
all due to the less original proc:ess of diffusion of the idea of 
phonetic writirg that originated among the sumerians, Chinese, ani 
Mayans ani was exten:led by the semites or the Greeks. In their 
creation of Nan the vietnamese had already bo:rrcMed the idea of 
syllabic writirg from the Chinese, as did the Japanese in creatirg 
their Kana syllabaries. The Koreans too 1:x::>:rrcMed the idea of 
alphabetic writirg from several sources to create Hangul (Ledyard 
1966). Chinese, Japanese, Koreans, ani Vietnamese had all been 
exposed to the latin alphabet in the sixteenth ani seventeenth 
centuries, thanks to their contacts with West.en1 missionaries, but 
the impact was minimal until new corrlitions that developed toward the 
end. of the last century led reformers in all these camtries within a 
few years of each other to initiate consideration of refonn of their 
writirg system. 
As to the Vietnamese beirg presented with a specific scheme by 
Father de Rhodes, they might have done better themselves if, after 
exposure to the idea of alphabetic writirg, they had been left to 
their own devices. They might have been able to follow the precedent 
of the Koreans in devisirg their astonishirgly gocxi phonemic script 
as early as the fifteenth century, or the Chinese in adaptirg the 
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latin alphabet to create the excellent Pinyin system promulgated in 
1958. Creating an alphabetic script is no big deal once you have the 
basic idea. 
'Ih.e same cannot be said, however, for a~ an,.,alphabetic 
script, particularly if, as was the case wi~NgU, it; is ~ 
as a writing of domestication. The French hoped to use Qu~ NgO. to 
tame the Vietnamese, to make them docile subjeats by feeding them pap 
in an easj.ly digested form, using for this purpose hirelings like 
TrLtOrq vinh KY and ~ ouYnh. 'Ih.e Vietnamese recognized the 
strategy and reacted against it, first by rejecting the system 
completely and then, fran 1907 on, by turning it into a national 
script that was able to avoid the elitist aspect of Chinese and Nom 
and to serve instead as a popular writing of liberaZ:ion. In so doing 
they extended the significance of the term Qu~ NgU by viewing the 
romanized writing as their "National language" not merely in contrast 
to Chinese but primarily in opposition to French. 
T.his last development had been foreseen and warned against by 
Ayrocmier, an exponent of the French-only policy who held the, I:! 
Vietnamese and their language in cont:errpt and looked upon Qu&: Ngd as 
a "bal:barous" thing, a dangerous "enemy created, nourished, and ~ cJ 
lovingly supported by the French themselves." He warned that Quoc Ngtt 
will merit its name, to our detriment, if it succeeds in 
bringing about the creation in Viet Nam of that which does 
not yet exist, a true national language which will not be the 
French language. It will then constitute the most dan:'1erous 
weapon in the hands of patriotic Vietnamese hostile to 
France. It is to be supPOSed that as of now, in French 
Cochinchina, such ideas are confusedly sprouting in,l the ~ 
of same natives who are more or less educated in Qube Ngtr. 
[Ayrocmier 1890:30] 
It was precisely the abiliW of ~colonial Vietnamese to see 
and act upon the utility of Qli8C NgU as a weapon in their struggle to 
control their own destiny that makes the developments of 1907 so 
crucially important in the history of writing in Viet Nam. The 
perceptiveness and audacity of the Vietnamese exceeds, in my mind, 
that of other users of Chinese characters. The Koreans, if they did 
not back off completely fran the idea of aban:ioning characters, as 
did many in the South, had an easier tine in carrying out a reform, 
since they already possessed a purely Wigenous alphabetic system of 
great merit with which they could identify. The Japanese, as Roy 
Andrew Miller (1982) has pointed out, wallow in myths about their 
language and their writing, myths which reinforce a feeling of 
uniqueness that not only makes aban:lornnent of characters unlikely but 
constitutes a dan:'1er of ethnocentrism again gone amok. In China the 
xenophobic yourr:J storm troopers who burned literature in a latin 
script, which after all was not forced upon them by foreign overlords 
but was advocated by their own PeOple to advance China, helPed to 
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create an atIoosphere in which it is more difficult nCM than it was a 
generation ago to mount a canpaign for f'1.m::Iamental refonn of the 
writirq system. 
HCM is it that the Vietnamese were able to avoid the smug 
ethnocentrism of their Asian neighbors and to overcame their 
repugnance at the foreign creation being foisted upon them? HeM is 
it that they were able to see Qu~ Ng\leJas a weapon of anticolonialism 
and national revival that should be wrestled from the hands of the 
enemy? HCM is it that there appears to have been so little 
disagreement a:mc::>n:;J .£he Vi§tnamese, even so little discussion of the 
pros and cons of QuOc Ngtl, in contrast to the extensive polemics in 
China, Korea, and Japan over such issues as the problem of hc::mJnyms 
and the problem of a cultural break with the past? 
A partial answer to these questions appears to lie in the fact 
that writirq in Viet Nam was more weakly based. than in the other 
sinitic countries, in part because it did not canprise a sirqle 
entity but was divided into Chinese and NAn, each havirq its eMIl 
restricted area of use and neither being capable of seJ:Ving as a 
truly popular script. But this, I think, was a secomary factor, 
because the ability of people to put up with what might be called 
Rube Goldberg scripts, contraptions that accomplish the s:in'plest 
tasks in the most outlandishly cumbersome fashion, is well attested 
in the history of writing. 
Another point that comes to mind is the possible realization on 
the part of ;t;he al}!ficolonial leaders that, with their adversaJ::y 
promoting Quoo NgUfrom a position of greater stre:p.gth, it was 
quixotic to think they could counter it by using Item or Chinese or 
same other writing system that they might create. Urrler these 
conditions, it was better to at:tenpt the strategy of trying to beat 
the enemy with the weapon of his eMIl choosing. Whether such a 
strategy was carefully thought out in this way or was a more or less 
unconscious acx::cmnoodation to the existing situation is a question the 
answer to which I can only speculate on. 
Scholars who are specialists on Viet Nam can doubtless add to the 
discussion of the questions raised above. For myself, with my 
interest in the fate of Chinese characters in the writing systems of 
the four countries in which they have been used, I can only express 
my admiration for those vietnamese who, under conditions far more 
adverse than those suffered by their Asian counterparts, were better 
able to join the narrCM issue of language and writing with the 
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'!be Role of French Rananticism. in tlJe 
New RJetty Movement in vietnam 
Cong Huyen Ton Nu Nha Trang 
Farly mociem Vietna.m9se literature was marked by direct 
borrowings and adaptation of various elements of French literature. 
'!he process of integrating borrowed items into existing literature 
was, hc::MeVer, by no means uniform. '!he novel, for example, was 
imported with relatively little trouble, for it posed/, no threat to 
the Vietnamese literature. '!he first mociem novel, Td T&n by Ho'ang 
Ngoc Rlich (1925), was controversial but the controversy it createdcentered on the morality of the story it told, not its form, which 
was closely mocielled. after that of I:un1.::ls' Ia Dame aux Camelias. 
Meeting with no carrpetition from the local literature, the novel form 
was readily accepted and straightfo:r:wa.rdly assimilated, filling the 
gap left by the tra,jitional verse narrative, which had ceased. to be 
created since Nguyen -aibh Chi~' s !JJc V'an Ti~ (1850s). '!he same 
cannot be said with regard to the borrowings from French poetry which 
were at the heart of the New' Poet1:y movement in the 1930s. '!he 
foreign elements espoused by the new' intelligentsia were confronted 
with a cherished. poetic tradition which had produced. same t.imeless 
pieces; the result was a more critical and drawn-out process of 
adaptation. 'Ibis paper focuses on the formative stage of New Poetry 
when borrowings and adaptations yere most intense. References will 
be made to IJ1u Tr9ng IJl~ ~ W, and xuSn Di~, whose imaginative 
adaptations of imported items, as well as independ.ent innovations, 
contributed substantially to the formation and development of New 
Poet1:y. 
'!he New Poepy mov~ started with Cjll article by P.han ~i 
entitled. ''M$t l~i th6 mai trilih cru:Um. gilia lang thO" (A new ~Qrm of 
pqetry presented to the poetic community) published in :Rly. N\rTfu1 
v~, no. 122, March. 1932. After having criticized. the old fonns of 
poet1:y whose strict rules, he felt, inhibited sincere expression, 
P.han Rhoi proposed a new verse form, for which he had not found. a 
descriptive name, and cited as illustration a poem he had composed a 
few months earlier, IITihh Gi.8:" (Old IDve), with such lines as: 
Hai nnlOi bon nam xUa, 11& aem vt& gio lai w;. m&,- . .­
I -1-"'" 1.. J M' ",





" -+" "_}-'. .... ".3 v ... &.. J- ....."oi aoi ta, tinh thuoIlg' mau thi van~, rna lay mau han la 
khSIlg' ~; 
t,.. / 'Z. I .... , 
,~ d.&l nOi tiIm tni'6c ph\!- sau, chi cho bMg s&n li~u ma xa 
mau."l 
lJhe poem has ten lines which vary in length, rangiIlg' frem eleven 
to sixteen words or syllables (Vietnamese beiIlg' monosyllabic). Each 
line has two words that rh:':{11\e with each other: one within the line, 
the other at the errl of the line. '!he poem defies all the basic 
rules of versification observed at the time; rules which were direct 
borrov.riIlg's frem T' aIlg' p:::letry am include the rh:':{11\e scheme (a whole 
poem linked by one errl-rh:':{11\e, aaxa for a four-line poem am aaxaxaxa 
for an eight-line poem) as well as the elaborate balance of lines 
exactly against each other in terms of tones, grannnatical structures, 
am thoughts. ExhibitiIlg' an obvious disregard for these rules, the 
poem de:lronstrates the principle suggested by ~ ~i: "To express 
the ideas close to one's heart in verses that have rh:':{11\eS, that are 
not bou:rrl by (other) rules. ,,2 
~ :Kh3i' s article am poem created quite astir. SUpporters 
am practitioners of T t aIlg' style p:::letry were quick to attack his 
radical departure frem p:::letic tradition, seeiIlg' it as a threat 
esPeCially to the sm.vival of the conunonly practiced am highly 
valued. fom of eig}:J.t lines am seven words to a line. 3 It should be 
noted that ~ Kh$i was not the first to complain about the narrc:M 
framework of old p:::letry. ~ QuYnh, observiIlg' that many poems in 
the old fom printed in his joumal Nam PhP!9 were not well received., 
connnented that old p:::letry was too difficult to imitate am suggested 
that "one extend its fom a little bit. ,,4 ,., In translatiIlg' Ia 
Fontaine t s "'!he Cicada and the Ant," ~ ~an viM had to use a 
fom free of the restrictions of traditional versification rules. 
But the mild plea of the former and the mere translation, not 
original creation, of the latter could hardly be considered a 
potential threat. Equally inconsequential was Trinh -eiIih Ru I s 
criticism of T'aIlg' fom, which he proposed to be replaced by 
traditional fonus in "chd"n&," not by newly devised fonus. 
'!he first pe:t)SOll who pqblicly endorsed ~ ~'s pc;:letic 
innovation was I.1ih TroIlg' ill. In June 1932, Ph~ Nl3 ~ Van printed
IJ1u Trqng W's letter·of support to ~ KhSi together with two 
poems. • '!he letter was siCJl1ed. with the pseudonym Miss Lien Ht!dIlg', but 
the poems bore IJiu 'I'r9Ilg' Ill's name as author. '!he same letter also 
appeared in Phong Hea, no. 31, Janua1.Y 1933, together with four other 
poems by Wi TrQIlg' IJ1.5 '!he attached. poems showed a close 
relationship to Phan Khoi' s poem in that there were no restrictions 
in number of lines and of words in each line. r.Uu Trqng W's verses.. 
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were even m:>re flexible in length, ranging fran three to twelve 
words. End-rhymes were used instead of the internal rhymes seen in 
:R1an I<h:Si' s impression of the poetic stagnation of the times and 
su.ggested that the old rules be done away with so that talented 
people could have the necessazy freedan to genuinely express their 
"i.nnnense poetic souls." He was aware that too much liberty might 
lead to confusion and loss of poetic o:rt1er, but it had to be so in 
the initial stage, for only with liberalness could one develop to the 
greatest extent all that was fine, valuable, and beautiful in 
oneself. AIthough confusion would no doubt prevail, a time would 
came when sufficient experience in the art would lead to evolution of 
principles and rules less restrictive: rules and principles 
prcm:>ting a wider range of creative expression. His call for liberty 
fran traditional fonn and his sensitive recognition of the 
difficulties involved seem to characterize well the two interrelated 
aspects of the actual historical evolution of New Poetl:y• 
.J '" Using :thy NIl Tan Van as the base fran which to launch an attack 
against the limitations of old poeb:y, :R1an I<hSi turned the journal 
into the first forum f~~New Poeb:y. Beside printing IJ1u Tron:1 ro's 
letter and poems, :thy NU Tan Van also pri$:ed articles and ne" poems 
by N~ ~ Manh Manh (Pen name of Nguyen Thi. Kiem), who was active 
in fhe wanen's movement. '!his led to the "battle of the Pen" (bit 
chien) between the old and the new in the literary circle of ~ '" 
Southv with several journals attackin:J the poems introduced by :thl} Nu 
~ Van. '!he debate spread to the North. :thOn:1 Hea, the journal of 
TiJ tJ;ic vKn ~ (self-Reliance Literary Group) that advocated 
m:>demization in all areas of culture, immediately joined. the New 
Poetl:y movement initiated in the South. In issue no. 14, September 
1932, :th0n:1 Hoa. criticized old poeb:y and proposed to get rid of 
rules like length of verse, parallel sentences, and also to do away 
with allusions and cliches: "OUr poeb:y must be new, both in fonns 
and in ideas." In the following issues, :thong Hea began an open, 
vigorous attack on old poeb:y and old literature in general, pointin:J 
a finger at specific poets and poems in old fonns. In January 1933, 
when reprinting IJ1u Tron:1 W's letter to :R1an ~i in which were 
fourxl ideas in some asPect similar to its ~, :thong Hoc! reiterated 
its position on poeb:y and added. that the journal would henceforth 
publish. new poems of "fellCIiN poets. ,,6 
'!he t.e1lp:l of the ~te accelerated with a speech given by 
eighteen-year-old Nguy& 'Ih:!- Manh Manh on 26 July 19';13 at the 
Association for the Pr."olrotion of Education (Hoi I<huy~ HoC) in saigon 
on the subject of New Poeb:y. She stron:1ly criticiZed the outdated 
m:>de of expression represented by the T'~ fonn and the "l~c Mt" 
fonn (six- and eight-word lines) in "crnl nan" and presented a few 
poems she had created in new fonns. '!he talk given by this talented 
and hence potentially influential young 'WOl\lal1 triggered emotional 
responses fran the old school. It initiated a chain of arguments and 
counterargument that added fuel to the existing battle in printed 
words between the traditionalists and the m:>demists and brought into 
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sharp focus the contest involving not only in:lividuals but also the,rJ 
news media. Major periccllcal;? BUPP,9rring New Poe1;:ty included ~ NI1 
"V ,.A ;1\ ~J : c .... e' ­JTan Van, Fhong Hoa, Tl.eu'Ihuyet 'Ihu Bal' Ha N~l. Bao, Loa, Ngay~; 
~ opposing includep An Nam ~p Cht, van Hoa TW diP; cBng ., 
Tl.~ Iim, Van H~ ~ San, Tin Van.' '!he controversy lasted 
several years, Wl.th its intensity decreasing markedly toward the end 
of 1936 when the new foms seemed to be gaining ground. 
~ 
If Fhy NIl T'an van serverl. as the testing ground, FhOIB Hoc/., being 
one of the IOOSt popular journals, was the priInary catalyst for the 
subsequent development ani popularization of New Poetry. It was the 
major forum. for the exchan;Je of ideas ani innovations, for the 
exP.OSition of trials ani errors. From the breeding ~ W. Ph~Hoa emergerl. many of the major writers of New Poetry, ~ IJ1 ani xuan 
D¥eu amorq them•. 
For all the appearances of a debate on form, the issue went 
deeper than that. '!he ardent search for different verse foms had 
its origin in the rapid changes occurring in all areas of social ani 
cultural life. In his speech on the "New Poetry Movement" given at 
the Association of Education in Qui Nhon in June 1934, IJ.fu Trorq rd 
diSCUSSE!d the changes in the mentality of his generation that"were 
germaine to new poetry. He noted that upon contact with French 
culture, young people had acquired feelirqa ani sentiments l.ll1kn.o!rm to 
their elders: 
While it is a1m:>st a sin for the traditionalists to simply 
look at a pretty young woman, to us it is as refreshing an 
experience as to contemplate a green rice field. '!heir love 
is conceiverl. only in tenus of marriage, but for us love is 
multifaceted: passionate love, fleeting love, intimate love, 
love from a distance, sincere love, illusory love, innocent 
love, mature love, terrg;orary love, eternal love•••• As you 
can see, the erotions of people nowadays are very abunc1ant 
ani CCIll'Plex. Is it possible to contain them within a 
framework of restrictive versification rules?8 
IJ1u Trqrq :uI was talking about changes in content rather than in 
topics. New attitudes gave the same theme a new content of such 
dimensions that it threatened to overflow static old foms. once ani 
again, the arguments of members of the New Poetry movement harked 
back to such a justification for seeking new foms. Here:ufu Trorq
IJ1 only referred to the impact of French culture in general, as . 
per.haps he did not neerl. to specify what was CCll1llOOIl knowledge at the 
time. we should note, however, that in the area of literature, what 
the youth of Vietnam had available to read in school ani out of 
school were works of French classicists ani romanticists. Four 
French romantic poets were exalted: Hugo, lamartine, Musset, ani 
Vigny, who were leading figures of the French romantic school. 9 A 
focus on various foms of a sentiment like love, as explained. by 
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IJlu ~ W, certainly betrayed the influence of French romanticism 
that was a reaction against the exclusive devotion to Reason 
prevalent in the eighteenth century. 
It was not purely coincidental that 1& Trqrg IJ1 should have 
mentioned the theme of love as an example to ii1ustrate the different 
contents given to the same subject matter by the old ani the new. 
Love was the InOSt predominant theme in New Poetxy. other major 
themes of frequent occurrence during the fonnative stage included 
disillusion with life ani escape from society; liberation ani growth 
of the inlividual; ani exaltation in the beauty of nature. French 
romantic POets had explored these topics in their works, raising them 
to the status of nineteenth-century idees fixes. Beaude1aire 
obse:.tved that "romanticism ~ th~ m:>st current ani InOSt timely
eKP.ression of beauty. 1110 ~ w, Whose first poems appeared in Fhong 
H~' towam the en::l of 1932, sang of the beauty of y01.llXJ women, of 
nature, ani of inlividual freedom. If Lamartine's search for peace 
ani contentment led him away from the society '# men to nature, Which 
seemed more synpathetic ani benevolent, ~ r.d escaped the depressing 
life of the towns ani sought refuge in the beauty ani purity of ~e ,.J 
highlards. While Lamartine aspired to an iIrq;x:>ssib1e paradise, 'Ih'~ IJ1 
dreamed of a fa~lani Where echoed the marvelous tunes of the 
flute. ~ Di~u's exalted expression of love paralleled Musset's. 
His Vietnamese depiction of the mental anguish ani eIOOtional agonies 
resulting from failure in love was very close to one of the major 
motifs of French romantic love poetl:y fOl.lI'd in !fUgo.11 Ifuo.1gh the 
influence of French romanticism. on IJ1u 'I'r91"g IJ! was not immediately 
apparent, he ImlSt have had lamartine in :mind as the model When he 
suggested that the role of the :poot in modern times was to penetrate 
the depths of the souls of y01.llXJ people ani explore their repressed 
feelings ani emotions, then translate these penetrations into 
melcxtious verses Which would offer solace. 12 His lyrical poems 
certainly reflected this view of lamartine's on :pootxy. 
All of these themes with new contents readily found a finn place 
in the literary scene, being well received by a grcM'ing number of the 
u:rt:an young ani of no concern to the old, for they were scarcely 
revolutionary. '!he social ani political events Which ocx::urred in the 
ear1y~1930s would seem to have made the escape into beauW, g.epicted 
by '!be r.rl~ quite welcome. Moreover, as early as 1916, Tan~ had 
already written ppems on earthly p1~, love, disillusion with 
life, nature. ~ Ngqc ~ch's TO Tam had also prepared the 
audience for the theme of ~PPY love with all its intensity of 
eIOOtions. Soon after NguyM1 ~ Manh Manh' s provocative speech, the 
traditionalists inlicated that they had no quarrel with the new 
content: '''!be guideline for contemporary :poots is to use old foms 
to express new ideas."13 'Ibis viewpoint was obviously quite contrary 
to the thinking of the modernists. Since the basis of their 
arguments was that new foms were required to express new contents, 
writers of New Poetxy could not look to their literary tradition for 
inspiration, at least initially. 'lbe only logical alternative was 
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the versification which the French romantic poets had used to 
delineate the same contents. In fact, the rejection of the T'ang 
style led to a rush of borrowings arrl adaptations of different ways 
of organizing verses, rhymes, rhythm, arrl m:xie of expression f:rcan the 
then familiar French romantic poetry. 
To replace the fixed fom of the eight-line poem, writers of New 
Poetry borrowed two verse structures which could be campound.ed to 
vary the length of the poem arrl thus accammodate the poet's eatg?lex 
emotions arrl sentiments. In the first st:l::ucture, all verses are 
grouped together, arrl they are not limited in number. '!he second 
consists of stanzas whose number is also unspecified. stanzas of 
three, four, six, eight, arrl more lines were experimented with. '!he 
four-line stanzaic fom appeared to be the most popular. '!he ease 
with which the quatrain was adapted was probably due to the fact that 
it was not entirely alien. As mentioned earlier, one of the most 
prevalent verse foms in old poetry was composed of four lines. 
With regard to length of l!ms,...ltwo attenpts at innovation were 
noteworthy. '!he first was Nguyen Vy t S direct borrowing of the French 
Ale:xarrlrine, resulting in his writing of twelve-word verses. His 
adaptation of this form received l'lU.lch ridicule. '!he main criticism 
was that the lengthy lines soun:ied jarring, not attuned to any 
familiar Vietnamese POetic melody. '!his fom had no followers. '!he 
second was the popular form of eight-word verses, which was innovated 
chiefly through the efforts of ~ IJl:-> '!his new fom pointed more to 
the influence of French versification than has been readily 
ack.ncMledged to date. In fact, it has been a general terrlency a.nol'g 
Vietnamese li~ critics to only point out that folk poetry, more 
precisely the "Mt ndi" fom, contained the seed of this new form: 
in "hAt ndi" one often finds two or four consecutive lines of eight 
words a.nol'g an indefinite number of lines of varying length,14 arrl 
moreover, '!he lu's successive rhymes, aabb, are a familiar feature of 
this fom of folk poetry. '!he influence of literary tradition as 
such cannot be dismissed. On the other han:l, the similarities 
between the new verse !o~and French romantic versification are too 
obvious to ignore: ~ w's poems, which use predominantly unifom 
lines of eight words occasionally interspersed with a line of nine 
words, are closer to many of Victor Hugo's poems, for example, which 
exhibit verses of unifom length, than to ~ of the 'tMt ndi" 
fom. While the end-lh~pattern of "ru!t nc!i It is confined to 
successive rhymes, ~ IU's innovated verse form displays successive 
rhymes (riJnes suivies) arrl also alternating rhymes (riJnes croi~), 
abab, both of which were used by Hugo to link his verses. An example 
from each POet's works will suffice to illustrate the correspoming 
features: 
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Tl.eng ve ran, trang bOng cay ram mat 
• • A ) I U ..........

Gl.org chim :k:huy'en, ca am sang mat trch. . 
• I ", "A' '" Gl.O no:rg reo tren no sen rao rat• 
MUa xuan eOn, li'~t? I<hcich -aa t~ oiL 
('IhQ Ill) 
" TIl me parIes du fon::l d'un rave 
camme une ~ parle aux vivants. 
camme l' elcume de la greve 




Thus, it appears that the features co.nunon to "hAt n6i" arrl French 
};)OQtry, that is, eight-word lines arrl successive rhymes, likely 
facilitated The Ill'S selection of what to borrow from French 
versification as well as the audience f s acceptance of those 
borrowirgs• 
J.... .,$ 
The two rhyme patterns used by 'Ih.e IJ1 in this new' verse fom were 
two of the three rhyme schemes which writers of New' Poetry borrowed 
from French };)OQtry arrl applied to other verse foms as well (e.g., 
five- arrl seven-word verses). The third pattern is embracirg rhymes 
(rimes embrass$es), abba. The source of borrowirg was acknc:Mledged 
by both sides of the debate when, without question, they constantly 
referred to these rhyme schemes by their French tenDs preceded by 
Vietnamese translation of them. The adaptation of these rhyme 
patterns was a smooth process, 1..1Irloubtedly due to the fact that they 
had a semblance of familiarity. SUpporters of old poetry disparaged 
the newness claimed by the new by ~tirg that, successive pairs of 
rhyming lines had been seen in nCB phorg" arrl "tU kl'llic," old poetic 
foms in classical Chinese literature prior to the advance of the 
T'arg style, which were kr1cMn to all traditionalists. 15 What these 
critics failed to mention was that the pattern had been in their 
backyard all the time, extensivelyarrl spontaneously employed in folk 
};)OQtry. 
~_l' .,. '" ,,\ d ",1­'J.1:'Ol. xanh diU, SOl. may horg v van. . 
A ,--2.' A "" ,,-,-,_);Ito?
Tren PO sorg, co em arlorg UlO than 
, oJ "v I ~ ._.&. A
-atnq 1¥19' nhin, ~t mdc chiec thuyeu troi
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lay o:ui ImJa xuong 
~ ~ A ~ lay nucx:: wi uong 
/1\ )\ A.""
lay .ru'?fl9' Wl. cay 




'!he other two :rhyme pattems al~ fourxi their resemblances in 
traditional poetry: In the fonn "00 phong," mentioned above, there 
was a :rhyme pattern abcb quite close to the alternating :rhyme abab. 
Folk poetry has a :rhyme scheme approximating the embracing :rhyme, 
abba, which in a fashion can be said to be a combination of 
successive and alternating :rhymes. 
:Rhythm was part of another issue of concern related to the 
adaptation of borrowed items. since Vietnamese is a tonal language, 
the beauty of~try depen:1s on the arrangement of words which gives 
it melody ((h~). Poetic melody is con:ii.tioned by two factors: 
distribution of tones and :rhythm. In old poetry, the .rule of 
alternati~f tones specified the positions in a line to be filled 
only by " " or even tones as opp::sed to those slots to be occupied 
only by" cIt or uneven tones. :Rhythm was produced by length of 
lines and pauses within a line. '!he latter generally followed some 
regular pattem. Critics from both sides agreed that many poems 
written in the new fonn were very pclOr in melody. Rejecting the old 
.rules of tonal pattem and :rhythm, practitioners of New Poetry were 
left to their own devices. '!he less imaginative and innovative 0t 
tlJem had. difficulty working out satisfactory alternatives. Nguy~ 
Vy's twelve-wot'd verses were a failure because he did not t.a.ke care 
to give them the palpable melody that distinguished Vi~~ poetry 
from prose, making it recitable in a singsong way. TJ:lia rd's success 
with the new fonn of eight-word verses, on the other hand, was the 
result of a sm::x:>th interaction between the influence of French 
ranantic poetry and the native poetic mel?5lY ~ed in the mind of 
the Vietnamese audience for centuries. 'Ih~ r.U looked at "hAt n6iII 
for inspiration, endowing his lines with variations of the 
traditional arrangement of tones and pauses. He borrowed the ceasura 
from French versification to add dramatic effect to expressions of 
changes of ernc>tion, which he indicated by punctuation. Enjambement, 
or .run-on lines, an ~ressive device often seen in Hugo' s ~try,,.;) 
was ada~ by ~ IJ1 to affect a change in melody. After 'Ih~ W, 
xuSn Dieu' s more audacious use of this "nmning-over" eventually 
establiShed it as an accepted device in :rhythm. 
When it came to mode of expression, the influence of French 
ranantic poetry was more apparent, especially on xu&1 Di~ whose 
audacity with imagery and language has been a inspiration for writers 
of New Poetry. lfaking his appearance on the literary scene in 1935 
through Phong Hoci when he was eighteen years old, this poet brought 
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with him the auditory arrl visual imagery, the vivid arrl absolute 
language that were the devices employed by French romantic poets to 
express their thought arrl enDtions. '!here was the personification of 
non-htnnan oJ:ganisms arrl inanimate object;; wl}bch made them concrete 
reflections of the p:>et's sentiment. '!ha III projected his love thus: 
I " L '2' 'l. 1\ ;\ )Ai an DO co om chan true. 
(With love, the grass embraced the feet of the bamboos.) 
Arxi xuan Di~ followed with such lines as:• 
..... - " / I \
W6n cdOi ~ bllOm hot ~ chim. 
('!he garden laughed with butterflies arrl sa:r:g with birds.) 
'l. ~.... -J.. '2. ./
:sJa nay l~, ~t trOi Q1 n:JU s6m 
(It is cold today, arrl the sun has gone to bed early) 
Ap<;:>strophe, connnon in French romantic p:>etry, was also used by ~ 
.J. 
D~eu: 
~ A ,,\ A. J ... __p
HOi xuan hOng, ta muon can vao !"::luoi. 
(0 rosy spring, I want to bite into you.) 
Of greater subtlety, perllaps, was the combined influence of the 
Romanticists arrl the Symbolists on X1lm Di~u' s synaesthetic 
perceptions as reflected in expressions like "fragrant music," 
"pretty breeze," Bare feet happily listened to the skin of the 
earth. II He drew the senses into the relationship with each other not 
to evoke an invisible world beyond as French Symbolists did, but to 
feed his sentiments, as was the indulgence of French romantic p:>ets. 
16 Above all, xuan Dieu was marked for his bold utilization of 
language. His metaphors arrl similes were unusually vivid: the moon 
was "the imaginary beast", winter was seen as "a grey framework of 
iron"; spring ripens on the cheeks"; IIJanuary was as delicious as a 
pair of lips pressed close." Inversion of syntactic order was one of 
X~ Di~'s l.lll.ique modes of expression. 'Ibis technique of inversion 
looked very French arrl was a novelty, yet in fact the identical 
device existed in fold p:>etry. All of these innovations sounded 
rather awkward to the audience at first, but when his art matured in 
the recogniZable framework of vietnamese melody, every one of ~ 
Di~u's new expressions was a delightful surprise.
\ 
For all we have seen, New Poetry was in opposition to old p:>etry 
not so much in tenns of overall structure, rhyme, arrl:melody but more 
in teJ::ms of content arrl mode of expression, both of which clearly 
betrayed the influence of French romantic p:>etry. '!he New Poetry 
l'lOVement started with the rejection of T'ang style, which prescribed 
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a fixed. fonn havi:r:g rigid roles of tonal arrangement am parallel 
sentence structure. The controversy ended in 1936 'When these roles 
of tonal arrangement am parallel sentences were no longer 
imperative. 'Ibis new atn¥:>sphere of poetic freedom allowed the poet 
to modify the old foms as his creative req,uirements demarrled. For 
exa:rrple, the quatrain fonn of five- or seven-word lines :rhy:min;J aaxa 
was used again not as the overall structure of a poem but merely as a 
repeatable stanzaic entity. In all foms, inherited from tradition 
or imovated UI'rler the influence of French versification, care was 
given to melody, 'Which kept New Poetry truly Vietnamese in spite of 
all the borrowi:r:gs. 
The victo:ry of New Poetry was not an easy one: rn:nnerous trials 
am errors were experienced, considerable time am energy were spend 
over several years before New Poetry acquired a definite shape 'Which 
was not better than old poetry, only more suitable am more appeali:r:g 
to conte.mpora:ry Vietnamese. Its success certainly depended a great 
deal on chan;;Jes in the social envirornnents 'Which prepared for it an 
aqctience recept~e ~ a new li~ taste. But it took talents like 
rllu Trqng W, 'l'he Ill, am xuan Di~, 'Who understood, in the words of 
I1h T'.r9J'lg W, "the mysterious sound am tone patterns, the natural 
rtlythm of (their) language, ,,17 to blend borrowed items with the 
beauty of litera:ry tradition, so that the resulti:r:g product was 
uniquely Vietnamese. Their sensitivity was art itself. 
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Litera:bIre for the PecJple:
 
F.r:an soviet :FOlicies to vi.etnamese :FOlemics
 
Hue Tam flo Tai 
Of the many debates that enlivened the Vietnamese intellectual 
scene during the 1920s and. 1930s, none is more celebrated, and. none 
lasted longer, than the debate that raged between defenders of "art 
for art's sake" (~~ thua.t vi ngh~ tht4t) and. advocates of "art for 
life's sake" (nghe thuat vi l'liianSinh). Begun. in 1935, it was waged 
fitfully over the 'next •few 'years, and. might have gone on longer had 
not war intervened. 
Although the advocates of "art for art's sake" tend to be grouped 
together with those who, in 1933, were labeled as "idealists" in the 
course of a related controversy, they are not easy to classify 
politically. '!he leading defender of pure art, Hoai 'Ihanh, was 
already leaning 'b:::lItJa:rd communism at the time of the debate and. later 
joined the Indochinese cammuni.st Party (ICP), working very closely 
with his erstwhile antagonist, Hai Trieu. 1 
'!hose who propounded the idea of politically cormnitted literature 
were ideologically closer !p one another, to the point that the 
literaIy historian 'Ihanh lang suggested that they were all members of 
the ICP.2 In fact, a feW',.)minor contributors to the controversy, such 
as ~ van HUm and. Nguy"'en.oo.o 'I'hi~p, were Trotskyists rather than 
• ' »communists. Furthermore, 1~teraJ:y polenu.cs 
made for s~e political bedfellows. At the origin of the debate 
was !bam ouYm's idea, expourrled in 1921, that although in Europe it 
might be possible to keep literaJ:y and. social issues separate and. 
distinct from one another, "in an un::ierdeveloped country like 
vietnam, a writer has the duty to promote social stability and. guide 
the common people. ,,3 '!he cammuni.sts would no doubt argue that 
revolution rather than social stability was to be p1'."9ll.'Oted under 
colonial rule; but they could not agree with !bam QuYnh that "the. .
writer has the duty to gmde the COllU'IIOn ~le." Fortunately, !bam 
QuYnh took no part in the debate, so that Ha:i Tri~u and. his allieS 
were spared the embarrassment of having to take up cudgels on behalf 
of a man they thoroughly despised. 
(9 1984 Hue Tam Ho TaL 
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Most studies of the debate on literature am politics have so far 
focused on the purely domestic context in 'W'hich it took place. Of 
particular interest to scholars has been the role of the ICP' s 
policies toward intellectuals am its use of the debate to gain their 
support. Yet, it can also be studied as an attempt by vietnamese 
intellectuals to be part of an intenlational literary scene where the 
relationship between art am politics had emerged as a crucial issue. 
After World War I, European artists am writers had become fired 
with the notion that art could be employed as a weapon to remold 
society am politics. 4 Dadaists, SUrrealists, as well as COnummists 
shared a contempt of postwar bourgeois society. Beyond that, 
however, both their political am artistic views varied enonnously. 
Vietnamese intellectuals eagerly follCh1ed the trends that clashed 
with one another on the international artistic scene through an avid 
perusal of French newspapers am joumals. By 1935, when censorship 
was lifted, the official newspaper of the French Conmnmist Party 
(FCP), 1 'Hu1'llani:t~, was readily available to Vietnamese readers, as 
was Mande, a literary :review- published between 1928 am 1935 un:ier 
the editorship of France's leading COnummist intellectual, Henri 
Bart:usse. Some Vietnamese were also in contact with French critics, 
writers, am politicians, either directly or via correspondence. 
Not only did the Vietnamese want to take part in a wider debate; 
they also invoked foreign critics am writers to support their 
particular views on the relationship between art am politics. Thus, 
the debate camot be analyzed in PUrely domestic tenns but must be 
situated in the context of the international debate on the same theme 
that took place un:ier the I'IIOUnting threat of fascism. 
If anything, the debate fu:tnishes proof that China was no longer 
the main source of ideas. on two occasions, mi Trieu invokes the 
Chinese Marxist thinkers 01.en 'l\1-hsiu am Ruo Mo-jo; but they are 
brought in merely to lengthen an alr:ady long list of soviet am 
French literary authorities 'W'hich Hai. Trieu uses to support his ease, 
rather than because of their own stature or originality. 
IJ!i Tri~ am others relied on accounts of literary debates, 
conferences, am congresses that appeared in the French rather than 
the soviet press for a variety of reasons. Not the least of these 
reasons was their greater mastery of the French language even for 
those who had attended the Workers' University of the East in 
Moscow. Greater availability of materials from France, familiarity 
with her literature am histo:ry, am the relative ease of contact 
between French am Vietnamese intellectuals were additional reasons. 
Furthent¥:>re, the decline of the comi:ntern in the 1930s made it 
difficult for the Vietnamese to follow the twists am turns of soviet 
politics during that period. 
Understandably, however, in their accounts of Soviet literary 
debates, the French played up the role of French particiPants or 
observers am those aspects of the debates that were most relevant to 
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their specific situation. '!hus, what the Vietnamese came to know of 
Soviet literaJ:y policies was filtered through the prism of French 
sensibilities arrl concerns. since both the sociopolitical arrl 
litercny contexts in which the FCP operated were radically different 
fram those that obtained in the Soviet union, its literaJ:y concerns 
also differed marksd.1y fram those of the communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU). '!he French critics who wrote for 11Humanite or 
Monde were thus more than transmitters, albeit selective, of a 
receiVed line; they adapted it arrl even advanced their own 
interpretation of what was politically connnitted arrl proletarian 
literature. '!hus, within the restricting confines of what the 
Vietnamese called "popular literature" (Wn ooa binh dM)-it was 
alloost never called "proletarian literature" (van hOA va ~) --there 
was a fairly wide variety of choice arrl of interpretive 
possibilities. The Vietnamese were thus able to pick the ideas that 
most suited their own particular needs arrl situation. 
Among members of the ICP who took part in the debate, the two 
leading figures, HAi Tri-e'u arrl Hoang T8n nan, argued distinctly 
different conceptions of the appropriate fom arrl content of what 
politically connnitted literature should be. '!he range of ideas 
expressed in the debate was made possible by the absence of a defined 
Party position on literature, a lacuna that was filled t:I the " 
pt.tl:?lication in 1943 of the ICP's "'Iheses on CUlture" (~wOng ve vfU1 
hoa). The "Theses" were anJElified in 1948 in Truong Chinh' s "Marxism 
arrl Vietnamese CUlture" (Chti nghi~ cac mc va van hoa. ViE$t Nam). 
It was Hh Tri~~ who dominated the debate arrl it is he who is 
considered the leading proponent of the communist conception of 
literature during the period that preceded the promulgation of the 
"Theses." It was he who coined the sl~ "art for artls sake, or 
art for life I s sake." yet,.Hoa.ng Tan Dan's own ideas, which have 
tended to be overlooked., turned out to be closer to those embodied in 
the "Theses on OJ.lture," At the risk of oversimplification, it could 
be said that whereas Hid TriEfu was more French, HOOng Tan nan was 
more Soviet. DJring the period of the Popular Front (1936-1938), l 
when censorship was lifted arrl materials poured in fram France, Hai 
TriEiU's mcxierate voice prevailed. l3ut with the onset of war, arrl the 
new emphasis on patriotism as the dominant theme of socialist realism 
in the Soviet union, HOOng 'Ifu1 ~ts more rigid views came closer to 
official literaJ:y policy. 
Soviet LiteraJ:y Iklct:rines 
By the time the debate on literature exploded on the Vietnamese 
intellectual scene, a number of literaJ:y doctrines had succeeded one 
another in the Soviet union. 
By 1920, I.enin's advocacy of "party literature," first propou:nd.ed 
in 1905 arrl then limited to works of propaganda, was widely 
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urrlerstocx:l to embrace all literary works. 5 But I.eni.n himself kept 
the CPSU frcm too close an entanglement in the literary life of the 
country. soviet literary life in the immediate post-Revolutionary 
period was enlivened by debates between extreme advocates of 
proletarian culture (or Proletkult) am their opponents. Generally 
speaking, the advocates were critics rather than practicing writers 
am ten::1.ed to discount some of the most important issues confronting 
writers, such as literary fom, technique, style, originality, am 
innovation. Clarity, accessibility, am, above all, proletarian 
purity were their ideals. They did not believe in the iIrnrortal am 
transcendent value of art. To them, art was a product of a certain 
class at a certain time, am it spoke to that class am time; to that 
extent, it was no m::>re than propaga.rXla of a higher order. For that 
reason, it was only logical that the Party should guide literary 
production am adjudicate on its merits. 
The targets of the Proletkult advocates were not bourgeois 
writers, for most had disapPeared frcm the Soviet literary scene. 
Rather, they were fellartravelers who agreed with their critics that 
art should serve the cause of the revolution am of the PeoPle, but 
who nonetheless believed in its lasting value. Often writers of real 
talent am sincere artistic concern, they chaffed at the nar:raw 
lilnits imposed by the Proletkult zealots. 
Despite pleas by the latter that the Party should becCIne m::>re 
involved in literary matters, during I.eni.n's lifetime the CPSU 
remained above the debates between the Proletkult promoters am the 
fellCM-travelers. I.eni.n himself expressed some skepticism about the 
necessity of a SPeCifically proletarian literature. Even m::>re 
pronounced were Trotsky's own doubts, for he held the opinion that 
the proletarian regime was no m::>re than a tempora:ry phase on the way 
to a classless society am therefore did not have SPeCific cultural 
characteristics of its own. 6 
On 18 June 1925, the central camni.ttee of the CPSU did Pass a 
resolution endorsing the idea of proletarian literature, but that 
resolution was vague as to the fom such support would take. 
FUrthennore, fellCM-travelers were to be treated ''with tact am 
care. " Their deviations frcm accepted noms of proletarian 
literature :must be regarded with tolerance. 
A shift occurred with the adoption in 1927 of the slogan "class 
against class," the downfall of Trotsky, am the adoption in 1928 of 
the first Five-Year Plan, which called for the m::>bilization of 
writers in the national effort of production. Under the I1E!"W' literary 
doctrine, writers were expected to "starrl in the midst of the 
revolutionary working class, to roll up their sleeves am urrlertake, 
alorg with the proletariat am its COImnunist Party, the innnense am 
joyful task of socialist constIuction. ,,7 The result of this 
directive was the rabcor, or i.n:iustrial literature, experiment. The 




writers am workers through a number of devices. one was to draw 
more workers into the ranks of writers; another was to organize 
visits by writers to factories am worksites so that they could read 
their works to the workers, thus J.llaki.rg literature more accessible to 
the people it was intended to serve. writers were also encouraged. to 
draw their inspiration from the experiences of worker. Some spent 
months in factories or worksites to immerse themselves in the 
proletarian ethos. 
:Reams am reams of novels, stories, am reports were prod:uced. 
durirq this period. '!he generally poor quality of this huge output 
provoked. a backlash amoI19' readers. In the interest of truthfulness 
am accessibility, the authors had eschewed literary embellishments 
am all stylistic artifices that might confuse readers as to what was 
fact am what was fiction, am had paid scant attention to problems 
of narrative. S 
'!he dcminant force beh.i.ni the rabcor experiment was an 
organization founded. in 1926 called. RAPP (Association of Soviet 
Proletarian writers). D.1rirq the rabcor years, RAPP began absorbirq 
other associations of proletarian writers while attacking 
fellow-travelers. But it contributed. to its avn davnfall by adopting 
extreme left views on politics and literature at the I<harkov 
conference of 1930. By 1932, with the end of the Five-Year Plan on 
the one hand am the looming threat of fascist aggression on the 
other, the CPSU decided. to promote a more lOOderate stance which was 
reflected in literary politics. 
Under the combined pressure of Bukharin, who had always 
entertained. reservations about the value of proletarian literature, 
am Maxim Gorky, who had organized g:roup visits to factories but had 
become disturbed by the development of events, the CPSU ordered RAPP 
dissolved. on 23 April 1932. A few months later, an organizirq 
camni.ttee met in Moscow to set the basis for a broader based. 
association which was to be called. the union of Soviet writers. 
Same scholars view the creation of this Union as the true 
:beginning of Party involvement in Soviet literary life and of the 
inposition of an official literary policy, for RAPP had not been an 
official organ of the CPSU. 9 Yet, when it was created., the union of 
Soviet writers was seen as a new :beginning, as an attempt to 
acco.rmt'lOdate the views not only of the advocates of proletarian 
literature, but also of the fellOlrl-travelers who for the last few 
years had been the butt of attacks by the fo:nner. Indeed, the 
watchword of the Union was "vigilance against exclusivism. ,,10 
In the first issue of the union's journal, International 
Literature, which appeared in 1933, was reprinted. the text of the 
speech which Kirpotin made at the meetirq of the Union held 29 
october to 3 November 1932. In the speech, Kirpotin sought to define 
a new literary theo:ry to replace the discredited. Proletkult dogma; 
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that new theoIY was given the name of socialist realism. According 
to Kirpotin, that meant the "true am accurate expose of life, rich 
am complex, in both its positive am negative sides, with socialist 
elements triumphing in its evolution." He went on to state that, 
"broadly interpreted., it is opposEd to anyt:hi.rq that is false am 
distorts reality." He further argued that socialist realism was in 
no way opposed to revolutiQnaIY romanticism. Kirpotin' s definition 
thus left a great deal of room for interpretation am inventiveness. ll 
'!he first C01'J;Jress of soviet Writers was held in 1934 under the 
chairmanship of Maxim Gorky, hero of the post-rabcor era. It was the 
first internal Soviet c:ongress in many years where foreign delegates 
had been invited.; their very presence ensured that the general tone 
of the debates would be lOOderate. Yet, when Radek dema.nded that 
writers must choose between James Joyce, the epitome of the decadent 
bourgeois writer, am socialist realism, the foreign delegates who 
included both menibers of the FCP am fellow-travelers such as Aragon 
am :Malraux, balked. :Malraux in particular, cast cold water over the 
whole notion of "directed literature. ,,12 
At that same conference, Bukharin, adopting a softer stance than 
Radek, amplified on the meaning of socialist realism. He rejected. 
Zola 's dictum that the novelist is merely a recorder of reality am 
therefore need no longer exert his imagination, am asserted: "On 
the contraIY, socialist realism can, am must 'dream' while relying 
on real tre:rxls of development. ,,13 '!his was another way of saying 
that writers could have great artistic leeway in using literaIY 
devices such as metaphors, similes, flashbacks, etc•••• which had 
been frowned upon by the rabcor advocates as distorting reality am 
being confusing to ordinary readers. In its early phase, socialist 
realism was thus a welcome release from the mnnbing literalness of 
rabcor literature. Only with the ascerrl.ency of Zhdanov would it 
become rigid literaIY policy. 
Bukharin's flexible interpretation of socialist realism am of 
the role of the politically engaged writer was to proved attractive 
to HAi Tri~'u, who quoted him on several occasions. Yet, how relevant 
was socialist realism to camtries other than the Soviet Union, the 
only countl:y where the Revolution am the triumph of the proletariat 
could be extolled? How could writers avoid falling into the trap of 
naturalism while pursuing socialist realism? How could they write 
tnlthfully am yet positiVely about 'WOrking-class life? Because of 
its uniqueness the Soviet Union was not a gocxi lOOdel. '!he domestic 
context in which the ICP operated. was much closer to that of the FCP, 
which was one more reason for HAi Trieu to draw inspiration from the 
attempts by French Communist intellectuals to promote a literature 
that not only 'WOuld embody their political views but would also be 
acceptable to readers of all persuasions. 
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Henri Baibusse am the Literary Policy of the FCP 
To be acceptable to wider audiences was an important concern. of 
the FCP, for since its inception it had larguished on the :ma.rgin of 
mainstream political life in France, garnering few votes am, equally 
important for a party made up mainly of bourgeois elements, 
attracting feJN converts of real stature into its ranks. An added 
complication was that the label ''proletarian literature" had already 
been appropriated by a group which was led by a mediocre writer named 
Hem:y Poulaille. Poulaille am his group insisted that proletarian 
literature could only be for, about, am by members of the worki.rg' 
class. AIthough the FCP could no doubt have agreed about the first 
two desiderata, the class origins of m;)St of its authors would have 
disqualified them as proletarian writers. Moreover, Poulaille am 
his followers were adamantly anti-communist .14 
'!he idea that there should be an international line on literature 
had been adopted at the first c::x:n;p:ess of the Proletkult in 1920, but 
the French rapporteur of the congress, who had been expected to 
implement the line in France, drowneCl on his way hane. In the 
absence of SPeCific guidance, the FCP was left with the freedom to 
forge its own inteJ::pretation of "party literature" in accordance with 
the requirements of the French situation. That concern. with 
appropriateness in turn caused trouble in Moscow. The following 
year, the FCP was advised to maintain vigilance against petty 
bourgeois literary tastes. 1S There is little sign that that advice 
was heeded; by am large, Communist literary editors chose to ignore 
the concept of proletarian literature, esPeCially since the name had 
been taken up by the anti-communist Poulaille group. 
one of the most influential Communist critics was Parijanine, who 
was in charge of translating SOViet works into French in 1 'Humani~. 
In 1928, his Trotskyist sympathies led to his downfall, but until 
then, it was he who selected. soviet materials for presentation to the 
French public. Parijanine refused to allow that revolutionary zeal 
could be an adequate substitute for real talent, am he could be as 
vitriolic in dealing with "social" authors as with bourgeois ones. 
"A great social writer has no obligation to write well. That would 
preoccupy him needlessly," he wrote in a scathi,ng review of a 
mediocre novel called Virginite by a certain r.t;b1 Frappi~. That 
merciless sarcasm, directed at a social authorto would have been 
ill-viewed by Proletkult advocates in MoSCOlN. 1b 
In 1927, the idea of an international literary line was reviVed, 
along with another attempt by Moscow to exercise greater guidance 
over the literary policies of the FCP. '!he man selected. to implement 
this neJN line was Henri Baibusse. That choice was a1m;)St inevitable, 
for Baibusse was the only writer of stature to have joined the FCP. 
'!here were other writers of talent, such as Romain Rollam, who 
generally supported the FCP politically am shared its ideals, but 
they had opted to remain fellow-travelers rather than committed 
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members of the Party. Furthermore, Barbusse had in1peccable bourgeois 
credentials and prestigious connections by marriage. When he joined 
the FCP in 1923, he was at the height of his literal:y fame. He had 
received the prestigious Prix Goncourt in 1917 for his novel Ie Feu, 
'Which was based on his war experience. 'Ihree years after joining the 
FCP, he was named literal:y editor of 1 'Humanit.e. In 1928, he also 
became editor-in-chief of a new literal:y review, Home. In 
appointing Batbusse to these two influential positions, the FCP 
wanted to signal to the French intellectual cormnuni.ty its concern 
for literal:y excellence; yet, it was precisely this concern that led 
Barbusse away fram the path of orthodoxy as conceived by the rabcor 
cban'\Pions in the soviet union. 
Mende was to be the means through 'Which the international 
literal:y line, readopted at the 1927 con;ress, was to be disseminated 
in France. However, Ba.rbusse interpreted his mission less as the 
promotion of proletarian literature than as attracting writers and 
intellectuals to the communist side, though not necessarily into the 
ranks of the FCP. It would be enough that they become 
fellow-traVelers, supporting its policies without being affiliated to 
the Party. In fact, Home ProClaimed itself to be free fram all 
II ideological, political, and financial ties." Further, IIit would not 
participate in political polemics. lIl7 Barbusse did not ignore 
Proletarian literature altogether, but he preferred the terms 
"popular literature," leaving their exact meaning unclear as to both 
fonn and content. 
He advocated "a simple, un.embellished style" for the sake of 
making literature accessible to the working masses, but he was 
himself too good a writer to dismiss out of han::i the usefulness of 
literal:y artifice. Although he criticized the decadence of bourgeois 
literature as exemplified by Proust, he also recognized the 
desirability of borrowing from it a rnnnber of useful techniques. 
Hore damning, however, Barbu.sse did not hesitate to say aloud what 
most other French communists dared only say setto voce: that rabcor 
literature was as dull as ditchwater. 
Unfortunately, the time he picked to make public his disdain of 
in::iustrial literature (which he pejoratively called IIpropagarrla 
literature") coincided with the peak of RAPP influence. Soon the 
wrath of the rabcor establishment was visited upon him. Barbusse did 
not atte:rrl the Kharkov conference which enshrined, however briefly, 
the literal:y views of RAPP. Instead, he sent a message that did 
nothing to mollify its leadership. In particular, he claimed.: "The 
only con::iition 'Which we should deman::i from intellectuals in order to 
assemble them into a unified lOOVement is that they should support the 
claims of the proletariat. lIl8 Barbusse thus refused to deman::i of the 
French intellectuals that they toe a particular line whether in 
literal:y or even political matters. 
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soviet delegates at the Rharkov conference were loud in their 
condemnations of Ba:rbusse' s views. But the man was too precious both 
as a leading light of the French Communist Party an::l as an 
internationally acclaimed writer to be verbally manhandlOO. 
Everything Morrle stood for came under attack as if the vie;,vs 
expressed. in its pages had f1owOO fram a disembodiOO bourgeois force 
rather than fram the pen of its literary e:iitor. "Proletarian 
literature," it was affirmed. at Kharkov, "is nothing less than a 
weapon of the class st:r:uggle. '!he Proletarian artist cannot be a 
Passive observer of reality. He is above all a man of revolutionary 
practice; through each act of prod.uction he takes part in the 
struggle that will liberate his class. ,,19 A special resolution was 
PassOO to condemn Morrle, an::l a directive was issuOO to the FCP: 
train more workers-writers on the lines of the Soviet rabcor 
experiment. 
Not long after the Kharkov conference, the RAPP fell fram favor 
an::l was dissolvOO altogether in April 1932. '!he new policy of 
international conciliation may have inspired Barbusse to plunge into 
the literary fray once more, for in May of that year, he launchOO the 
idea of an International Congress against imperialist war. He was 
joine:i by Romain Rollan::l in JUne. The two men proceedErl to canvass 
European intellectuals an::l to lay the groundwork for a congress which 
was held in AmsteJ::tlam 27-29 August 1932. 
'!he Amsterdam congress vindicate:i the policy tawa:rd intellectuals 
which BartJusse had pursuOO all along, for it marked the end of the 
political isolation of the FCP, eventually culminating in the 
fonnation of the Popular Front. The Association des Ecrivains et 
Artistes Rholutionnaires (AFAR) was create:i in December 1932 under 
the aegis of the FCP. Its membership was greatly enlargOO by the 
adherence of writers whose motive for joining was less connn.i:b:nent to 
either camm.mist ideology or politicizoo literature than revulsion 
against fascism. No effort was made to dictate to these recruits 
into the AFAR what they should write about an::l how they should write, 
an::l none let their political synpathies color their views on 
literature. The FCP was not even in a position to dictate to its 
own members a rigid literary line, for to do so might send it back. 
into its previous marginality. '!he price the FCP had to pay for its 
newfoun:l popularity was tolerance of the divergent views of its many 
fanDUS supporters both in literary an::l political matters. 
Ba:rbusse diOO on 30 August 1935 while on a trip to the Soviet 
Union. '!he accounts of his life that appeared in the Communist press 
bordered on the idolatrous. None of the disagreements he had had 
with the soviet literary establishment a short while before was 
allowed to cloud the hagiography. His Rharkov critics, now fallen 
fram favor an::l beginning to :becane victims of purges as well, were 
vilifiOO as Trotskyists or agents of Germany. His life was presente:i 
as a seamless, preordained journey tawa:rd comrm.mism, despite the fact 
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that his most famous novel, Ie Feu, was suffused with pacifism. What 
Ba.rbusse would have made of this biographical laundering can never be 
known. Despite his strictures against proletarian literature, he had 
always appreciated the usefulness of propagarrla ani had done his 
share of praise-singing on behalf of the soviet Union. A few nv::>nths 
before his death, he had published a glowing account of life in the 
IOCltherlani of the Revolution entitled Stalin. In the end, however, 
the uses that were made of his life ani death were tributes to his 
own ideas on how to deal with intellectuals, for his POSt:htmK:1us glolY 
owed less to the correctness of his literaJ::y convictions than to the 
fact that :Bari:Jusse, 'Who seldam quoted Marx as an authority on 
anything, had joined the FCP during its difficult Period of isolation 
ani had remained a faithful friend of the soviet Union all through 
the years. 
'!he Debate 
It was this particular asPect of Barbusse I s career that made him 
a valuable inspiration for Vietnamese advocates of politiciZed 
literature. '!he Vietnamese political context was closer to the 
French than to the soviet for, li.ke the FCP, the ICP was out of 
POWer. '!he Vietnamese communists were thus anxious, as Ba.rbusse had 
been, to gain the support of uncammi.tted intellectuals. In launching 
a debate on the nature ani aims of literature, they also had the 
comfort of knowing that the European intellectual climate favored 
their particular interpretation, for some of the best-known writers 
in France had joined the ranks of AFAR. Malraux, 'Who was PerSOnally 
known to a number of Vietnamese from an earlier stay in saigon, had 
long been a fellow-traveler. Of Particular note, however, was ~ 
Gide, 'Whose prestige was nnlch greater than that of the young Malraux, 
ani 'Who exerted his influence over ~ietnamese intellectuals as 
different from one another as Nguy~ An Ninh ani Nhat Linh. 
But there were also some crocial differences between the French 
ani the Vietnamese contexts. One was the vexing question of 
audience. vietnam. had only a small working class; the masses were 
made up overwhelmingly of PeaSants. 'Ib write about workers would be 
to write only about a small minority and to ignore the majority. But 
to extoll the PeaSants would be to go against the trend of the SOViet 
Union 'Where PeaSants were not only despised but also suspected of 
being enemies of the revolution. This dilenuna was not lost on the 
opponents of the "art for life I s sake" position 'Who challen:Jed the 
literal:Y activists to write for ani about the masses. 
On the other bani, the intellectuals 'Who had joined the ICP were 
by no means second-rate; they enjoyed the respect of their peers ani 
could draw them into the Party. Furt:her:nv::>re, insofar as fiction, 
'Which was fast becoming the dominant literaJ::y genre, had a v~ short 
PaSt, it was Irore amenable to the guidance of literaJ::y critics both 
as to its content, its form, and its role within society. lastly, 
the still prevalent Confucian notion that the written word nn.lSt be 
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the vehicle for the Way (vah di 
,..) 
tai ciao), that it must be used to 
convey ideological orthod.oxy, p~ a large number of 
non-communist writers to ~ the views pranoted by the ICP. It 
was on this very ground that :aai Tri~ and Pham QuYnh met each 
other. In fact, at the origin of the debate Was an atteqlpt to rid 
Vietna:mese literature of the shackles of didacticism. -aai Tri~ 
seized the opportunity to mold both literary and political opinion 
and to win converts into the ICP. 
Although it was Hoai 'Ihanh who eventually came );0 dominate the 
"pure art" side, the controversy was sparked. by 'Ihieu sdn. In/. / 
February 1935, he wrote an article which appeared in Ti~ 'Ihuy~t 1hd 
Bc1y (Saturday Fiction), expressirg his dismay at the traditional view 
of literature as a ~-rate kind. of writing, good. only, in the 
words of the poet N~ DJ., "fo~ buying pleasure t:o while away a few 
nightwatches" (mua vui * vai ~ng canh) .20 1hieu Son proposed to 
elevate the prestige of the creative writer, that is, the writer of 
fiction and poetry, and to lay to rest the idea that writing, whether 
creative or interpretive, should have a socially redeeming function. 
He particularly attacked Pham QUYnhI-f views on the novel that were 
published. in 1921. Accordiix.J to 'Ihieu Son, the vietnamese writers of 
the period. since 1913 had merely "used literature for social 
~; they were not writers in the western sense of the word." 
'IhiEhl sdn followed this f~article with another, entitled "Art and 
Life" (Nghe ~t vdi a8i i), in which he embroidered upon the 
theme that 'literature should not preach. Using a profusion of French 
examples, he argued in favor of pure, disinterested, impartial, and 
nonpartisan art. on 23 March 1935, he published yet another article, 
"Popular Literature" (VM hoa b:lnh ~), in which he welcomed the 
tren:i toward novels which took as their themes the lives of ordinary 
people, but he attacked the idea that only works that praised 
ordinary people were worthy of the label "literature. ,,21 
one day later came H!i Tri~ls rebuttal of 'Ih.f~ sOn's earlier 
articles. In "Art for Art I s Sake or Art for Life I s Sake," which was 
published in -I)dl Mdi (New Life), he quoted Blikharin to the effect 
that "art is both a product of society and the systematization of 
sentiments in images." Main, quoting Blikharin, "art is a means of 
socializing sentiment. ,,22 To reinforce his argument, he cited 
various Western literary critics and in particular Romain Rolland's 
Life of TolStoy, which he left in the French original: "I.e vrai art 
est I' expression de la connaissance de la mission et du vrai bien de 
tous les hommes." He concluded by assertirg that "so many artists 
such as Dickens, D::lstoievsky, Millet, Hugo, :Ba.rbusse, R. Rolland, 
etc. . • • and all the artists in the Soviet Union are nOW' advocating 
that art should be put at the service of humanity." "In the Soviet 
Union," he asserted, "in artistic circles, people care only for art 
for life's sake, they ignore art for art I S sake. 'Ihat is because 
they consider the concept of art for art's sake to be the symbol of 
the decadence of bourgeois culture." He then quoted KIlo Mo-j 0 on 
"literature and the class stnlggle": ''What is literature? It is the 
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expression of reality." In Augustl'l1935, in a review of a new novel, 
Kep rni Bffil (Actor TIl :sen) by Nguyan ceng Hoan, he declared that "the 
kind of literature that is m::st appreciated in the world is 
literature that contains these two elements: as to fonn, the realist 
terrlency; as to content, the socialist tendency."23 But he refrained 
from defining the meaning of either "socialist" or "realist." '!he 
bcx1y of the article leads the reader to conclude that his views on 
the subject were even rore elastic than those of Bukharin or of any 
of the FCP literaJ::y critics of the time. 
t. 
'Ih.f"eu sdn, Who followed inteI:national literaJ::y debates as closely 
as Hlii Tri$u, was not above using Bukharin f,gr his o.vn ends. In an 
article entitled ''Realism'' (Tc\ ~ chb. rqhia), Which appeared in 
November 1935, he claimed not to reject the idea of realism but to 
abject only to the dry, flat realism of the socialist school. 
A:tguing for a combination of realism and. imagination, he used the 
very word. that Bukharin had used in 1932: "to dream. ,,24 
In the meantime, another entrant into the combat had appeared: 
Hoai Thanh. Boai Thanh had not originally been interested in the 
specific merits of politically committed literature. But like other 
critics of his time, he was concerned with defining its nature in a 
way that neither French nor SOViet critics were concerned. As the 
d~te heated up, Hoai Thanh's position hardened and. he eclipsed 
'Ihi~ sdn as the main defer:rler of the pure art position. By August, 
the arguments advanced by ~i Tri~u and. his allies exasperated him 
sufficiently for him to declare; "You can have any kind of literature 
you like: but first, it must be literature. ,,25 ~i Thanh, and. the 
other so-called idealists, claimed that literature should not be put 
at the service of "the i.n'aoortal man." A work worthy of the name of 
literature would survive the passage of time and. be read by people of 
all bac:kgrourrls. 
While 14.i Tri~ was defer:rling a flexible interpretation of 
socialist realism in literature, another member of the ICP, ~ Tan 
DSn, took a hamer line. Hoang 'rtU1 DID wrote for Van hQC tt.xan san 
(Literature weekly), a canmunist literaJ::y journal published in the 
south. He was also a veteran of the earlier debate on "idealism 
versus materialism." In June, he wrote an article on "Popular 
Poetry" (Noi ve" thi ca bfhh ~) in Which he emphatically refuted 
the idea that popular literature meant relaxing reading for the 
masses. The aim of popular literature, acco:rd.ing to him, was "to 
awaken ordinary people to their rights, and. to calIon them to unite 
to stnlggle against the class that oppresses them. ,,26 In a critique 
of sad, romantic, effeminate, and. whining literature, such as then 
floc:ded the market, he argued that "there is only one kind of 
literature worth the name literature, and. that is literature that 
praises ordinary people, that elevates ordinary people, namely 
proletarian literature, literature that advocates class stnlggle. II27 
He was thus taking exactly the opposite position from Hoai Thanh. 
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In the debate, the materialists had deliberately USE!d the tenn 
"popular" rather than "proletarian," and "ordinary people," rather 
than ''workers.'' AIthough it could be argued that the choice had been 
dictated by convenience--few people actually understood the concept 
of a proletariat in Vietnam--it also seems that it had been made to 
fudge aver the problem that vietnam really did not have a large 
working class about whom works of literature could be written. ~ 
Trang Kiau knew this very well when he challenged the advocates of 
"art for life's sake" to write about the PeaSant masses of Vietnam, 
claiming that this would be muc:h. llOre appropriate to Vietnamese 
realities than writing about workers. Hoang T'an ~, however, was 
unequivocal in his interpretation of popular literature and made it 
clear that it was the literature of the working' class. 
~~ nAn's dogmatic rigidity thus provided an admirable foil 
for ~i Tri~u's llOre conciliato:ty and ~le~. Because he 
drew on so many sources of authority, Hai Trieu was able to be highly 
selective. Not only did he pick his own sources, he also distorted 
their messages as well. Even as he invoked Barbusse, he rejected the 
notion that literature must have lasting value. 'Ihat value, on the 
contra:ty, was linked to a specific period and a specific class. yet, 
that was precisely the sort pf view which Barbusse had fought 
against. Thus, I.e 'I'I:'Ang Ki~ was not far off the mark "When he 
accused the materialists of misusing Bukharin and KUo MO-jo.28 
Another of his accusations had a familiar ring to those who were 
aware of the saviet and French debates: the materialist litera:ry 
critics, he claimed, had been unable to produce anything but 
theories. At least, he challenged, "you should be able to write 
something original i so far, you have only been aping others" 
The Role of ~ Gide 
In fact, the idealists were as beholden as the materialists to 
Western conceptions of literature. They read the same joumals and 
newspapers, the same novels and short stories, and were thus able to 
use their k:rlowledge of international litera:ry politics to subtly 
undermine the arguments advanced by their opponents. They did not 
reject out of hand the idea of realism, nor the concept that 
literature should be concerned with the lives of omina:ty people. 
But they wanted to deferrl litera:ry excellence over ideological 
purity. In Arx:l.rQ Gide they fourrl an ideal illustration of the 
dangers of linking' literature and politics. 
Of all the recruits into the AEAR, none was llOre prestigious, and 
none was llOre prized and welcomed, and yet none was more waywaJ::d than 
Anire Gide. He had joined the AFAR in early 1933 along with other 
famous writers such as Anire Malraux. By then, his internatiOnal 
reputation was finnlyestablished. His influence over Vietnamese 
intellectuals carmot be averstated. It is said that Nguy~ An Ninh 
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went everywhere with a copy of Nourritures Terrestres under his ann. 
In his famous speech, "'Ihe Aspirations of Annamese Youth" of october 
1923, Ninh used as his organizing metaphor the theme of Gide' s I.e 
Retour de 1 'Enfant Prodigue. Even his reverence of Tago:re (Ni.ni1had 
a portrait of the Indian poet in his home) was due to Gide' s work of 
popularization through his translation of Gitanjali from Erglish into 
French.29~ ot:h.ers besides Nguyan An Ninh also drew inspiration from 
Gide. ~t Linh, who began writing a~ Gide's fateful trip to 
O1ad, evinced in his early story Hai Ve ~ ('IWo Kinds of Beauty) a 
dissatisfaction with pure aestheticism which has been traced back to 
Gide's influence. 30 
Yet, Gide's flirtation with politically carmnitted literature am 
with carmnunism, which came about as a :result of his ex:periences in 
01ad, was only a t:errq;:x:>rary diversion from his personal itinerary as a 
writer. But whatever the causes of his sudden desire to put himself 
am his pen at the service of the downtrodden, his adherence to the 
AEAR was considered by the FCP as a major COUPi every effort was made 
to capitalize on it while a.ccanuoodating his literary views. Gide, 
hCMe:Ver, soon p:roved that he was first am foremost an artist 
concerned with eternal aesthetic values am impatient with political 
dogma.. 
As the most prestigious adherent of the AFAR, he was invited to 
give the keynote address to the first International congress of 
writers in Defense of Culture, which was designed as an anti-fascist 
rally. But as it turned out, his speech, entitled "In Defense of 
Culture," p:roved of little comfort to the advocates of politically 
carmnitted literature within the AEAR, for he lambasted the idea of 
guided literature, am all efforts to subordinate art to 
t:errq;:x:>ral-am t:errq;:x:>rary--concerns. If the cammu:ni.sts were annoyed at 
being lectured to (with quotations from Blikharin, Gorky, am other 
soviet luminaries) on the need of literature to transcerrl its class 
am time origins, they did not then let it show. Gide' s speech was 
wannly :received by his audience am prominently reproduced in 
accounts of the congress which appeared in the press, including the 
Ccmnunist press. 
Gide's speech exploded on the Vietnamese literary scene like a 
bombshell. Taking their cue from their French counterparts, the 
Vietnamese cammu:ni.sts had wannly welcaned Gide I s adherence to the 
AFAR am his advocacy of service to mankind.. His speech was 
gleefully seized upon by their adversaries. Hoai Thanh used long 
extracts from it in his article "Literature is Literature." 'Ihe 
materialists cried foul, claiming that Gide I s ideas must have been 
distorted in press accounts, am announced that they had written to 
him to ask for clarification. Apparently they :received a ~ly which 
did not allay their problems, for it was never published. 31 
In early 1936, that speech, together with a commentary by ~i 
Thanh, was :reproduced in a collection of articles published jointly 




Activism" (V~ (ll\long va Helm -EQng). It was designed as the 
manifesto of a literal:y group calling itself ~ti'0i1g -.B6ng (Orient). 
To adom the title page of the booklet, the group had chosen, in a 
deliberately provocative stroke, a comment by Pierre Abraham who, 
beside being a member of the editorial board. of the review' Europe 
(founded in 1923 by Romain Rolland), was also a dedicated communist: 
"'!here have been times when mankir:rl did not need govennnent, trade, 
agriculture, camnnmi.cations, or scientific research. Blt never has 
mankin:l not needed to sing or hear singing, to dance or see 
dancing. " Aside fran Gide' s speech, the booklet included articles 
whose leit:notif was that the two governing principles of literature 
are truth and beauty, both of which transcend the transitoJ:Y 
political concerns of mank:i.n:l. 
A few nDnths later came the further disquieting new'S of Gide' s 
total disenchantment with camnnmi.sm. Gide had traveled in the soviet 
union at the invitation of its govennnent fran 17 Jtme to 22 August 
1936. Although he was thoroughly lionized (he was asked to pronounce 
the funeral eulogy for Gorky in front of Stalin and other Party 
leaders), the trip had an unsettling effect on him. He became uneasy 
at the signs of an incipient PersOnality cult. He was taken aback 
when, traveling through Stalin's native town, he decided to send him 
a telegram, only to have a postal clerk d.ema.rrl that he rewrite it on 
the ground that, as it stood, it did not praise the Soviet leader 
sufficiently. 32 '!he homosexual Gide also discovered that the 
lOOtherland of the Revolution was even ltDre puritanical than his own 
country, and. that the workers' paradise was still backwa:rds. His 
dream of utopia shattered, Gide could hardly wait to be back in 
France to publish his firxiings. Retour de 1 'URSS appeared barely two 
ltDnths after his trip ended. In June of the follc:::J\fling year, further 
reflections gave rise to Retouches aMen Retour de l'URSS, which. was 
even ltDre critical of the Soviet Union than the earlier publication. 
Gide's flirtation with cormnunism was over with a vengeance, Sc:::J\fling 
discomfiture among his admirers in France and. Vietnam alike. 
Gide's change of heart provoked. shockwaves on another 
battlefront. By late 1936, relations between Trotskyists and 
camnunists in Vietnam had become so strained that it was only a 
matter of time before complete rupture hapPened. '!he Trotskyists, 
who were of one mind with the camnunists on the literal:y front, 
exploited Gide's revelations to bolster their anti-Stalin arguments, 
sanething which the Communists bitterly resented. But the 
Trotskyists, like evezyone else at the time, were used to look 
outside Vietnam; for ltDSt of them, the path to :Marxism-I.eninism had 
ron through France. Gide was not merely a convenient weapon in their 
long-standing battle against the Communists; he was also a real 
source of inspiration. 
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Litera:ty Icons 
After the pure art advocates had appropriated ~ Gide for 
their cause, in early 1937, HAi Tri&U decided to introduce to 
Vie.1:namese audiences three Western writers who could serve as role 
models. His selection alighted on Gorky, Rollam, am Barbusse. '!he 
collection or profile was entitled Van HQC va xK H9i (Litera~ am 
Society), which was sanething of a misnomer, as the critic Hai Thanh, 
who wrote a preface for the bclok, acknowledged. According to Hai 
Thanh, HAi Trieu had originally intended to write on the relationship 
between literature am society but had then decided to write about 
the relationship between writers am society. And indeed, H!i. Tri~ 
focused less on the oeuvres of the three authors under consideration 
than on their social am political activities. 33 
Gorky was portrayed as "the engineer of a new civilization, It 
through his encouragement of yOUJ...1C1 writers. '!he thread running 
through his life (as retold by Hai Trr'eb) was the helpfulness am the 
devotion of this great artist to the masses. Gorky was praised for 
foundir:g the Union of Soviet Writers, an organization in which 
artists would be free to create, unfettered by statutes. At the same 
time, however, socialist realism, the charter of the union, was 
defined as "depicting honestly am clearly PaSt or present phenomena, 
so that these depictions of reality can lead the masses to 
enlightenment, am to the struggle to build socialism." 
RaJ.n.':.iin Rollam, a fellow-traveler rather than a canun.itted 
Communist, receiVed nearly as eulcqious a treatment. HAi Trieu 
admitted to having gone from an early adulation of Rollam (caused by 
the latter· s bicqraphy of Gandhi), to doubts about his 
petty-bourgeois nature. But in the last few years, all his fonner 
admiration had come back, all his doubts had been allaYed. The 
reason: Rollam' s solidarity with the proletariat am, in 
Particular, his solidarity with oppressed colonial ~es, as well 
as his militant anti-fascism. In other WOrds, Hki Trieu's reverence 
for Rollam owed little to the latter's writings or litera:ty views, 
am IlDre to his politics. 
In his potted bicqraphy of Barbusse, HAi Tri~ followed the 
obitual:y models used in the French am Soviet press earlier. He 
averred that for Barbusse, the road from pacifism to canm:n.mism had 
been "lcqical. 1t Dates am events were somewhat juggled for the sake 
of proving this point. Barbusse's difficulties at the Rharkov 
conference were not mentioned, but his praise of the Soviet union in 
Stalin am his role in launching the Amsterdam congress were given 
due prominence. 
Clearly, in putting tcqether this collections of profiles, ~i 
Tri~ intended to Provide Vietnamese intellectuals sane role models 
rather than to ernmciate a clear conception of literature I S role in 
society. His choices were highly instructive: it was IlDre i..nq;x:>rtant 
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to be a faithful friend of the soviet union am to defend oppressed 
people tban to have correct ideas on literature. Gorky, Barbusse, 
am Rollam were all writers of international reputation, am, 
therefore, their names would be at least familiar to the 
intellectuals Hli Tri~ was writirg for; nonetheless, it remains that 
they espoused IOOderate views on the subject of :politically committed 
literature am were at best lukewar.m about the merits of socialist 
realism. 
It could not have been easy to hy to lay dovm literaIy law in 
1937. By 1937, Stalin had begun to dispose of his enemies, real am 
imagined, by braMing them either as Trotskyists, agents of Germany, 
or both. :Radek was executed in 1937. Bukharin was tried am 
executed the followirg year, to;Jether with leaders of the RAPP. One 
of Bl1kharin' s codefendants was specifically ac:cused. of havirg 
:poisoned Gorky in 1936. He was the brother-in-law of the RAPP leader 
Averbakh. Most of the protagonists in earlier debates on literature 
were thus eliminated, am it was no longer wise to quote them. Only 
Gorky was acceptable, for he was dead. 
For some reason, the pure art advocates had fallen unaCCOlmtably 
silent. later that year, Hai Trieu returned to the topic in a series 
of articles which appeared in the journal sOng HJdng (Perfume 
River). '!he first three were devoted to attacking bourgeois 
literature am affinning aga~ that all literature is a product of 
its class am time. Before Hai Tri~b had a chance to discuss the 
actual nature of socialist realism, the journal was closed dovm by 
the colonial authorities. 34 
'!he appearance in 1938 of the novel rain '!han (Misezy) by tan Rhai 
was greeted with great enthusiasm by HAi Tri~, who claimed that the 
author was wavirg the banner of socialist realism P: Vietnam am 
hoped that others would follow. 35 What provoked Hai Tri~uIS 
enthusiasm was that tan Rhai had chosen to write about miners. As 
lci:i Tri~ noted, what was called social or popular literature in 
Vietnam had tended to focus on beggars, orphans, rickshaw boys, 
thieves, am prostitutes am had ignored the most important group of 
people, those who were not exploited, those who were the fourrlations 
of a new society, l'lalN::lly, the workers. In writirg about them, tan 
Rhai had balanced description of their less admirable traits, such as 
their coarseness, their addiction to alcohol or opium, their clirgirg 
to outdated customs am superstitions, with remarks about their more 
positive qualities, includirg their esprit de corps, sense of honor, 
am purity. HAi Triail would later be chided for havirg heaped such 
praise on a work by an author who was essentially decadent am 
romantic am who, after the publication of r.a.m '!han, would no longer 
use the plight of the proletariat as his subject matter. 
In March 1939, mh Tri'Efu returned again to the subject of 
socialist realism, once more propounding his idea that a writer is an 
engineer of the soul. He stated: "A socialist realist writer must 
seJ::Ve only the truth; he must not p.zt truth at his seJ::Vice. ,,36 But 
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how to conciliate various perceptions of "troth" am how to serve 
that "troth" were left vague. In resp::>nse, I.1.fu TrQng IJ1 invoked Gide 
to caution against the dangers of mixing politics am literature. 37 
Gide 's two books on the soviet union were political tracts; they 
might even be in error. '!hey certainly would not add. to his stature 
as a writer, nor contribute to world literature. In what tum.ed. out 
to be the last article on the subject, I.J1U TrQng IJi, a poet, showed 
his mettle as a debater, for whom should he i.Jivoke but the father of 
Marxism? 
Marx had been an avid reader. 1m:l which authors, I.u asked 
rhetorically, had he liked to read? Shakespea:re, Aeschylus, Goethe, 
Dante, Burns, Walter scott, D.nnas, Heine, cervantes, Balzac. 1m:l to 
conclude: ''Marx was very fond of literature; am in his canune:nts, he 
had very broad ideas. He did not let his political prejudices lead 
him into error in literary matters; his admiration for Scott and 
Shakespea:re attests to this fact." 
COnclusion 
Whatever side they ranged themselves on, vietnamese intellectuals 
were keenly aware of intemational literary developments and often 
quoted the saIl'\l'9 authorities, albeit in order to reach different 
conclusions. By and large, the critics who dominated the debate drew' 
their inspiration fran Wes'ten1 sources, rather than fran China. 
Although they were becoming llDre familiar with authors fran the 
English-speaking world, on the whole they relied on French and Soviet 
literary authorities to support their 0Nn views. In soviet debates, 
where the need to exalt the revolution and the achievements of the 
proletariat was not really in question, 1ID..lch of the debate had 
focused on fonn. In France, both fonn and content had been at the 
heart of the controversy surrourrling politically committed 
literature. In Vietnam, the materialists chose to emphasize content 
and to ignore stylistic concerns. 'lhese were seized upon by the 
idealists even as they agreed on the need to produce literature that 
portrayed the life of ordina:.r.y people with synpathy. 
IDoki.rq back at the debate with the hirnsight of several decades, 
one would have to conclude that the idealists had a logical 
advantage, even though they carried their rejection of the social 
origins of literature to extremes. '!he aims of :aAi. Tri~ and of the 
materialists were two-fold: to encourage the production of 
politically committed literature and to win converts in the struggle 
against colonial rule. 'Ihis two-fold aim revealed how complex the 
relati~p between art and politics can be. '!he two novels praised 
by HAi Trieo. as harbingers of a new socialist realist trend, Kep 'Iti sen and r.mn '!han, were written by authors who by no stretch of the 
imagination could be called social authors and who eventually found. 
themse1v~ on ~ite sides of the political divide. B..1t Heai 
Thanh, Hai Trieu's old antagonist, eventually became his close ally. 
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In the midst of battle, HAi Tri~~ recalled listening with pleasure to 
war poems which I1.iu 'I'r9l'lCJ IJ1 recited to him. 39 Politics did not 
dictate literary directions, nor did literary convictions dictate 
political alignments. 
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'!he :F.ran:D-Vietnamese Conce!ption of I..an:Iownershi 
John Louis Bassford 
tthe changes which the French wrought in the theoretical framework 
of land c:MI'leXShip in Vietnam must be viewed as one part of an overall 
assault on the unity of the village. Inward-looking and 
self-sufficient, the traditional vietnamese village presaved 
ConfucianjVietnamese values in its economic, social, and political 
structure. Its institutuions had adapted over a long perioo of time 
to brin;J a hannony to social relations and a psychological security 
to the villagers' view of their place in the world. '!he village was 
Vietnamese, in many senses, and its unity and continuity guaranteed 
the traditional way of life for Vietnam. 
France had to conquer Vietnam militarily and :rule it politically 
in order to achieve its purpose, but mre than anythinJ else it had 
to change vietnam to succeed. Changin;J Vietnam meant changin;J the 
village. To achieve its religious and cultural aims it could 
disseminate the accoutrements of French civilization in the lazge 
cities and spread French education and religion to a small urban 
elite. To succeed economically by introducin;J capitalism and 
annexing vietnam as a subsidia:t:y of France's economy, however, 
required fundamental changes at the local level. It required (1) the 
errl of the semi-aut:ono.t1nls, virtually self-sufficient village unit 
and its replacement with an interdependent, market-oriented economy 
and prcduction for export; (2) the substitution of irrlividualism for 
collectivism in the fonn of the head tax and personal registration; 
(3) a land market as an outlet for surplus capital and the basis of 
the free enterprise system; and (4) a system of written laws and a 
colony-wide court system to enforce those laws. In sh.ort, it 
required a canbined assault on many integral parts of the village 
system and the hannony that was traditional Vietnam. One part of the 
system that was changed was the conception of land omership. 
Iandownin;J CUstoms in Traditional Vietnam 
In traditional Vietnam vacant land was worthless, both 
politically and economically, and in fact a1.nDst meani.nJless. PcMer 
came fran people, people installed on the land. Peasants were the 
source of taxes, in the fonn of surplus production, and of soldiers. 
'!he size of the national treasury and the number of soldiers who 
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could be mustere:i detemined the kingdom's Strengthi the amount of 
lam occupied by the emperor's subjects detemined the size of the 
k.i.rqdam. Power emanated fram the center as far as the most distant 
settlement under the emperor's control. The idea. of bourrlaries was a 
vague concept. Wars were partially fought in order to gain prisoners 
am increase the size of the population, not the lam area. of the 
countJ::y. 
within this context, it was entirely consistent to equate 
usufruct-the occupation am use of the lam-with ovmershi.p. While 
in theol:Y all the lam in the kingdom belorged to the emperor, in 
fact one had only to occupy vacant lam, put it into cultivation, am 
agree to pay taxes on it to have it granted.I 
The property owner then held a "perpetual usufruct" with which 
accrued all the rights of private property.2 The lan:iowner was 
required to register his property on the Qia 1::6 (lam register) of 
the village, but no survey or measurement was i-equi.redi as the aia a:; 
was used as the basis for taxpayirg, the infonnation recorded was· • 
purposely vague am inaccurate."3 Taxes were 
assessed on the size of the holdirg, which in turn was always a 
function of how much lam a family could farm. 4 Despite charges in 
the law cc:rles promulgated by emperors, the basic principle of 
lan:iownership remained constant up until the French 
period--occupation plus tax payment established ovmershi.p.5 
I..an:i transactions between in::lividuals were regulated by custam in 
the village. Generally, the emperor's law stopped at the village 
gate. I..an:i was conceded to villages, and it was the village as a 
whole which was responsible for taxes an:i providirg corvee labor an:i 
soldiers as needed. It was up to village government to certify what 
contracts there were, to settle disputes, an:i to regulate 
lamovmershi.p within the village. 0Jstam, not written laws, set the 
pattem for this regulation. 
OJstam detennined that private property did exist am that 
property could be transmitted fram one person to another. Privately 
held lan:i could be passed on through inheritance. As 
responsibilities in the village resided in the family, not the 
in::lividual, property passed on within a family was not viewed as 
havirg charged harrls. Property could also be sold in two ways. 
Because few People could write, the concerned in::lividuals decided on 
what sort of agreement they wanted, usually followirg one of several 
traditional mx1es, an:i then approached an educated person to have it 
written up. To be valid, agreements had to be signed by the village 
notables and, by custam, accanpani.ed by gifts for the notables. 6 In 
that way, the agreement was recognized by the entire village. 
One type of sale was a Pennanent transfer of rights, which was 
almost always in::licated on a written bill of sale. The new owner 
acquired all the rights an:i duties of the original owner an:i had his 
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name inscribed on the ct.a ~ in place of the previous owner. The 
other type, by far the na;t'cammon in Vietnam, was a tenp:>ra:ry 
transfer of rights. It was less frequently recorded in writing arrl 
transferred the use of the larrl for a certain fixed Pericxi of time 
only, with the original owner reserving the right to reclaim the 
usufruct. The buyer could resell the larrl to another, but always 
with the original condition guaranteeing the permanent owner's 
rights. The first owner remained registered on the aia :1::>8. 7 Either 
type of sale represented in reality only the transfer ~f 't!he value of 
improvements on the larrl. Unimproved arrl unoccupied larrl, being 
'WOrthless arrl, by definition, "unowned," would newer be sold. 
I.arrl that was abandoned was treated according to individual 
circumstances at the village level. It would generally be given in 
concession to the first PerSOn 'Who desired to put it urrler 
cultivation again arrl pay the taxes. Recently abandoned larrl would 
be granted a one-year tax exemption arrl larrl left uncultivated for a 
long Pericxi of tine would be exenpted for three years. land 
unoccupied because those 'Who inherited it had not yet been notified 
would be tenp:>rarily fanned by someone 'Who agreed to pay the tax. 
sometimes, as in the case of the death of a larrlowner without 
heritors, the village would solicit someone to becane the larrlowner 
in order to keep up the number of registered villagers. 8 (By custom, 
only larrlowners were inscribed on village roles.) In all cases, the 
situation would be han:lled at the local level by people familiar with 
the individuals involved arrl the circumstances surrounding each piece 
of property. 
ownership was always granted upon occupation arrl willir)gness to 
pay the tax, not on registration in the ala bd. r.Ihe aia ~ was 
merely coincidental with larrlownership. W'ieri'a PerSOn "paid the tax 
or became responsible for 
paying the tax, his name was inscribed on the ma b(j, 'Which was a tax 
register in fact, not a larrl register. People, 'not'larrl, were taxed 
in Vietnam. The larrl descriptions on the 'tfia bO were really only 
indications of the individuals' (arrl thus tli.e village's) ability to 
pay the tax. '!hose descriptions were always kept vague arrl " 
inaccurate in order to minimize the am:ll.Ult of tax due. The -rlia be) 
never served as an accurate register of the village's property, aIti 
it never was meant to. 
The first survey of larrl in Cochinchina to establish the tlla lXj 
was carried out under Emperor Gia Long in 1806. 9 Nothing remains of 
that survey.10 A second survey was begun in 1836, during the reign 
of Emperor Minh ~.11 r.Ihis 'WOrk described the larrl of each 
village--the ~ies of each parcel, 'What quality of larrl it was, 
'What was produced on the property, 'What was fonnerly produced there, 
'Who the owner was, arrl the origin of the property. r.Ihis smvey was 
corrlucted only one tine, after 'Which it was the responsibility of the 
village council to maintain the record. 12 r.Ihe result was that it 
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became increasingly easy, over time, to un:ierestimate the aItOUnt of 
land. cultivated in a village. 
There were three categories of landholding in Vietnam that of 
(1) the individual, (2) the village, and. (3) the emperor. iJ Except 
for the land. owned by individuals and. villages, the emperor owned all 
the land. in vietnam--al1 rivers, forests, uncleared land., and. 
abarrloned properties. Villages owned ;t(roperty in two classes. ~ 
-di&1 (camnunal rice1arrls) and. eOng thd (camnunal properties other 
than rice1and., such as fishponds and. forests) were property held in 
COIllll.'\OIl by the entire village, acquired. either with the original 
founding of the village, from donations by private owners, or by the 
reclaiming of abandoned land.. It was per.mane:ntly inalienable. The 
secorrl class was the ~ t.rl"on rli~ (rice1arrls) and. t8h t::tten thd't.. 
(other 1arrls), which had been aCC'lllired. by the village I s own resources 
and. could be reso1d. 14 Both classes of land. were used to provide for 
social welfare. The rice1arrls were periodically redistributed for 
use by the poor and. for the support of widows, orphans, soldiers I 
families, and. the aged. They also generated resources to provide for 
village SEUVices such as maintaining schoolteachers, public buildings 
and. shrines, and. financing village feasts .15 
Traditional COncession Policy 
It was a basic policy of the goverrnnent to encourage settlement 
of vacant lands, thereby increasing the size and. power of the 
kingdom. The history of Vietnam fram the time of its i.rdependence 
from China in the tenth century to its conquest by France in the 
nineteenth century was one of steady expansion to the south. That 
expansion was achieved through both organized efforts by the 
goverrnnent and. private cooperative ventures on the part of 
individuals. Spurred on by a cultural :i.lrg;)erative, the frontier was 
gradually pushed out through the mechanism of a consciously liberal 
concession policy. 
Concessions, in traditional Vietnam, were merely the official 
recognition of people I s establishment on certain pieces of land.. As 
noted earlier, ownership equaled occupation plus the payment of 
taxes. However, peasants did not live in isolation but together as a 
village, and. it was the village which was responsible to the emperor 
for the taxes. The granting of the right of ownership, by the right 
to occupy, was thus from the emperor to the village, not to the 
individual. A group of people got together, settled on vacant land., 
fanned a village, began farming, and. then notified a mandarin. The 
village was then officially recognized by the emperor. That 
recognition was, in effect, the concession of that land.. The matter 
of apportioning land. between villagers and. regulating individual 
prooertv ownership was thereafter a village concern, as discussed
aboVe. H; 
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concessions, being the "right to occupy," were also granted by 
the government in organized efforts to push Vietnamese settlement 
into new areas. ,one form that such efforts took was the agricultural 
colony (dinh al&t). Social misfits, displaced persons, and pcx:lr 
peasants banded together, under the direction of a special 
administrator, to settle in a new area. 17 After having established 
themselves, their village was recognized and the land officially 
granted. '!he basic m:Jtivation for the colonists was to fird a place 
in society and get a fresh start. '!he government benefited, of 
course, by an extension of the kingdom and augmentation of tax 
resources. 
'!he other type of organized settlement effort, the one most 
~ and most important for COChinchina, was the military colony
(ao'n cll~) .18 '!he settlers were soldier-farmers 'Who cleared new 
areas for agriculture and tilled the land but who also served guard 
duty and were on call to fight in case of war. SUch an arrangement 
provided both a self-sustaining occupation force to make vietnam's 
claim to suzerainty over an area a reality and the military presence 
needed to deferxi the colony against lawless frontier elements as well 
as, if need. be, the area's original inhabitants. SUch was the case 
in COChinchi.na where the military colonies helped to expand Vietnam 
at the expense of camJ:xxlla. 
'!he military colony was adopted from the Chinese lOOd.el that was 
used in the Red River Delta during the period of Chinese rule (207 
B.C.-A.D. 939) .19 After irdepend.ence, it was employed by Vietnamese 
~rs, notably by IJ/ ~ TOn (ruled A.D. 1128-1137) and ~ Tl1&m 
T8n (ruled A. D. 1460-1497) in the gradual expansion to the south. 
'!hat southward movement brought the Vietnamese to COChinchina in the 
eighteenth century, where the institution of the military colony was 
used to occupy the Transbassac. A campaign to establish military 
colonies in that area was begun during the reign of Gia I.Dng in 
1788.20 
one of the first actions taken by the French government in 
Cochinchina was to abolish the military colonies. More than one 
thousand. of the soldiers 'Who defen:ied COChinchi.na against the French 
in the 1861 battle at Chil Hoa had been from military colonies. 
Fearing further resistance efforts, the French government dissolved 
the militaw colonies in areas under its control, especially in Gia 
-Dinh and My '!ho. In 1867 the French gained control over all of 
cOchinchina. '!hat same year Admiral de la Grardiere issued an omer 
disbanding all the military colonies of COchinchina. 21 As a result 
of this policy, same of them were transformed into regular villages, 
and others dispersed. 22 
French Tradition of Property ownership 
'!he French tradition of property ownership and regulation was 
significantly different from that of the Vietnamese. '!he differences 
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lie within the broader context of alternate civilizations-the 
Western European traditions of in:lividualism, capitalism, ani 
nationalism versus the Fast Asian adherence to confucianism ani 
kingship. For the Vietnamese, the kingdom extended as far out as the 
settlements of people under the influence of the emperor, its exact 
extent beirg rather vague. Property was regulated by custom ani 
disputes were resolved by the judicial use of general Confucian 
principles. For the French, political suzerainty was strictly 
demarcated by borders, distinct lines which could be mapPed with 
accuracy. All the people ani lani within those bourrlaries were part 
of the country; everything outside was foreign. Whether the lani was 
occupied or not--city, swaIlp, or forest--it was part of the state 
territo:ry to be regulated uniformly. Property was regulated with a 
body of law administered by the state, adjudicated through the 
courts, ani enforced by the police, ani conflicts were settled in a 
supposedly impartial court process which interpreted the laws. 
'!he differences inherent in the two traditions are apparent in 
the issue of personal property rights. Vietnamese property rights 
were familial ani were embodied in village custom. Olstams were 
unwritten ani u:nccdified, yet were specific ani generally 
acknolwed.ged. Rights were protected by the i.nq::ortance of custom in 
the social fabric. Conflict resolution was the domain of the 
Confucian scholar-bureaucrat ani council of elders; fairness depended 
on the official's sense of propriety. Justice was an in:lividualized 
renderirg of opinion based on the particular circumstances of the 
case ani the overriding need to preserve social harnK>ny. By 
contrast, French property rights were PersOnal ani clearly spelled 
out in the body of civil law. '!he law was universal ani 
standa:rdi.zed. Justice was rendered by a stranger who interpreted the 
law to ensure that the in:lividual' s rights were preserved. 
Property rights for the French were embodied in the concept of 
private ow:ne:rship. All property in the countJ:y, everything within 
its borders, was owned by someone, either by in:lividuals, groups, or 
the state. CMnership was eternal ani absolute, bestowirg all rights 
over the use of that property. As SUch, it could be put to use in an 
economically productive manner, left idle, sold, rented, or 
mortgaged. Its use was distinct from the coIXiition of its 
ow:ne:rship. For the Vietnamese, the use of the lani was an essential 
characteristic in definirg ow:ne:rship. Vacant, uncleared lani by 
definition could not be owned by an in:lividual ani was always 
available for settlement. OCCUpation generally established rights to 
a piece of lani, which were usually forfeited when that property was 
abandoned. 
Another basic difference between the two traditions was the 
conception of the economic function of lani. For the French, lani 
had came to be identified as a commcx:tity, a source for investment, 
ani an outlet for surplus capital. !Jhe existence of a lani market 
was, therefore, both natural ani essential for the healthy 
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ftmctioning of the capitalist system. '!he free exchange of lam 
allowed. the demand to be met speedily am efficiently by the supply 
at an appropriate price. As a basic cornerstone of the economic 
system, private ownership of lam was deemed essential am the 
guarantee of the rights of ownership, through the legal structure, 
was equally inportant. By contrast, the Vietnamese regarded lam as 
a a factor in production but not as a market oc::mnoodity. '!here was no 
lam market for investment pw::poses only am outsiders were virtually 
prohibited from acquiring lam in the village. rand was rarely sold 
without the right of repossession. 
'Ihese differences in the two traditions of lam regulation were 
manifested in the issue of lam titles. '!he French claimed ownership 
of lam by the possession of written titles, issued am record.ed by 
the state. To legally possess a deed to a piece of property was to 
be "entitled" to all the rights of ownership as defined by law. To 
prevent confusion, titles were record.ed by the government. Arr:l sale 
or mortgage ll'O.1St likewise be recorded to be valid. Boundaries were 
clearly indicated. '!hey were an essential part of the title, being 
necessa.t.y in order to establish a legal definition for the property 
am to allow its exchange as a oc::mnoodity am at any distance. A 
system of lam titles am title registration was thus fundamental to 
the French system of lamownership. '!he Vietnamese tradition, on the 
other harrl, placed little importance in written ack:n.cMledgement of 
ownership. OWnership was not defined by PQSSession of a written 
title am the exchange of property could not be accanplished by a 
mere transfer of paper. '!he only record.ing of ownership was the c!1a 
b6 at the village level, which, as stated earlier, was essentially'a 
Ux register am not a lam register. As lamowning was regulated by 
custom at the local level, there was no place for a bureau of 
conveyeances in the system. In short, the institution of property 
titles was totally foreign to Vietnam am embodied a tradition of 
lam regulation radically different to the Vietnamese tradition. 
French Property laws: OJalism 
'!he French conquerors of Cochinchina set about at an early date 
to establish a system of lam titles am title registration. In 
Februa:ry 1862, Admiral Bonnard. announced the sale of larxis in 
Saigon. At that time, saigon had been conquered militarily but the 
area had not yet been ceded by the enperor. That technicality 
notwithstarrling, Bonnard. utilized French civil law to confiscate 
lam, houses, am other buildings "for the public good" to be resold 
to Frencbmen.23 In ord.er to guarantee the titles to the property 
purchased in this sale, Bonnard. issued an ord.er establishing a system 
of title registration am mortgage. '!he February 20, 1862, 
proclamation clearly stated its pw:pose: 
'!here exist in Cochinchina neither public officials nor 
[property] registration; nevertheless, the larxis which 
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constitute the territory of the city of Saigon are going to 
be put up for sale~ [ani] the consequence of this 
transaction will be to establish real property, for which it 
is inlportant to offer guarantees which assure the good faith 
of the transactions and give them an authentic character. 24 
To this effect the Admiral Governor ordered that all property 
worth no:re than 150 piasters must be verified by a deed and :recorded 
by the head of the Bureau of civil Affairs, to the exclusion of all 
other means of verification. Property thus verified could then be 
nortgaged. 'Ib.e ordinance spelled out the details of property 
registration and then stated that "the prescriptions of the present 
ordinance do not apply to transactions between Vietnamese or people
of Asiatic race. ,,25­
'!hus, the French system of laniownership was established in 
Cochinchina, but only for the French. '!his double standard continued 
thereafter in COChinchina, with French laws apply¥g to the French 
and Vietnamese who were French citizens ("Assimil~") ani the 
Vietnamese system applying to vietnamese and "other Asians. fl A legal 
dualism was established which functioned at least until 1925. 
'!he French civil COde was applied in its entirety to Cochinchina 
by a decree of July 25, 1864.26 From that time on, property 
transactions involving French citizens were hanlled just as they 
would have been in France. Titles were issued and :recorded~ disputes 
were settled in French courts. In transactions involving Frenchmen 
and Vietnamese, French law applied. 
For Vietnamese and "other Asians, fl Vietnamese law was used. A 
decree of August 23, 1871, defined "other Asians" as Chinese, 
ca:mbodians, part-arlnese, '!hais, minority hill peoples, Chams, and 
Malays who lived from Tonkin to Cochinchina. All others fell under 
French law. 27 '!hat same decree established the Vietnamese Qia :b8 as 
the official land register for the Vietnamese. 28 Already in"1865, it 
had been ordered that all transactions ~ Vietnamese and other Asians 
must be registered. 29 Use of the ffia b8 was to be the equivalent of 
• , I • •French tltle reglstratlon. 
''Vietnamese law" meant the Gia I..onq COde, which was discovered 
when the French conquered Cochinchina.30 During the early l860s, a 
French translation of the COde was distributed to serve as the basis 
for judicial decisions. Apart from the severe shortage of copies of 
the COde, how'ever, French officials found. the unedited text ex:tremely 
hard to use. 'Ihe:re was no separation of Penal and civil laws, and 
even to officials trained in the law the Gia :r..on; COde was woefully 
inadequate. 3l Moreover, this COde was never meant to be a complete 
guide to property regulation, which traditionally was never managed 
by a set of laws in any case. The Gia :r..on; COde was used by French 
"Inspectors of Native Affairs" who, as part of their duties as 
regional administrators, rendered justice. Thus, although the 
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Vietnamese were to be governed by Vietnamese law, the fact remained 
that traditionally, property had not been regulated by law, the COde 
applied was grossly inadequate, and French officials, usually 
ignorant of Vietnamese language and customs, administered the law. 32 
OJalism in Cochinchina should not be viewed as simply the 
continuation of two separate traditions existing side by side. rrhe 
French system of land regulation was certainly recreated as nearly as 
possible in the new environment, but the Vietnamese tradition was 
fUndamentally changed. First, the 'Whole conception of operating 
according to a set of written laws rather than by custom was a 
foreign idea. Second, the laws 'Which applied were taken from a 
Vietnamese code that was spotty and grossly inadequate, never having 
been meant as a a text for regulating property in toto. Third, the 
laws were administered by Frenchmen, people with a vastly different 
cultural backgrourrl, and 'Who were generally ignorant of vietnamese 
language and traditions. Fourth, the <fta l:X3 had never before 
functioned as a land raJister but only as a' tax raJister; its 
existence was only incidental to landownership. It had been 
pu:qx>sely kept vague and inaccurate. Fifth, boundaries never had the 
significance they came to have when the Ma bO was transformed into a 
I' • • I Iformal land raJ~ster. Sixth, the land market, 'Which became possible 
with the transformation of the dia b6 and its implied function of 
creating land titles, never before eXisted in COChinchina. Seventh, 
the possibility of nonresident landowning also was new to the 
system. Eighth, the basic distinction between ownership and usufruct 
had not been made before in Vietnam and this opened up the 
possibility that vacant uncleared land was not necessarily also 
~ land. A personal and perpetual right of ownership, separate 
from occupation or cultivation, was created bv the French and this 
right was totally foreign to the Vietnamese. 3~ 
Viewed in this manner, then, the changes made in the vietnamese 
system of landowning in COChinchina were not gradual but rather 
sudden. FIJrrlamental changes occurred not only in 1925, with the 
final transition to French law, but had begun already in the 1860s, 
the start of French rule. Far from how it was PerceiVed by the 
French at the ti:me, dualism was in fact a radical alteration of the 
Vietnamese system of landholding fran the start. '!hus, cultural 
shock, misunderstandings, and confusion, all of 'Which increased the 
chance for dysfunctions in the system, occurred throughout the French 
Period,not just at its end. 
Another development 'Which also greatly affected the functioning 
of this landowning system was the changes 'Which took place in the 
Vietnamese village during the French Period. Basically, the 
vietnamese village came to lose its semi-autonomy and with it, its 
function of social unification and protection against the central 
goverrnnent. 34 '!he individual, rather than the commune, became more 
and more the focus of attention from the central govennnent. 
Personal larXIholding was scrutinized; people were taxed singly; and, 
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generally, the govenunent dealt with the peasant on an inclividual 
basis. '!his process greatly changed the function of the traditional 
village leadership. Serving on the council of elders became an 
onerous duty, with recruitment groW'ing more and more difficult. '!he 
village official became a servant of the French, burdened with 
expensive, time-eonsuming, and distasteful tasks, rather than a 
servant of the village. As a result, village administration by the 
educated and most resPeCted became instead governance by the 
unskilled, the newly rich, the collaborators, and the opportunists. 
These changes were esPeCially significant for the landowning 
system. Village leaders were responsible for ma.intai.n.ir:g records of 
and, later, verifying CMnerShip in the village. They were key 
PerSOnnel, the i.ntennediaries in the system. Therefore, when the 
nature of village administration and the character of the officials 
changed, this change greatly altered the viability and reliability of 
the system. '!he officials no 100000er represented the haven of 
security which was the village but rather came to stand. for the 
rapacious d.ernarrls of a foreign, colonial gove:r:rnnent. Being employees 
of the French (albeit unpaid), backc:d up by the might of the colonial 
anny, chosen by the French (and not the villagers themselves as 
before), and no lOI1CJer inhibited by traditional social and 
ideological restraints, village officials could easily use their 
positions for PerSOnal gain. Having these officials be responsible 
for the <lla bO, although outwardly identical, was in fact a greatly 
different •si~tion during the French pEllriod than it was in 
traditional Vietnam. Not only had the cha b6 changed but the 
officials in charge of it as well. •• 
The key to 'Ull:ierst.anding the economic motivation for the system 
of dualism. and, indeed, the functioning of dualism. as a whole, is the 
French desire to make landCMnerShip more secure. To the French way 
of thinking, the traditional Vietnamese system of CMnerShip rendered 
landholding a.n.yth.in;J but secure. lack of definite boundaries for 
parcels of land, the absence of laws to guarantee rights, and the 
apparent vagueness of customs all seemed to make landowning tenuous 
at best. On top of this, the traditional precept that the emperor 
owned all the land was interpreted literally by the French. 
Administrators believed that vietnamese could be dispossessed at will 
by the emperor and thus, in the broadest sense, had no real property 
rights. 
The contradictions inherent in the new system thus ma.de sense to 
the colonial govenunent. '!hat there were two separate sets of laws 
and procedures was viewed as unfortunate, pemaps, but the best 
compromise possible 'Ull:ier the circumstances. The French preserved 
the shell of the Vietnamese mode of land regulation because it was 
familiar to the populace, it would SPeed resettlement and 
pacification, and to abolish it was a practical i.:mpossibility. Yet, 
they altered essential asPects of that system in an effort to improve 
it-to furnish the vietnamese landowner with a valuable and desired 
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commodity, the secure and lasting right of property ovmership. That 
they desired to change it was a combination of misconceptions, 
economic motivations, and the drive furnished by the belief in a 
mission civilisatrice to bring the benefits of prc:lCJ!'e8s and a 
superior civilization to the Vietnamese. It is ironic, perl1aps, that 
this pe:rversion of the traditional system of property ovmership, 
which was intended to better guarantee Vietnamese property, in effect 
paved the way for despoliation, loss of land, and, in general, a much 
greater insecurity for the Vietnamese peasant than ever existed 
before the French conquest. 
French COncession 'Policy 
If the basic motivation for the system of dualism in 
landovmership was to make property rights more secure, then the 
primary motivation for the French concession policy was to extend 
cultivation. Of course, the two were interrelated. landovmership 
policy created the envirornnent to allow and encourage agricultural 
extension and concession policy provided the means to achieve the 
enCl.. COchinchina was still the frontier when the French seized 
control and much of the colony was unoccupied. Fertile delta land 
was COchinchina I s greatest resource and the French colonial 
government sought to encourage the extension of cultivation by all 
means to increase production and promote the growth of trade. canal 
projects provided access, transportation, and drainage to stimulate 
production for market; the system of landovmership guaranteed. 
property rights to make inves'bnent in agriculture secure; and the 
concession policy made access to rural land easy and usually free so 
as to make the development of agricultural land attractive. 
To achieve this fundamental aim of agricultural extension, the 
concession policy did not cater to anyone group or type of potential 
property ovmers but sought to spur simultaneous development by all 
interested people in Cochinchina or France. land was given to 
Vietnamese, French, and "other Asians," to churches and laity, to 
military and civilians, to civil servants and private individuals, 
and to carnpanies, corporations, and inves'bnent groups both in 
Indochina and in France. small farmers were consistently encouraged 
to become property ovmers with free concessions of land, up to ten or 
twenty hectares. The process was handled exclusively at the 
provincial level, working through village officials and recording the 
land transactions on the village ttia 1::8. From early on, the 
• • • ., I 
government expressed 1ts des1re to establ1sh the V1etnamese 
smallholder on the land through a liberal concession policy aimed at 
this group. large landholding, ranging from the small estate of 
fifty hectares to the large plantation covering thousands of 
hectares, was also allowed as a means of attracting capital 
invesbnent in agriculture both from within Cochinchina and from 
France. large holding was encouraged by generous concessions, either 
free or reasonably priced, and other provisions, such as the 
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deferment of taxes for a certain number of years. However, larc;:re 
concessions were subject to many lOOre regulations, changing over time 
to ensure that the land. was i.rrleOO. put UI'rl.er cultivation and. not 
merely held for speculation. SUch restrictions included the granting 
of only provisional titles until the land. was urrler cultivation, the 
setting of certain time limits for developing the land. before it 
would revert to the state, and. the original requirement of 
demonstrating adequate capital for development before the concession 
'WOUld be made. 
Although larc;:re concessions were given and. at times specifically 
encouraged by official polic.y, at no time were these concessions 
meant to cane at the expense of the Vietnamese smallholder. 
Mechanisms were set up to ensure that land. given in concession was 
unoccup~ed and. uncla.i.mErl. Settled land., generally whether registered 
on the aia b8 or not, previously the subject of tax collection or 
not, was ~ to be excluded from new, third-party concessions. 
Also, huge tracts of land. were generally not given in a block so as 
to make small-scale settlement impossible. In spite of many large 
concessions, the basic polic.y was to simultaneously establish the 
Vietnamese smallholder. It was never the polic.y of the colonial 
government to create a propertied elite, a small class of land.c:Mner:s 
who controlled Coc:'hinchina' s land. and. its use. 
COnclusion 
The la.nd.c:Mning and. concession systems in Cochi.nchi.na urrler the 
French were confused, complex, and. open to abuse. The reality 
differed greatly from the theory, as fornn.l1ated in the set of decrees 
creating the systems. Far from being organized, systematic, and. 
equitable, as envisioned in the laws, concessions and. land. 
registration came to be just the opposite--camplex, inequitable, and. 
haphazard. Rather than becoming stan:ia:rdized, over time, ll'IalfY states 
of landholding came to exist, including registration on the 1tia b8, 
holding a pennit to occupy, having a tent;>orary title, holding· • 
permanent title, paying taxes only, or holding a receipt for a 
concession request. surveying was so poor and. schemes of one sort or 
another so numerous that the tnle state of landholding was never 
really k.nown beyond the village level. While such a situation may 
have worked well in traditional Vietnam, it was anathema to a 
colony-wide concession system and. free market in land.. 
Despite the good intentions of making la.nd.c:Mning lOOre secure, the 
French inadvertently made landholding less secure. The shell of the 
traditional system was continued without the substance. Thus, while 
Vietnamese continued to settle and. work unoccupied land. as before, 
they no lon;Jer necessarily owned their farms and. could easily lose 
them. An official piece of paPer with marks on it from the 
government no lon;Jer was per:manent and. sacrosanct. For those who 
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came into contact with the administration an::i chose to seek French 
titles, the road was fraUght with hazards. 
One reason the French efforts failed is that they were based on 
Western traditions of lan::iowning. Titles were of paramount 
inpJrtance in the French notion of security, based on French 
conditions, the tradition of law, an::i the capitalist needs for a lan::i 
market. '!he French system was imposed on a society an::i economy with 
radically different Ul'lClerpinnings. Inasmuch as this was recogni~ed 
in continuing the Vietnamese system of lan::i registration on the tlia 
1:£, what was not noted was the changes wrought in village socie~ 
Which rendered the traditional system insecure for the peasant 
owner-occupant. '!he combination of an alien system an::i fundamental 
changes in the traditional system opened the way for many abuses an::i 
left the peasant at the mercy of a whole set of officials, many of 
them unkna;,.m to him. A modern scholar characterized this situation 
well: 
'!he French colonial masters taught new lessons which made a 
paragon of wealth rather than wisdom an::i virtue. Beyond 
destroying cultural inhibitions, the Westerners opened up a 
myriad of legal an::i illegal avenues for the pursuit of 
wealth. Instead of taxing new fortunes, the colonial 
goverrnnent further rewarded the winners by opening wide 
loopholes so they could pay little or no tax. For the new 
culture broker there lay means, InC'>tive, an::i 0pIX)rtunity. • •• 
'!he result was a series of lan::i transfers impoverishing 
peasants, enriching aggressors, an::i InC'>St inpJrtant, creating 
a climate of insecurity an::i helplessness. Once beset by 
acts of nature often beyond their control now the peasants 
were doubly beset by acts of man beyond their contro1. 35 
'!here are several reasons why the French gove.rnrnent did not 
respond InC'>re directly to the contradictions inherent in the 
lan::iow:ning system. None of them involved maliciousness or a 
conscious attempt to exploit the Vietnamese peasants per se. In 
fact, what ensued was the opposite of what the administration tried 
to create through its legislation an::i believed it was creating in 
fact. '!he administration simply paid heed to the theory, the forms 
created, an::i was generally out of touch with the reality of the 
countryside. When failures in the system came to its attention, it 
responded with new legislation. When specific ccm:plaints came to its 
attention, it dealt with them through inquiries an::i through the court 
system. It genuinely felt it was doing a good job. 
As for measuring the success of these efforts, one:must remember 
that COChinchina was a colony, an::i development, in the fullest sense 
of the word, was not the intent. '!he basic aim of making landowning 
secure was to promote the extension of cultivation. '!he gove.rnrnent 
thus measured the success of its concession an::i lan::i registration 
system differently than did the Vietnamese peasant. It looked at 
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total acreage under cultivation, taxes collected, and tonnage 
exported. In all of these measures there was suc:cess. CUltivation 
was greatly extended; hence the program, to the government, was a 
suc:cess. one can therefore understand how, with all the best 
intentions, the colonial government could inadvertently and, 
generally, unknowingly create a situation of abuse, inequity, and 
suffering in the count:t:yside. 
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cr:css-Q1ltural. Adjusbtent of the vietnamese 
in the unitai states 
Nguyen Dang Liem 
J 1.. 
Chi~ chi~ ra citJr.g cUa sau \ 
:r.qo I v~'" qu~ me mAt. &u ch.ih chi~ ~ 
EveJ.:Y afternoon, I go an::i stand. at the threshhold of 
the back 
door. 
My eyes are fixed toward my native horizon, an::i I feel a 
heartbreaking nostalgia. 
The lullaby reflects well the feeli:r.q of vietnamese refugees. 
The massive an::i controversial l1IOVement of Irrlochinese refUgees in 
recent years creates fonnidable pragmatic an::i ethical 
considerations. Thousan:1s of people have been condemned to death at 
sea by refusal of aid or sanctuary. other tens of thousanis languish 
in canps today. Assurrpt:ions al:xJut refugees, often implicit, generate 
attitudes which becx:me uncritically translated into public policy an::i 
personal behavior. Meaningful debate of the m:>ra1ity an::i 
practicality of policy positions an::i inllvidual attitudes requires 
better und.erstarrling of the refugee experience, behavior, an::i 
cammuni.cative styles. 
When the refugees from Irrlochina first came in 1975, the united 
states govermnent was m:>re concemed. about their self-sufficiency an::i 
employment than al:xJut their cross-cultural adjustment an::i 
cammuni.cation. Federally furxied programs und.er the Indochinese 
Refugee Assistance Program (mAP), which became the Refugee 
Assistance Program (RAP) after the influx of Cubans an::i Haitians in 
1980, have since then stressed the vocational traini:r.q of household 
heads an::i alm:>st totally ignored needs for cross-cultural adjus'bnent 
an::i cammmication. The Refugee Act of 1980, passed by the united 
states CO:r.qress, approved the creation of the Office of Refugee 
Resettlement within the Department of Health an::i Human Services to 
administer a program of language an::i jab training. 
In declari:r.q the passi:r.q of the bill (which would later become 
the Refugee Act of 1980) by the House Judiciary Ccmnittee, 
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Representative Elizabeth Holzman (D-NY) chair, House Innnigration and. 
Refugee SUbcamnittee, stated. on september 19, 1979: "For the first 
time 'We have a comprehensive resettlement program.. " The so-called. 
"comprehensive resettlement program" enphasized. language and. jab 
training and. apparently benefited. only a segment of the refugee 
population, namely the yOl.Ulg and. able household heads, the majority 
of whom are males. It did not cater to the needs of the women who 
are hameboI.1rrl because of the presence of their yOl.Ulg children, and. 
the elderly. Furthennore, the progzam did not mention education in 
cross-cultural adjustment and. camnnmication. 
rrhe aim of this paper is to examine the cross-cultural adjustment 
process of Vietnamese refugees. It will do so by reviewing the 
circumstances unier which these people came to the united. states and. 
the rest of the western W'Orld, the effects of their traditions on 
their adjustment process, the psychoreligious forc:es that dictate 
their way of life, thinki.ng, and. behavior, and. their adjustment 
patterns. since the cross-cultural adjustment of the Vietnamese is a 
direct correlate of the conflict and. social cohesiveness between 
these people and. their host canununity and. school setting, this paper 
will also propose solutions to eradicate conflict and. to promote 
social ha.r.Irony and. cooperation. 
vietnamese Exodus since 1975 
With the sudden fall of Vietnam in April 1975, some 125,000 
Vietnamese 'Were hurried.ly evacuated. to Wake Island., Guam, and. the 
l:biJ.ippines. rrhe first groups left by airplane straight from ~ Sdn 
Nhut AiJ:port, and. the last ones by helicopter or small boat from 
saigon and. then by ship from the high seas off the coast of vfirg
Tau. From the Pacific island.s, the people 'Were sent to refugee camps 
in California, Arkansas, Florida, and. Pennsylvania in the united. 
states, and. to France, canada, and. Australia. Beginning also in 
April or shortly after, ca:mbcxii.an and. laotian refugees crossed the 
bolXlers into rrhailand. and. cror.-;tled makeshift refugee ca:mps. 
Life in the camps in rrhailand., Wake Island., Guam, the 
Philippines, and. in the United. states was hard and. full of 
uncertainties. Everything was new and. stra:ng'e: the food., canp life, 
the search for sponsors, lack of medical assistance, burning heat and. 
chilling cold, and. the canununication gap between canp authorities and. 
refugees. rrhe camp authorities wanted. to move the refugees as soon 
as possible, but the sponsors 'Were scattered. throughout the nation 
and. the usually large families of refugees 'Were split up, with 
members separated. from one another by thousand.s of miles. rrhis 
situation, and. the fact that over 75 percent of the refugees still 
had members of their irm.nediate families in Vietnam, increased the 
already strong telrlency to fatalism anDJ'g the people, keeping them 
aloof and. noIlCOllllUJl'l.icative with the outside W'Orld while they searched. 
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for guidance in their behavior from popular beliefs, Buddhism, 
Taoism, and confucianism. 
Since 1975, people have continued. to flee Vietnam in tmsea.worthy 
fis'h.irq boats and rafts or to cross the fireline at the borders of 
laos and cambodia to get into Thailand. It is estllnat:e:1 that half of 
the Vietnamese never make port, and half of the lao and cambodians 
never reach Thailand. '!hose IOClre fort:lmate get to Thailand, 
Malaysia, Sin;Japore, or the Philippines and other countries. From 
July 1979 to approximately the e:oo. of 1981, the unit:e:1 states had 
been accepting 14,000 Indochinese refugees monthly, particularly 
those already in camps in Southeast Asia. '!here are IlOiN 
approximately half a million Vietnamese in the Unit:e:1 states. other 
countries such as France, canada, and Australia also pledged to 
accept IOClre Irrlochinese refugees in Geneva in July 1979. Presently, 
there are same 200,000 Vietnamese in camps in Southeast Asia. '!he 
orderly Departure Program, which allows qualified Vietnamese to leave 
the country, is being encouraged for humanitarian purposes such as 
family reunions. 
Vietnamese Traditions 
It is not possible to begin an u:nderstandin:J of the adjustment 
process of Vietnamese refugees without a knowledge of what life was 
for these people in their homeland. 
Life in Vietnam is based on a "rice culture" attuned to the 
rtlytlnns of seasons of planting and hillvesting. For a thousarrl years, 
the technolcx.:JY of the water buffalo was stable in the lowlan:is, and 
the method of slash-and-bum rice cultivation was traditional ~ 
the people in the highlan:is of Vietnam. one's ancestors, the source 
of one's life, had plant:e:1 and reaped on this land. '!heir graves 
stood in the rice fields and their spirits continued to watch over 
the family. Irrlividual death did not mark an e:oo.. Here the past and 
present merged: there exist:e:1 the sense of a natural harJ:oony between 
the people of the land, between the living and the dead. 
'!he cradle of Vietnamese society was the village. Enclosed 
behind. a tall bamboo hedge, each village was a separate entity, 
cartplete with its own population, customs, and even its own deity 
enshrined in a cc.amnuna1 house, a tiny world within the rural world of 
Vietnam. '!he village provided the individual with security in a 
potentially hostile environment. within its web of social relations, 
one's place and duties were exactly defined even in the language 
itself: the use of kinship terms as personal pronouns in the 
Vietnamese languages always indicat:e:1 the social, hierarchical, or 
age relationship of the ttN'O speakers. In the past, few people left 
the villages where they were born, for to do so was to leave their 
place in the world, to lose touch with their past and their 
ancestors I interactions, entering a IOClral, legal, and spiritual void. 
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Thus, communication with people from other villages, let alone 
foreigners, was either nonexistent or based upon an inherent 
distrust. one could consider these settings :rustic, yet it was 
within the encircling hedges of the villages ani the absence of 
comrmmication with the outside world that the people of Vietnam fourrl 
the strength to car:r:y on a resistance to cultural ani racial 
assimilation. 
In Vietnam, the family rather than the in1ividual is the basic 
unit of society, ani ha.l::1rony in personal relationships is valued lOOre 
than personal achievement ani canpetitiveness, which are deemed. 
selfish. Intelligence, scholarship, ani, by extension, wisdom are 
valued lOOre than physical prowess or braver,y for its own sake. 
Fhysical beauty ani grace are important attributes for both men ani 
women, but virtue is praised lOOre highly. 
Filial devotion, brotherly love, ani conjugal fidelity are highly 
valued. Marriage was formerly arrcID3'ed by the family. Secord wives 
ani mistresses have been an institution reluctantly tolerated. by the 
first wives. 
In comrmmicating with the people from Vietnam, Western absEuvers 
have often been intrigued with their grace, chal::m, intelligence, ani 
apparent frien:iliness. They have also come to realize that the 
character of these people is more complex than initially suspected 
(Liem 1980a) • 
lorg experience with foreign domination has taught the people of 
Vietnam a wariness of all stran;Jers, never entirely nullified by the 
desire for friendship ani mutual un.:ierstan:iin. One must never be in 
a hurry to explain oneself. The Vietnamese POSSeSS an inwardness, a 
well-developed ability to keep their true feelings hidden. Desires 
are expressed by in:tirection, by hinting, ani by "talking a.:rourd" the 
subject. 
American straightforwardness is considered at best impolite, if 
not bnrtal. In Vietnam, one does not come directly to the point. To 
do so is for an American a mark of honesty ani forthrightness, while 
a person from Irrlochina sees it as a lack of intelligence or 
courtesy. Falsehocx:l carries no lOOral stricture for a Vietnamese. 
The essential question is not whether a statement is true or false 
but what the intention of the statement is. Does it facilitate 
interpersonal ha.l::1rony? Does it in1icate a wish to change the 
subject? Hence, one must learn the "heart" of the SPeaker through 
hisjher words. 
In Vietnam, one thinks ver,y carefully before speaking. The 
American style of "speaking one I S mirrl" is thus misunderstocx:l, the 
Irrlochinese listener looking for meanings not present but to be 
looked for ani perhaps "fourrl." on the American side, meanings 




"mUnte11igent." '!he Viet:rla.l.tese, accustomed to their behavioral 
norms arrl co.mmunicative styles, will likely encounter cultural 
difficulties. 
Vietnamese Psychoreligious Forces 
Before the cross-cultural adju.sbnent of the vietnamese is 
discussed., it is cro.cial to recapitulate the mral arrl religious 
universe of these people, that is, their psychoreligious universe. 
'!heir religious universe is composed of Buddhism, the cult of 
ancestors, popular beliefs, Confucianism, arrl Taoism. To these 
psychoreligious arrl philosophical elements, Christianity was added in 
recent histo:ry. '!here seems to be a perfect h.anTony of religions in 
Vietnam in that their teacl:'lirgs coexist as an amalgamous wisdom 
guiding the behavior of each Ind.ochinese PersOn, wh.ether Buddhist, 
ancestor worshipper, or Christian. 
Popular Beliefs ani the CUlt of the Ancestors 
Nowhere on earth, accord.ir:g' to the philosopher Jung, does a 
society exist which is not convinced of the immortal ani 
transcendental nature of the human soul, embodied in a psychic 
principle capable of smviving the disintegration of the body. With 
the Vietnamese, this psychic principle consists of a rnnnber of mre 
or less pure elements: the souls arrl vital principles whose rnnnbers 
vary from one ethnic group' s .beliefs to another's. '!he rnnnber of 
souls ("H8h") arrl vital principles (lI~chll) vary from males ani 
females: man POSSesses three souls, which command. the superior 
functions such as life, intelligence, arrl perception, ani seven vital 
principles, which are concemed with the visceral functions; woman is 
said to have nine vital principles instead of seven because of her 
supplementa:ry responsibiliti1S of childbearing. Of the three souls 
of human beings, the "Linh H"on, II or the soul for intelligence, is the 
transcen:lental one. While the principles related to the organic 
functions wane with life, the Linh Hon possesses the capacity for 
smvival. '!his is the origin of the cult of the ancestors cnooIlg the 
Vietnamese. 
'!he cult of the ancestors requires that one must honor the dead 
on a Par with the living; arrl the greatest misfortune conceivable is 
to die without leaving a male descendant to perpetuate the cult of 
the ancestors. If a Person dies without leaving any descendants at 
all, however, the souls of the dead, for lack of homage arrl honor on 
the occasions of traditional feasts arrl anniversaries, are doomed. to 
eternal wamering--one of the mst appalling maledictions that could 
afflict any family. It is thus that the custom of polygamy alOOng the 
Vietnamese was explained ani justified in the eyes of the law: it 
mre or less assured that there would be a descendant to participate 
in the cult. Adoption was considered to be a last resort. 
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'!he cult of the ancestors is accampa.nie:i by a certain rnnnber of 
beliefs and practices. '!he Vietnamese believe that the souls of 
their ancestors are the natural protectors of the family line: it is 
to them that prayers are addresse:i, imploring, for example, the 
curing of a sick child. '!heir influence, and the sum of good actions 
they accomp1ishe:i in their lifetimes, are also use:i to explain 
success in business, in examinations, and all other fortunate 
developments . 
In the family, the ancestors' altar is the piece of furniture of 
greatest value. It is the place where the entire family gathers on 
the occasions of the main feasts of the year. It is a rallying 
p1ace--a symbol of family solidarity. Around the altar, in the 
presence of the ancestors, all discord must disappear, and it is 
before the altar that major decisions are made, and marriages 
consummated.. 
'!he cult of ancestors, which has no connection with religious 
faith, exerts a profound influence on the daily life of the 
Vietnamese people. '!he recollection of the ancestors--the fear of 
offending them or soiling their reputations--coup1e:i with the desire 
to please them are sources of inspiration, which guide the actions of 
the descendants. Even for a hardened sinner to lack respect for the 
ancestors is the worst offense imaginable. 
'!he cult of the ancestors can act as a substitute for religion, 
and many Vietnamese content themselves with it. But this cult is 
only a consequence or a sort of continuation of the respect owed to 
the parents beyond. their terrestrial existence. '!hus, filial piety 
and the cult of the ancestors are but two aspects of a single 
obligation. Filial piety stems fram the idea that a child is 
indebted to his parents for all the sacrifices they made for his 
upbringing and education. '!he child thus owes his parents many 
favors and. kindnesses, in addition to gratitude for the greatest 
kinclness of all: the gift of life. Consequently, the child thus 
owes submission to the authors of his existence no matter 'What his 
age. When his parents grow older, he ought to prove his gratitude by 
providing for their wants, as in the words of a popular Vietnamese 
song: 




'!hose of my mother, to a perennial Spring.
 
With great fervor I venerate my father and my mother,
 
In order to conduct myself as a pious son.
 
Buddhism 
According to Buddhism, life is a vast sea of suffering in which 
one wallows hopelessly. In effect, the vicious circle of existence 
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is renewal in the course of endless reincanlations. '!he cause of 
suffering is desire: desire for life, happiness, riches, or power. 
If desire were suppressed, the cause of pain would be destroyed. '!he 
essence of Buddhism's teaching is contained in the concept of Karma, 
the law of causality: the present existence is conditioned by 
earlier existences and will condition those that follow. '!hus the 
virtuous PerSOn should strive constantly to improve by doing gcx:xi 
deeds and by renouncing sensual pleasures in order to become 
conscious of Buddha, who is present in every living being. 
Consequently, desire must be first overcome and a pure heart is 
necessary to break the chains binding one to an earthly existence in 
order to reach the state of bliss called Nirvana. 
Confucianism 
Whereas Buddhism teaches the Indochinese to strive for Nirvana, 
Confucianism addresses social problems. Confucius founded his 
doctrine on the basis of etiology. He said that the stabilizing of a 
regime depends on an ideal and this ideal can have value only if it 
is based on great examples from the past. 
'!he doctrin, of Confucius is set forth in the four classical 
texts called 'Iii '!hU and in the five canonical works called NgU Kinh. 
'!he Confucian teaching points that will help us understand the 
behavior and the adjustment problems of the Vietnamese are the innate 
gcx:xiness of man, self-Perfection, and social relations. 
1. '!he Innate Goodness of Man. According to Mencius, the most 
distinguished of Confucius' disciples, a man is inherently gcx:xi; to 
preserve this inherent gcx:xiness, it is only necessary to keep 
passions in check. If men do not live up to their potential 
gcx:xiness, it is because they neglect their intellect, which atrophies 
in the hundrum routine of everyday life. '!he wise man, in contrast 
to the ordinary man, inproves himself through study; he k:n<:Ms himself 
and is the master of his passions. For this he will be honored by 
his heirs, and his soul will have peace in the hereafter. In sum, 
those who do gcx:xi are rewarded and those who do evil must suffer the 
consequences • 
2. Self-Perfection. According to Confucius, there are four 
rules which must be followed to achieve Perfection. First, one must 
be interested in everything that exists and second, be able to 
Penetrate the secret, inner essence of things. '!he third requirement 
is clear thinking, and the fourth is a pure heart. 
3. Social Relations. Confucianism is a doctrine of social 
hierarchies. It defines the attitudes each :member of the society 
should have by rigid rules and it prescribes the fonnula for three 
all-inportant sets of social interaction, called "Tam cUbng. II '!hese 
interactions are between ruler and subject, II~ Tl"1ffi111; between 




It also dictates a moral code for the man of virtue, II~ 'I'd, II who 
should be a living example of the five cardinal virtues--humanity, 
equity, urbanity, intelligence, a.rrl honesty. The man of virtue 
should also follow a path of moderation: exaggeration in any 
direction is to be avoided, a.rrl equanimity is to be cultivated. This 
attitude has often been mistaken by Westemers for impassiveness, 
placidity, or even hypccrisy. This moral Perfection may be 
progressively attained by traversing four essential steps: the 
improvement of oneself, the management of the family, the governing 
of the country, a.rrl finally, the pacification of the world. 
As for the woman, she should in all circumstances confonn to the 
three obediences: obedience to her father until she is married; 
obedience to her husband. after she leaves her father's house; a.rrl 
obedience to her eldest son, should she be widowed. Further, the 
model woman should possess the four essential virtues: skill with 
her hands, agreeable appearance, prudence in SPeeCh, a.rrl exemplary 
conduct. 
Taoism 
Whereas Buddhism teaches the Vietnamese to seek happiness after 
life in the fonn of Ni1'vana, free from the vicious circle of life a.rrl 
death, Confucianism a.rrl Taoism both teach seeking of happiness in the 
present. The former essentially recommends dynamism, activity, a.rrl 
advancement by means of self-improvement; the latter essentially 
advocates inertia, blending with nature, a.rrl hannony with self, with 
fellow hmnan beings, a.rrl with the universe. Thus, one could picture 
the Buddhist way towav::l happiness in Ni1'vana as a direction 
vertically upward, the Confucian trajectory towav::l happiness as a 
horizontal arrow forward, a.rrl the Taoist road towav::l happiness as a 
horizontal arrow but directly opposite that of the Confucian one. 
From this picture, it is possible to see how the Taoist influence 
suggests a neglect of material possessions, success, power, a.rrl 
activity. It directs the Vietnamese to look for pleasure a.rrl 
conten'bnent in nature, quietness, a.rrl a Peaceful, unworried mind. 
EsPecially when faced with apparently insurmountable difficulties 
such as those of a refugee, a defeatist attitude toward the outside 
world in general, a.rrl toward co.mmunication with fellow human beings 
in particualr, may be adopted. 
In coq>arison with the other religions, Christianity was 
introduced to Vietnam relatiVely recently. It was not until the 
sixteenth century that Christian missionaries began preaching the 
Gospel in Vietnam. As was noted earlier, whether a Vietnamese is 
Buddhist, Taoist, Confucian, or Christian, the teachings of Buddha, 
Confucius, a.rrl rao Tse constitute a source of wisdom which dictates 
his behavior in general a.rrl his co.mmunicative style in particular. 
Added to these religious forces, his native geographic and historical 
conditions also play an important role in his world view. 
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Despite moves to the cities in more recent tilnes, the Vietnamese 
kept their roots in the villages where agriculture prevailoo. and 
dictated the mode of life. For this reason, the Vietnamese peasants 
face natural catastrophes stoically. Intelligent in their daily 
work, knowing hOlll1 to cope with inevitable disasters, they were truly 
Pascal's "thinking reecl.s" which bend but do not break under strong 
winds. '!his flexibility when facecl. with difficulties helPecl. the 
Vietnamese endure through the long years of war and the trauma of 
exodus and resettlenv=nt. It is hoPecl. that it will help them in their 
cross-cultural cormnunication and cohesion with the host carmnunity, a 
II1atter which is likely to be hinderoo. by their nostalgia, loneliness, 
and even lack of stamina due to their attachment to their native land. 
Adjustment Patterns 
'!he adjustment patterns of the Vietnamese refugees could be 
considered under socioeconomic, psychocultural, and sociocultural 
dimensions. '!hey are the other side of the coin of the conflict and 
social cohesiveness between the Vietnamese and their host carmnunity, 
since the better adjusted the refugees are the more integrated they 
are in the cormnunity. 
Although there are naturally individual variations within an age 
group, one II1ay discern distinct patterns of adjustment among the 
elderly, adults, and children. Ingrainecl. in their traditions and 
governoo. by their psychoreligious forces, the Vietnamese elderly are 
encountering more than any other age group among the refugees the 
difficult task of dealing with many unfamiliar aSPects of life. '!he 
adult group, eighteen to forty years of age, has the economic 
advantage of work and earnings but is psychologically disadvantagoo. 
because its members were born and raisoo. in the midst of confusion 
and war. Children seem to adjust themselVes in the new cultural 
environment faster than the other two groups. But they run another 
kin:i of risk, namely, of being in a cultural vacuum and not firmly 
and deeply grasping either the Vietnamese way of life or the American 
behavioral pattern. Across all ages, there is a common elenv=nt: the 
refugees experience more or less acutely "culture shock," which II1ay 
entail severe mental, emotional, behavioral, and psychosomatic 
difficulties. CUlture shock is largely due to the differences 
between one's native way of life and the new envirornnent. Human 
beings, hOlll1ever, possess the ability to adjust or adapt to new 
conditions and patterns of social interaction. 
Because of the likely different adjustment patterns among the 
elderly, adults, and children, the follOlll1ing discusses patterns 
specific to these age groups whenever Pertinent. 
Socioeconomic Adjustment 
1. '!he Elderly. While retirement age is nomally sixty-five in 
the United states, it usecl. to be fifty-five for white collar workers 
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in vietnam or for the fanner whenever his children started working in 
the fields and were able to support him. When one retired, financial 
needs were met by one's children in accord with the family system and 
respect for the parents discussed above. In the United states, the 
Vietnamese elderly's children, even when they want to, are unlikely 
to :be able to support them. They have to rely upon Social security 
income, which is mini:mal for them since they have not worked in this 
count:ty and contributed to it, and which carries in their own eyes a 
psychological stigma of :being abandoned by their children. 
As for the employment of those who consider themselves to :be 
elderly but who are under sixty-five, it is difficult for them to 
find j cbs because of their lack of knowledge of English an:1 of 
marketable skillS. For the lucky ones who get a menial job, their 
income is predictably very low. 
2. The Adults. According to a survey in Illinois in 1980 (Kim 
1980), the rate of unemployment of Indochinese refugees steadfastly 
decreases as the length of their stay in the United states increases 
(62 percent unemployment rate among those in their first year of 
residence an:1 13 percent among the fifth-year residents [Kim 
1980: 13] ). The same study shows that the rise in income level of 
Irrlochinese refugees parallels the length of their residency. 
The general pattern of employment of Vietnamese refugees is that 
the majority of them start with menial jobs. This situation is a 
probable cause for social conflict bet:\:toTeen the newcomers an:1 the 
unskilled oldti.mers. Similarly, the fact that the refugees depend on 
public financial assistance in one fonn or another when their income 
is low and that they co.rrpete for low-cost housing are other causes 
for potential interethnic conflict. 
Pertinent to the employment and social interaction is the 
COnfucian social hierarchy between ruler and subject, which explains 
the suo::ess or failure in the relationship between the Vietnamese 
worker (in the role of a subject) an:1 his employer (in the role of a 
ruler), as well as in the relationship between the refugee himself 
and his sponsor. 
The vietnamese employee considers his employer his mentor. As 
such, the latter is expected to give guidance, advice, and 
encouragement, and the fonner is supposed to execute orders, to 
perfonn his task quietly, and not to ask questions or have doubts 
about the orders. Because of his concept of the relationship, the 
Vietnamese employee does not voice his opinion to his boss but just 
listens to his orders. This seemingly passive and unimaginative 
attitude is aggravated by a linguistic difference between Vietnamese 
and English. The Vietnamese literal equivalent of the English word 
"yes" is "da" (pronounced /ya/ in the Southern Vietnamese dialect) • 
However, whereas the English "yes" means unequivocally "yes," the 
Vietnamese "da" means a variety of things. In the final analysis, it 
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can mean "yes," but in general usage it merely means "I am politely 
listening to you," and it does not at all mean that "I agree with 
you. " The listener may disagree with what he hears, but due to his 
politeness and deference to his boss (or his sponsor), he cannot say 
no. His English "yes" for him conveys the polite and noncommittal 
Viet:namese "~," but to the American it can carry only its English 
meaning. Thus, the Viet:namese may appear insincere or even stupid to 
the American. 
Another factor that can contribute to strain and misunderstanding 
between the Vietnamese and the American is the enigmatic Vietnamese 
smile. The Vietnamese smiles when politeness prevents him fram. 
contradicting his interlocutor. He also smiles when he does not 
completely understand what is said to him and yet, also out of 
politeness, does not want to ask for clarification. 
At the same time, the Vietnamese expects his employer to be 
paternalistic, kin:l, and soft-spoken. The latter's direct and 
straightfoJ::Ward speech sounds rude to him. And because he is not 
supposed. to retort or talk back, the only alternative for him is to 
try to swallCl'ifl his frustration until he cannot bear it any ntC.lre. At 
that time, his last recourse is to resign and to look for another 
boss who would be ntC.lre understandable and kin:l by Vietnamese 
standards. This problem of carmnunication is aggravated by the fact 
that, being in a strange envirornnent and new job and in ntC.lSt cases 
not speaking English well enough to express his thoughts, the 
Viet:namese likely misunderstands his American boss and is likely 
misunderstood by him. 
Also relevant to the pattern of employment of Vietnamese is the 
third set of Confucian social interaction, that between husband and 
wife. It is quite apparent that the role of the traditional 
Viet:namese woman and her relationship to her husband according to the 
Confucian nonn may clash with the reality of the American 
envirornnent. In most cases, the husband's salary alone is not 
sufficient to meet the high cost of living in the united states. The 
wife then has to work to supplement the family's income and often is 
able to get a ntC.lre lucrative job than her husband. F\lrthennore, 
nature seems to favor women in second language learning and the wife 
makes better progress in speak.i.rg English. Again, there is a role 
reversal. The husband feels, either consciously or unconsciously, 
threatened. on the other hand, the wife, because of her work and 
interaction with the outside world, does not have enough time to 
perfonn her traditional role in the family. Being exposed for the 
first time to the ''Women's Liberation Movement"--freedom, 
self-sufficiency, and equality--the Vietnamese woman may react ntC.lre 
strongly against the traditional role than her American counterpart. 
This conflict between her husband I S conservative expectstions and the 
role of women in American society may precipitate breakdowns in the 
family structure. All this may cause marital problems, as seen in 
the grCl'ifling mnnber of divorces antC.lng refugees. In the past, the 
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expectation of the foUr traditional virtues limited the education of 
the Vietnamese woman to the high school diploma in the majority of 
cases. In Hawaii particularly, where the job market is tight, 
openings for the Vietnamese woman are often fourrl in jobs related to 
the tourist industry and often require her to work at night. 'Ihese 
jobs are distasteful and arouse the suspicions of her husband. This 
may be another source of marital conflict. 
In his relationship with a Vietnamese couple, the American man 
should always bear in mind this COnfucian set of standards for social 
interaction between husband and wife. Whether he is a counselor, 
social worker, doctor, or salesman, confucian etiquette requires that 
he talk to the husband first before talking to the wife. Even while 
he is talking to the wife, he should always make the husband feel 
that he is the head of the family. His seating arra.ngement vis-a-vis 
the two of them should also reflect this male prepond..erance: the 
husband should be in front of and closer to him than the wife. 
Psychocultural Adjustment 
1. The Elderly. Most if not all of the Vietnamese elderly left 
their country with the sole objective of being with their children 
and grandchildren. A few of them are preliterate in their native 
language. The majority of them, even if they have been attending 
English classes for the last five or six years, do not speak enough 
English for their daily living. Given their original purposes for 
coming to the United states and their linguistic handicap, the 
vietnamese elderly are generally not highly motivated to learn about 
the American culture and social system, let alone to socialize with 
the American people. 
Because of the loss of their children's financial support and 
their own respect and role in the family, Vietnamese elderly terrl to 
have lCM self-esteem. Their considerable difficulties in adjusting 
to the new linguistic and cultural envirornnent result in their 
feeling alienated from the host conmmity. Ironically, they also 
feel that they are not as useful to their own groups as they should 
be. COnsequently, they also feel a certain degree of alienation 
among their own people. 
In his transactions with the Vietnamese elderly, the American 
should remember the COnfucian hierarchy according to age mentioned 
above. He should always shCM them respect both linguistically and 
extra-linguistically. The rule requires that he sit still in front 
of elderly people; his eyes should be directed. downward. and not 
straight at his interlocutors; and his feet should be flat on the 
ground and not crossed. Gesticulation is considered. to be bad 
manners. 
2. The Adults. The majority of Vietnamese adults have a high 
acculturation motivation because they see their future in this 
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country. However, they are likely to have a low self-image and a 
feeli.rg of alienation like the elderly. 
3. 'The Children. Vietnamese children mostly have the 
acculturation motivation, self-image, and feeli.rg of alienation 
transmitted to them by their parents. 
Social interaction between father and son in Confucianism is 
goveme:i by the rule of total obedience of the son to the father. In 
teJ::n1s of psycho-cultural adjustment the rule of order may create 
conflict between the father and his sons and daughters in the unite:i 
states. 'The father adapts more slowly, if at all, to the American, 
culture where his relationship to his children is less formal and 
restrictive than what he is use:i to. He expects them to confonn to 
the Confucian order just as he himself did in his relationship to his 
own father. But the children are socializing with their own age 
group and tend to act in the American way. Alas in most cases, if 
not all, the children speak English better than their father. 'The 
father resents the reversal of roles, his children feel it, and the 
situation could explode into an OPen confrontation. or the children 
may confonn to the traditional nonn of relationship with their 
father. In that case, they may feel their difference from their Peer 
group. 
Sociocultural Adjustment 
1. Fear of the Death of Elderly. As mentioned earlier, the 
Vietnamese elderly believe in the immortality of the soul. In order 
for their souls to have a secure life after death, there should be 
proper cerexnoni.es at their funerals and good care for their souls 
after death. Unsure of a piece of land for their tombs, necessaJ:Y 
offerings, and the existence of an ancestors' altar, the elderly are 
fearful for their future after death. 
2. Relationships within Communities and Families. 'There are 
camnon problems among the Vietnamese refugees of all ages within 
their own families and commt.mi.ties: being separated from missing 
family members: painful memories of war and departure from home 
country; homesickness; difficulty in commt.mi.cation with family in 
home country; lack of VietnaInese/commt.mi.ty support; and family 
conflicts due to role reversals. 
3. Relationships with other G~. An overall lack of English 
language conpetence aInOrJ.g' the refugee population, esPeCially aInOrJ.g' 
the elderly and homebound women, prevents them from havi.rg meaningful 
relationships with their host eammunity, citizens and student 
organizations, and often civic clubs. It also hinders their use of 
health and social services. 
4. Qrganizational Participation. 'There is an almost total lack 
of American organizational participation by the Vietnamese elderly, a 
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matter e>Q?lained by their English-language proficiency. In places 
like Honolulu where there are we11-organized. In::1och.inese mutual 
assistance associations, the elderly have an opportunity to meet with 
their own PeOPle (Honolulu has ten Indochinese mutual assistance 
associations whose total memberships account for a large majority of 
the In::lochinese local population, ani which function in close 
collaboration with one another under the council of Hawaii 
In::lochinese Mutual Assistance Associations) • 
Home.bou.rrl women Participate more actively in Vietnamese mutual 
assistance ani religious associations than their male counterparts. 
It is very encouragi.rg to see that Vietnamese elementary ani high 
school school students are also getti.rg more and more involved. in 
extracurricular school activities. 
5. Use of Mass Media. The use of mass media in English as a 
means of infonnation is minimal among the elderly population because 
of their deficiency in the English language. '!he elderly ani adults 
read local newsletters ani nationally circulated. joumals in their 
vernaculars. It is a great source of consolation for them to publish 
in these Pericx:licals. 
Conclusion 
It is the conviction of the writer that the ultimate goal in 
resettli.rg refugees in the united. states is to make the neweamers not 
only taxpayers but happy citizens as well. In order to arrive at 
that goal, not only do we need. to assist them to become economically 
self-sufficient, but we also need. to help them, and ourselves, to 
have better mutual understanding and appreciation. The American 
dream of liberty, equality, and freed.am will not be completely 
realized. until the neweamers--the refugees and immigrants--are given 
their chance to enjoy it ani to contribute their hmnan heritage to 
our cultural plurality. 
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mack Flight SUits ard White Af>-Iiis: Borrowi.:t¥.J ard Adaptatial of 
SyDbJ1s of Vietnamese CUltural Identity 
A. Terry Rambo 
Area Studies and. mainline social science, as practiced within the 
disciplines of anthropology, economics, histo:ry-, and. sociology, have 
tended to follow distinctive developmental paths. 'Ibe social 
sciences have enphasized theoretical innovation, with collection of 
data primarily undertaken to provide empirical testing of new 
theories. Area studies, in contrast, have been heavily empirical in 
orientation, starting from the collection of "facts" about particular 
countries or cultures and. drawing on theories developed in the social 
sciences in order to help explain these data. one consequence of 
this division is a frequent lag between fonnulation of new theories 
in the social sciences and. their application in area studies. A more 
serious consequence is the retention of outmoded theoretical 
positions in area studies lOI1C] after they have been abandoned within 
the social science disciplines themselves. An example of such lag is 
offered by a recent monograph which synthesizes 'What is knCMIl about 
the ethnology of :Malaysian aborigines (carey 1976) using an ethnic 
classification scheme derived from the theoretical postulates of the 
kulturkreislehr (culture-circle school). 'Ibis is an extreme 
diffusionist viewpoint which flourished in Vienna in the 1920s and. 
1930s but was largely discredited in mainline anthropology more than 
thirty years ago. 
Vietnamese studies appears to be no exception amoI'lg" the area 
studies in suffering from a lag between the making of theoretical 
advances in the social sciences and. their application to the concrete 
data with which it is concerned. 'Ibis is nClVJhere better illustrated 
than by the continuing reliance on historicism as the main mode of 
causal explanation. 'Ibis is exemplified by the continuing concern, 
one might fairly say preoccupation, with the historical origins of 
Vietnamese culture. A seemingly endless stream of papers is 
published discussing the emergence out of the mists (and. myths) of 
prehisto:ty of the ethnic group now labeled as Vietnamese. It seems 
that, to many scholars in our field, knowing the origin of a thing is 
a sufficient explanation of its contempora:ty character. 
In this historicist mode of scholarship, special attention is 
given to t:tying to identify those aspects of contempora:ty Vietnamese 
culture which are ancient and. indigenous as opposed to those elements 
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which represent more recent boJ::'rOW'ings from foreign cultures. This 
search seems to be motivated., at least in part, by the implicit 
asSl.ml,Ption that indigenous elements are someb.cM more genuine and 
significant than are bor:rowed. traits. SUch a concept of cultural 
development might be labeled. as the "jeepney toodel" of etbnogenesis. 
Just as a skilled. mechanic could take a Filipino jeepney, reTl¥)Ve a 
couple of hundred kilograms of chrome, scrape off the garish paint, 
and find. urx3.erneath it all an authentic olive drab American arm.Y 
jeep, so can the ded.icated. researcher, by identify'ing and stripping 
off all foreign boJ::'rOW'ings, discover the true, authentic Vietnamese 
ethnic identity. It can be shown, for exmrg;>le, that when the tonal 
character and lexical items boJ::'rOW'ed. from Chinese are reTl¥)Ved., the 
Vietnames language belongs to the Mon-l<hmer family, or that, when 
patrilineal relationship tenus of sinitic origin are subtracted., the 
Vietnamese kinship system is fundamentally bilateral in nomenclature. 
K'nOliiTled.ge of origins, is, of course, intrinsically interesting. 
It can also, as John Whitmore suggests in his paper presented. at this 
symposium, provide useful insights regarding potential points of 
strain and conflict within a society. It does not, however, 
constitute a sufficient explanation of the current fom and 
functioning of a culture. This point is hardly original with the 
present author since it was first made almost a centuI:y ago by the 
historian Frederick Jackson Tumer when he forcefully argued that the 
unique character of American culture was better explained. in tenus of 
its adaptation to the special needs of frontier life than it was by 
reference to its putative Germanic tribal origins (Tumer 1894). 
Although he did not use the term, Tumer' s view of ethnogenesis 
was that of an adaptive system, changing and evolving in response to 
envirornne:ntal forces. '!his model of cultural development is 
analogous to the evolutionary process in biolc:::l9Y in which the 
original gene pool of a plant or animal population receives new genes 
as a result of mutation (the cultural analog of which is innovation) 
and cross-breeding with other populations (boJ::'rOW'ing in cultural 
terns), and loses old genes as the consequence of natural selection. 
Every gene that sutvives within the evolving pool is as genuine and 
important a part of the whole as every other, regardless of whether 
borrOliiTed. or not. It is impossible to selectively remove the genes of 
"foreign" origin and still have a functioning organism. It is the 
gene pool rather than the jeepney that I believe offers the more 
appropriate model for analysis of Vietnamese cultural development. 
To illustrate the·value of the gene pool model as opposed to the 
jeepney model in the analysis of cultural change, I propose to 
examine a number of cultural traits that serve as symbols of 
Vietnamese national identity. I am focusing on symbols of national 
identity because these might be expected. to be among the nost stable 
and enduring cultural elements and, thus, the traits least likely to 
be of foreign origin. '!his view appears to be confimed. by the first 
case to be described.--the black flight suit--since its clear 
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identification with foreign forces led to its total rejection as an 
acceptable symbol of Vietnamese national identity. As ~ent 
examples of the People's Art.rrj pith helmet and the ao-aa'1 national 
dress will illustrate, however, foreign origin has not always 
disqualified borrowed traits from achieving prominence as symbols of 
vietnamese identity. 
N 
Some years ago, General Nguy~ cao Ky, then the prime minister of 
the Republic of Vietnam, won global notoriety when he and his 
glamorous ex-stewardess wife appeared in public wearing black flight 
suits with lavender neck scarves. Ridiculed by Western journalists 
for looking like an "Asian captain Midnight," Ky was accused of 
employing a borrowed foreign cultural symbol--a flight suit--that, if 
it had any meaning at all to Vietnamese peasants, was as a symbol of 
the alien American air force, not at that time a notably popular 
foreign presence in the countryside. Clearly, this was an 
inappropriate symbol to employ in attempting to rally the population 
in support of the Saigon government and, given the outcome of the war 
in April 1975, the black flight suit was demonstrated to be an 
unsuccessful borrowing; a symbol rnanqu~, if you wilL One might well 
argue that a more appropriate symbolic dress for an aspiring national 
leader such as R'y would have been the ao ba ba, the black pajamas 
worn by the Mekong Delta peasants (and, of course, the guerrilla 
fighters of the National Liberation Front who sought to identity with 
the rural population). 
'!he forces that victoriously entered Saigon in April 1975 were 
not dressed in black pajamas, however, but instead wore the uniform 
of the Vietnamese People's Art.rrj; rubber-soled canvas sneakers, green 
trousers and tunics, and, on their heads, the distinctive pith 
helmets of the Northern regular forces--the "hard. hats" as they were 
known to American G. I. 's during the war. A uniform is by its very 
nature a symbol of identity, so that it is curious that not a single 
<:Xlll'IPOnent of the Vietnamese People's Art.rrj outfit is Vietnamese in 
origin. '!he pith helmet, in particular, is every bit as foreign in 
origin as K.Y' s black flight suit although, in this case, a trait 
borrowed from the French colonialists rather than from the American 
neocolonialists. So closely was it identified with the former rul~ 
that it was popularly referred to as the "casque coloniale" (Nguy~ 
-efnh. Hoo: personal cammunication), and because of these associations 
the Diem regime discouraged its wear by civil servants in the South 
after 1954. And yet today that same borrowed helmet is being 
employed as a major symbol of Vietnamese nationalism. Why, one is 
tempted to ask, if there is such concern with ethnic authenticity, 
did not the forces of national reunification march into Saigon 
wearing instead the traditional conical hats of the Vietnamese 
peasantry? 
'!he answer, of course, is that these forces belonged to a mod.ern 
anny. Modern armies constitute cultural systems in their own right 
which must, in order to operate efficiently, follOW' certain 
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functionally dete:r.minerl rules of behavior. One common rule is the 
wearing of distinctive unifonns, visible identification markers which 
set members of the anny apart from the population as a whole. When 
the People's ArIrrj was being formed, the only readily accessible model 
of what a modern anny should be like was the French colonial anny, 
and, therefore, it is ha:rdly surprising that its solar tepee, 
suitably modified with a red star (another key identity symbol of 
non-Vietnamese origin), was adopted as the standard headgear of the 
nascent Vietnamese regular anny. 
Given the conditions under which infantJ:y warfare was waged in 
Vietnam, the pith helmet was not a bad choice, certainly one superior 
in practical tenns to the other headgear worn by the French forces 
during the Indochina War--the beret--which would later be adopted by 
special American units when they in turn were seeking unifonns 
appropriate to counterinsurgency troops. The pith helmet was cheap, 
easy to make in quantity, lightweight, durable, offered protection 
from the tropical SlUl and rain, and provided an ideal framework for 
the attaclnnent of camouflage. It survived the intense selective 
pressures of combat and became, in the process, a universally 
recognized symbol of the People's ArIrrj of Vietnam, a symbol whose 
foreign origins have largely been forgotten. In contrast, the flight 
suit was functionally linked to a form of high technology warfare 
that Proved ill-suited to Vietnamese conditions. The forces that 
relied on this inappropriate technology lost the struggle and the 
flight suit rema.ined a foreign symbol, indeed, a symbol of 
subservience to foreign interests. 
It ll'ICiy be argued, of course, that the pith helmet does not offer 
a convincing case of the borrow-ing of a national symbol. After all, 
it was adopted so recently that its dura:bility within the cultural 
system cannot yet be established, and it ll'ICiy well still suffer the 
same fate as Mao jackets in the Chinese People's Liberation ArIrrj or 
as Zumwalt suits in the u.s. Navy. :Perhaps a more profound and 
convincing example of the borrowing of foreign cultural traits which 
are then transformed into symbols of vietnamese national identity is 
offered by the case of the ~o-a.ai dress. Today, the ao-d~\i is 
uniVersally recognized as the national dress of Vietnamese women. It 
is as distinctive in its own right as the butterfly sleeves of the 
Filipino gowns ll'ICide famous by Imelda Marcos or the sarong kebaya of 
Malaysia and singapore, which has been given wide publicity by the 
aggressive advertising campaign corrlucted by Singapore Airlines. At 
the very same time that KY !1.9s play~ the fool in Saigon in his 
black flight suit, MIne N~ Th:i- Boo, foreign representative of the 
National Liberation Front, was dazzling antiwar conferences in Europe 
with her white ae>--eJai. No one, however, accused her of un-Vietnamese 
behavior or slavish imitation of foreign cultural traits. 
Ancl yet, it is well known that the ~~i is no more Vietnamese 
in origin, and, from a historical point of view, ha:rdly much more 
ancient in time of adoption, than Ky's flight suit or the People's 
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Army pith helmet, although in this case it represents borrcMing fram 
China rather than fram the West. until their wear was prohibited in 
1739 by royal edict, a short skirt (man or vai) and halterli.ke top, 
similar to those still worn by Jarai and Rhade tribeswomen, were the 
traditional dress of Vietnamese women. In their place, the court 
demanded the use of tunic and trousers copied fram the then current 
fashion in the Chinese court. Adoption of this foreign borrcMing met 
with considerable popular resistance, and despite several subsequent 
decrees harming the wearing of skirts their use continued in remote 
villages in the Northern part of Vietnam until the 1920s. In the 
less tradition-oriented Southern region, however, adoption of the 
tunic and trousers was IOClre rapid and complete and, over time, the 
tails of the tunic were gradually lengt.hened to become the 
fashionable i~i of today. 
The e:mergence of the a:~i as a cultural symbol is particularly 
interesting because it simultaneously involved its wearers in making 
statements about their ethnic identity and class affiliation. Thus, 
while the traditional loose-fitting a~i was worn on ceremonial 
occasions by members of both sexes and all classes in the 
count:l::yside, in the developing cities of the colonial era the new' 
form-fitting style was worn exclusively by elite women, who were able 
by this single act to establish their social status, their IOCldernity, 
and, perhaps IOClst i.np)rtantly, their adherence to being Vietnamese. 
wearing of western-style skirts, while perhaps equally suitable for 
displaying one's corranitme:nt to IOCldemity, was left to the socially 
despised lower-class con gais of the colonial J.naSters. 
wearing of the form-fitting ~~i also carried certain feminist 
connotations. COnsequently, it was attacked in the 1920s and 1930s 
by traditionalists as being un-Vietnamese and representing a major 
threat to the established social order, parti~arly the rJ t.> 
subordination of wlvesNto their husbands (Nguyen Ng~c and Nguyen Van 
~ n.d. ~ ~ Th~ Ngu 1965:422). Even in the 1960s, the wearing of 
the ao-dB.i with a scoop-necked collar in public appearances by MIne 
Nhu, the wife of President Di~'s brother, was cause for scarrlalized 
comment by traditionalists. Despite such resistance, the 
form-fitting a:~i gradually won full public acceptance, with its 
use spreading fram the urban elite to even poor peasaI1t girls 
dressing up for special occasions. By the time MIne B1nh was marching 
through the streets of Paris, the e<o-cIai was indeed a true symbol of 
Vietnamese national identity and the fact of its foreign origin was 
largely forgotten. 
The cultural traits described thus far have all been items of 
dress. COnsequently, the abjection may be raised that, as such, they 
are no IOClre than ephemeral fashions, changing accorcling to passing 
whiIns and thus not constituting part of the true cultural core, that 
set of social, political, and religious institutions which are 
asserted to have given Vietnam its unique identity over the last two 
millennia. As a social scientist who view'S society as an integrated 
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system (Rambo 1983) I find the idea of the a priori identification of 
certain institutions as belonging to a stable core, while others are 
assigned marginal, almost epiphenomenal status, to be theoretically 
unaccePtable. There is no valid basis for asserting that the kinship 
system, for example, is more of a core institution than is style of 
dress. In fact, there are empirical grounds on which to argue the 
reverse: witness the persistence of the basic dichotomous pattern of 
male and female dress (i.e., trousers versus skirts) in the West 
since the Dark Ages despite massive changes in most other 
institutions, including most of those usually assigned to the 
cultural core. 
Leaving theoretical considerations aside for the moment, let us 
look at the case of a social institution usually considered to be at 
the very center of Vi~tnamese national identity, the traditional 
rural village (lang-xa). Writers, Vietnamese and foreign alike, wax 
eloquent over the village. It is seen, in the words of rA 'Ih.anh :E<l1'&i 
(1955:133, translation mine), as being "anchored to the soil at the 
dawn of histoIY," the one indigenous social institution that ''was not 
touched by the [ChineseJ conquerors, and has constituted, behind its 
bambc:x> hedge, the anonymous and unseizable retreat where the national 
spirit is concentrated." 
I.e T.1:'1Mh Rh~i 's words accurately reflect the sentiment felt by 
many Vietnamese intellectuals toward the village as a historical 
institution, but they are hardly founded on historical reality. The 
reality is, as r have elsewhere discussed at considerable length 
(Rambo 1973:297-303), that virtually nothing is known about the 
organization of villages in Vietnam prior to the Chinese occupation. 
In fact, the scant available evidence suggests that the pre-Sinitic 
village resembled a mcx:iern-day Mu~i1g settlement, which has, of 
course, a totally different pattern of organization from that of the 
traditional Vietnamese village. It was only after the Chinese 
conquest and the incorporation of the rural population of Northern 
Vietnam into a large-scale agrarian state that village organization 
took on the characteristics which contemporary scholars consider to 
be traditional. It is likely that some of its characteristics are 
direct borrowings from stand.aJ:d Chinese administrative fonns while 
others originated as adaptations to life under a state regime well 
characterized as an "oriental despotism." It is certainly 
significant in this regard that many of the features of village 
organization considered ~quely Vietnamese, such as corporate 
landownership (the c£>ng ai~ plots distributed to its citizens by the 
village) and a high level of administrative autonomy (e.g., "the 
emperor's writ stops at the village gate"), were attributed by Karl 
Marx to oriental peasant villages in general as characteristic of the 
social evolutionaIY stage associated with the "Asiatic mode of 
production" (Krader 1975). 
This brings us to a key point about the role of borrowings in 
Vietnamese culture, the fact that pre-Sinitic society in Vietnam was 
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essentially tribal in character, probably co:rresponding to Elman 
Ser.vice's "chiefdom" evolutionary stage (Ser.vice 1962), a fom of 
social organization not unlike that of the Mlio!ig at the time of the 
French conquest. Tribal culture, hCMever genuine and indigenous to 
the countI.y it may have been, did not offer a suitable basis on which 
to organize a large-scale agrarian state. If social evolution was to 
proceed, new cultural forms were need.eel.. Given the proximity of the 
highly successful Chinese prototype of a hydraulic civilization, it 
is hardly surprising that llm1y of its institutions were borrow-eel. by 
the :PeOple inhabiting what is nCM Vietnam. It is only after 
inco:rporation of the institutions necessary to support a state level 
of social evolution into their previously tribal culture that they 
became, in effect, truly Vietnamese, by which I mean PeOple with a 
pattern of beliefs and behavior that today we would recognize as 
being Vietnamese. 'Ibus, if we employ the "jeepney model" to 
reconstnlct their pre-Sinitic culture, we end up not with something 
authentically Vietnamese but instead with something that modern 
Vie~e themsel~es would label as "savage," a culture suitable to 
nqd<h Il19i, not nqUOi kinh. 
'!hat Vietnamese culture has evolveel. from simple to complex and in 
this evolutionary process has borrCMeel. much from other cultures 
should hardly be cause for connnent. Virtually all dynamic societies 
have engaged in similar extensive borrCMing. The classic case is the 
absorption of Romcm institutions by the Germanic tribes as they 
infiltratecl. the imperial frontiers, a massive exercise in cultural 
borrCMing that laid the foundations for the development of m:xiern 
Western civilization. Yet I doubt that any serious scholar would 
suggest that Ge:l:'manic folk customs and institutions constitute the 
true cultural core of present-day European society (although Himmler 
and his Nazi colleagues spoutecl. such nonsense in their Atyan racial 
mythology). Knc::Ming the origins of contemporary cultural traits is 
intrinsically interesting--witness the continuing popular fascination 
with folklore and the search for "roots"--but it does not constitute 
a theoretically sound basis for explaining the present way of 
ftmctioning of social systems. 
SUch understanding is more effectively sought through analysis of 
the interactions between the traits, rega:nlless of their origin, 
which comprise the contemporcu:y system. Particularly rewa.ra.ing is to 
track hCM the system has respondeel. over time to the selective forces 
emanating from its larger envirornnent. Historical research is 
integral to such analysis of cultural evolution and adaptation, but 
it is history applieel. to understanding processes of change, not 
merely assigning sources of origin to existing traits. 
Vietnamese culture, with its long history of borrCMing and 
adaptation, offers an ideal subject for such evolutionary analysis. 
The grc:Ming body of documentation provided by area studies 
specialists offers a rich empirical base for the testing of social 
science theories, including the "gene pool model" of cultural 
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evolution set forth earlier in this pa};)Elr. At the same time, 
theoretical innovations can offer stimulus for the collection of new 
data. current discussions by vietna:mese scholars of the "Asiatic 
mode of production" am its application to understanding of 
Vietna:mese history (:EhaIn Huy 'Ih.Ang: personal communication) are 
likely to provide one such stimulus to research. Ideally, Vietnamese 
studies should develop as a dialectical exchange between fact and 
theory, area studies specialists, am social scientists. SUch 
development, however, requires the willingness to abandon outmocied 
interpretations. A first useful step in this direction might be to 
place the "jeepney model" in the intellectual junkyard. where it 
rightfully belongs. 
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Relata, Relatianship;, an:l carrt:ext: A Perspective 
al :.Bon'owed Elem:mts in vietnamese Ollture 
Neil Jamieson 
In Vietnamese studies, both in the United states and in Vietnam 
itself, far too much attention has been devoted to studying single 
elements of the culture and far too little to the relationships among 
them, to the context which defines (and constantly redefines) their 
meaning and function. '!his tendency to focus on the relata--the 
things that are related--in great detail while ignoring their 
interrelationships leads to serious problems and even tragic 
misunderstarrlings when we talk about Vietnam, or Vietnamese culture, 
or the ''Vietnameseness'' of something or someone. 
'!he tendency to study traits in isolation is intimately related 
to another salient characteristic of Vietnamese studies: a 
persistent concern with identity. But why should Vietnamese 
identity, both national and personal, be so much more problematic 
than that of m.:my other peoples? Vietnamese studies sometimes seems 
to be virtually obsessed with studying the sources and chronological 
priority of indigenous traits, presumably because it is asst:nn.ed that 
this sort of work somehow provides a viable oosis for a distinctive 
Vietnamese identity, an identity built upon a solid core of uniquely 
Vietnamese traits. Borrowed elements in Vietnamese culture often 
seem to be viewed as unfortunate blemishes, or disnlptive intrusions, 
or superficial overlays upon some pristine and eternal core of 
authentic Vietnamese culture. It ma.y well be the case, however, that 
to no small extent identity remains a problem for m.:my Vietnamese 
precisely because efforts to construct an identity are so often based 
upon this mistaken notion, which is in itself posited upon a 
fundamental misurrlerstanding of the very nature of culture. l If that 
which we seek does not possess the qualities we attribute to it, we 
can never get enough of it to satisfy our need. 
In response to this perception of the state of affairs in 
Vietnamese studies, this paper is not so much about Vietnam itself as 
about different ways of looking at Vietnam. In particular, I want to 
use the concept of "borrowing" to emphasize the importance of viewing 
Vietnam as a dynamic sociocultural system in which the meaning and 
function of any part of the system are determined prima.rily by its 
relationship to other elements in the system. Both meaning and 
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function, in other words, are detennined by context rather than by 
origin. 
context in the general sense means "setting." I use the word 
here to refer to a complex set of clusters of relationships, a large 
and. complex system consisting of many interrelated subsystems and. 
itself in tum a part of still larger systems. For example, we are 
accustomed to talking about kinship systems, agricultural systems, 
political systems, religious systems, and. so on. We also talk about 
family systems, village systems, state systems, and. many other kinds 
of systems. We use the word "system" in this way to COrNey the idea 
that there is something about the way the various Parts are arranged 
and. related to each other that gives this particular configuration of 
elements SPeCial characteristics. A system is not merely a random 
collection of things that happen to be together. 
Looked at another way, hClWever, it is clear that kinship, 
agriculture, religion, and. politics are all interrelated dimensions 
of family life. A family system involves some degree of functional 
integration of the way its members earn a living, worship, reckon 
kinship, settle disputes, and. cooperate with other families to 
accomplish tasks essential to the common 9000.. At the same time, of 
course, villages are composed of many families and. societies are 
composed of many villages (and. cities). Ultimately, the entire human 
population, in tum, is but one amoI'l9' many species in the larger 
biotic community through which energy flClWS and. in which matter and. 
information are exchaI19'ed. 
Clearly, then, each part of such an entity--kinship terminology, 
family, rice fields, political institutions, and. so on--consists of a 
more or less functionally integrated set of relationships, and. each 
of these sets (or "systems") is simultaneously a subset or subsystem 
in a larger system or set of relationships. '!here is a complex 
hierarchy of sets of relationships and. mega-relationships between 
sets. '!his web of relationships is what I mean by context. 
It is this context that is the prima:l::y unit of adaptation and. 
evolution. It is this complex hierarchy of sets of relationships 
that evolves, that chaI19'es in patterned ways over periods of time. 
Ani it is just such an evolving context that is the prima:l::y referent 
of the noun "Vietnam" or the adjective ''Vietnamese.'' To be 
Vietnamese means to be ernneshed in a particular interlocking cluster 
of such sets of relationships, to be an integral part of this 
specific evolving context. 2 
Perhaps a simple and. relatiVely recent example from Vietnamese 
history can help to clarify this point and. illustrate its 
significance for analysis. In the nineteenth century Vietnamese men 
did not get haircuts but wore their hair loI'l9' and. pulled up in a 
bun. '!he significance to this male chignon extended far beyond habit 




Neo-Confucian values of moral debt (6n) and filial piety (hiau). 
Many PeOple believed that to cut oneIS hair was to sully the bcx:iy one 
possessed as a gift from one's ancestors. To willfully mar this 
product of their loins, it was felt, was a clear breach of filial 
piety and indicated a failure to acknowledge one's moral debt to 
one's progenitors. 
"'~.... 11.'
To Nguyen -Binh Chieu, the renowned blind POet who was so 
articulate a spokesman for the early phase of patriotic resistance to 
the French, getting a haircut in the Western manner was for a 
Vietnamese the moral equivalent of treason. It not only symbolized 
collaboration with the French invaders; it was, worse yet, a visible 
rejection of one's Vie~s. In his lfSt najor work, written 
in demotic script (c:htl n$m) about 1874, Chi@U summed up the 
prevailing orthodox position on this subject precisely in terms of a 
strong link. between patriotism and continued adherence to traditional 
values. 
I would rather face eternal darkness 
Than see the face of traitors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Being blind but keeping one's honor intact and untarnished 
Is better than having eyes and accepting corruption. 
Being blind and keeping one's bcx:iy and mind intact 
Is better than having eyes but having to cut hair and 
trim the beard. 3 
The first forty YearS of Vietnamese resistance to French 
colonialism were characterized by such strict adherence to 
traditional ways. But by the turn of the century even the most 
arden"s. paxriots had to acknowledge that the soldiers of righteousness 
(ngil1a quan) had shed their blood in a pathetically ineffectual 
attempt to oust the colonial forces. By 1900 the conquest and 
reorganization of Vietnam as a colony of France appeared to be 
established beyord doubt for all practical purposes. In 1901 
Governor-General Paul Doumer complacently reported that not a single 
one of the colonial troops in Indochina had been killed since 1897, 
while most of the resistance leaders were either dead or imprisoned. 4 
After forty years of painful effort the Vietnamese had been 
singularly unsuccessful either in expelling the French or in evolving 
a satisfactory adaptation to their presence. Many Vietnamese burned 
with shame and grew incapacitated with self-doubt. ''What con~ 
our ancestors must have for us!" exclaimed one anguished writer. 
''Why do they rule the world, while we bow our heads as slaves?" 
another anonymous POet asked. 6 It was from this abyss of despair 
that Vietnamese intellectuals marveled at the stunning victory of 
JaPanese forces over the Russians in the war of 1904-1905. And thus 
did Phan BSi Cl1Su travel to JaPan in 1905 and again in 1906 to 
abseJ::Ve at" first hand the "miracle of the rising sun" that had 
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enable::i a yellow-skinnne::i Asian :PeOPle to defeat a nation of 
white-skinned barbarians. 
'When Phan ~i ~u, himself a paragon of Neo-Confucian virtue, 
saw for himself'how the Japanese seemed. to have transfomed 
themselves into a people capable of resisting :mcx:1ern Western 
firepower by successfully incorporating the mysterious source of 
Western dominance into their own sociocultural system, he returned to 
Vietnam to advocate the "new learning'1 (tan hoc). SUddenly, many 
elements of traditional Vietnamese culture came to be viewe::i in a new 
light, and many other Vietnamese flocked to Japan to learn hOW' the 
miracle had been accomplishe::i. 7 
The Tonkin Free School Movement began in Hanoi in March 1907 as a 
direct result of the i.rrpact of the Japanese example and it quickly 
spread throughout the land. This movement enphasilie::i f~t and 
foremost instruction in the romanize::i alphabet (qU$c ~), which had 
been available and W limite::i ~ for some ti1ne but was denigrate::i by 
patriots like Nguy&1 ~ilih Chi£. as a symbol of collaboration with 
French i.Il'perialism. Until the early years of the twentieth century 
the perceive::i inti.ma.te borx:ls among traditional values, the symbols of 
those values (such as writing in characters and long hair worn in a 
bun), patriotism, and Vie~s had severely inhibite::i the 
widespread acpe~ of qu&:: ngU. But in the changing context of 
1906-1907, qtfqc ¥ came to be haile::i as the foremost weapon of 
patriotism. 
Volunteers inq;)rovise::i makeshift Vietnamese language courses and 
texts in mathematics, geography, and history along with a smattering 
of economics, science, and political theory. To further popularize 
the modernizing message of the school, lecturers went forth into the 
community twice a month to present public talks to a wider 
audience. 8 Among the most popular of these speakers was a young man 
named. Phan Chu Trinh, who had hiInself been spectacularly successful 
in the traditional mandarinate examination of 1901 and who had 
visite::i Japan in the company of Phan :eei ctEu in 1906•
• 
In one of his well-attende::i public lectures, Phan Chu Trinh 
turne::i to the subject of haircuts. At the conclusion of his speech 
he calle::i out to his audience in a ringing voice: 
Several thousand years ago our people cut off their 
hair and tattooe::i themselves. only when Chao Tlo took over 
our country did we become infecte::i with Chinese customs, but 
even then only a few invaders came in and .•• campelle::i us 
to imitate them that our men began to let their hair grow 
and wore it in a bun • • • and we became Chinese. but today 
• • • fortunately, Heaven has opene::i our minds. We have 
awakened and the entire nation is modernizing. So go out 
and cut your hair! I:bn I t leave any TIK>re land for that 
stupid gang of parasites to colonize on top of your heads, 
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from which they can suck your blocx:l.! Wouldn't it feel 
wonderful to be rid of them? I:bn't you think so? Wouldn't 
it?9 
With one deft thrust Trinh had linked the contemporary 
colonialism of the French with the historical colonialism of the 
Chinese and vividly portrayed the parasitic nature of both with the 
metaphor of lice. '!hus the entire traditional world view--and in 
particular the co~tive Neo-Confucian elements prized so highly 
by Nguyen eilm ChH~u and other nineteenth century patriots--was 
equated with a set of conditions in which parasites (lice, the 
Chinese, and the French) could flourish at the expense of the 
Vietnamese people. To many Vietnamese the traditional hairstyle 
abruptly ceased to be a symbol of Vietnameseness and patriotism; it 
was suddenly transfonned into a symbol of backwardness and 
subjugation to foreigners. 
In this new context, to get a haircut was a symbolic declaration 
of one's receptivity to mociern ideas, mociern education, and mociern 
technology. It became an emblem of mcx:lernity, which was for a 
rapidly grcMing number of Vietnamese becoming associated with 
anticolonialism, patriotism, and independence. By cutting off one's 
hair, one was not only literally depriving the parasitic lice of a 
place to nest; one was also symbolically depriving the human 
parasites of colonialism of the conditions of backwardness and 
conservatism that enabled them to infest the land. lO 
JiJ..... t. 
Fewer than thirty-five years after Nguyen -Dinh Chi~u's last major 
patriotic poem, the signs of his symbols had been completely 
reversed. In this new context things like ramanized script and 
haircuts had different meanings and different functions. '!here is 
nothing in$insicallY Vietnamese about writing in demotic script or 
in qua:: ngtl, about either long hair or short hair. '!he relationship 
betw'een a particular cultural trait, an ethnic identity, and any 
specific political stance is basically symbolic, arbitrary, and 
contextual. To advance our understanding of Vietnam (or anyplace 
else) we must go beyond the study of particular traits such as 
hairstyles or writing systems to look for patterns of continuity and 
change in the relationships betw'een the traits in question and other 
elements in the sociocultural system. It is the context that 
evolves; and the context consists essentially of hierarchical sets of 
relationships, not simply the things that are related. 
Another wonderfully revealing example of the process of 
contextual evolution occurred twenty-five years after Trinh's 
brilliant speech on haircuts. '!his was the heated debate over the 
"new poetry" in Vietnam. DJring the years 1933 through 1936, 
especially, passionate arguments over the merits of this or that poem 
raged in the newspapers and cafes of Hanoi and Saigon. 'Ihese lively 
discussions revolved aroun:i radical differences in both form and 
content betw'een the "new poetry": and earlier poetic cornrentions in 
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vietnam. 11 In retrospect it is quite remarkable how little most of 
these debates had to do with the intrinsic artistic 1ll.Elrits of the 
works in question. 
The most agitated and most articulate criticisms of any 
particular poem tended to be at bottom not at all for or against the 
poetry in and of itself. People were instead supporting or opposing 
the broader literary, philosophical, and political treoos to which 
the specific work was percieved to be related. The meaning and 
function of this poetry--and the diverse and extreme critical 
reactions to it--therefore had many different levels. These levels 
in effect correspon:led to a sequence of links in a chain of 
inte:rwoven relationships extending to a broader and deeper range of 
elements in Vietnamese society and culture.12 
This controversy over the new poetry can readily be seen as a 
simple extension of the earlier ones over hairstyles and writing 
systems. In emblematic pattern the::: ~ was toN the old as the 
haircut was to the chignon, and as ~ i1gU was to chU nam. The 
romanized alphabet, haircuts, and the new poetry represented 
modernization, which was equated in the minds of many Vietnamese with 
their quest for dignity and strength in the modern world and thus 
represented as well mar~ to the most hopeful path to a viable 
Vietnamese identity. Cl'ui nero, lOIlg' hair worn in a bun, and the old 
prosody stood at this time for the rigidity in traditional society 
that was believed to have led to the shameful subjugation of 
Vietnamese to foreigners. No one kin:i of writing system or hairstyle 
or poetry, of course, was more genuinely Vietnamese than the other 
except as part of an evolving context at some particular historical 
moment. 
The phrase "evolving context" shifts one's view from the study of 
things to a greater attention to the process through which adaptive 
change leads to the replacement of certain elements in the 
sociocultural system by others believed to be better suited to new 
conditions. Through. a continual process of nnltual adjustment, then, 
all parts of a sociocultural system tend to change over time to 
better achieve and maintain a certain degree of compatibility in 
their multiple relationships with various other parts. Or, 
sometimes, they don't. And then the people and institutions whose 
existence is entangled with the unresolved contradictions and 
incompatibilities within the system of relationships have problems. 
The controversy surrounding the new poetry provides us with an 
excellent example of the more complex contextual ramifications of 
change within a complex system. One key factor in the problematic 
nature of the web of relationships between the new poetry and other 
elements in the Vietnamese sociocultural system of the time was 
romanticism. Most of the new poetry (as well as many novel!!b' short 
stories, and essays of the time) was avowedly "Romantic" (lang m;n.) 
in a sense clearly derived from nineteenth-century European usage. A 
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discussion of the significance of romanticism, often implicit, lurked 
in the background of many of the debates over the merits and 
shortcomings of the new poehy in Vietnam. '!his in turn i.:nvo1ved a 
number of related questions. What was the relationship between 
individualism and romanticism? And what was the relationship among 
individualism and the family, the village, and the state? '!hese 
questions were of crucial importance in considering the answer to the 
larger, overriding question of the relationship between individualism 
in particular (and westernization in general) and aspirations for 
achieving both national independence and a viable but distinctly 
Vietnamese modem identity. 
By this time, however, traditional Vietnamese culture was so 
discredited in the eyes of some people that radical change in 
imitation of the apparentl~morEl. successful Westem tradition seemed 
to be the an1y hope. Nguyen Ttldng Tam, who published under the pen 
name of ~t Linh, wrote an editorial in Fhong HeA, no. 18 (october 
20, 1932), that concluded: 
Each side has its good points and its bad points, 
and it is not yet certain where morality lies. But when 
the old civilization is brought out and put into 
practice before our very eyes, we are dissatisfied with 
the results. 
We can only continue to hope in westem 
civilization. Where that civilization will lead us, we 
do not k:n.o\'N. But our destiny is to travel into the 
unknown, to keep changing and progress. 
'!hus Tam and his newspaper, Fhong H~, quickly became staunch 
supporters of the new poehy movement. 
Implicated as it was with romanticism and individualism, however, 
the new poehy posed far greater difficulties for the process of 
Imltual adjustment within the sociocultural ;ys~than did haircuts 
or writing systems. '!he linkage between quSC ~, haircuts, modem 
education, and the new poeUy was one of direct lineal progression. 
But individua1ism--introduced through French textbooks, derived 
mainly from French literary tradition, and advocated and popularized 
through the new poehy and associated "romantic" novels and short 
stories written by and for young products of the French school 
system--was more intimately related to and Imlch less compatible with 
other basic subsystems in Vietnam than any of the other innovations. 
When put into practice in daily life individualism clearly had a very 
different meaning and function in Vietnam than it had had in the 
quite dissimilar context of nineteenth-eentury France. 
Especially at the basic levels of the family and the village, 
individualism in particular was in direct and apparently 
irreconcilable conflict with same of the most fundamental attitudes, 
valUes, and institutions of the Vietnamese people. '!he i.:mmense 
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differences between Vietnam and France in this regard may be traCE'il. 
back to the very roots of the Western European and East Asian 
traditions. For Vietnamese, particularly following the 
Neo-confucian emphasis of the elite class during the late eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, the family was the root metaphor of society 
and the primacy of moral debt to parents was the foundation of 
civilization. But Western civilization had always been based upon a 
very different principle. 
As far back as the book of Genesis (2:24) the Judeo-Christian 
tradition has unequivocally stated that "a man shall leave father and 
mother and cling to his wife. II This was also the teaching of Jesus 
(e.g., Matthew 19:5; Mark 10:7). Here the clash. between Eastern and 
Western cultures was revealed at 'l'Nhat was to the Vietnamese the most 
profoun:l level imaginable. Most adult Vietnamese in the early 1930s 
had been raiSed to believe that "spouses are like a garment that one 
can take off and cast aside, but brothers [i.e., close consanguinal 
kin] are like one's anns and 1egs.,,13 How could individualism and 
its associated notions of romantic love and personal freedom possibly 
be reconciled with filial piety and the primacy of family 
obligations? No one had a good answer to that question. But to some 
of the young men and women who wrote and who read the new poetry, 
this implied that the old family system itself would have to be 
overturned if Vietnamese society were to be modernized and 
revitalized to take a place of independence and pride in the 
twentieth century. others, however, decried this prescription as 
selfish and hannful to society. It was intolerable to many because 
it seemed. to them to be both un-Vietnamese and inhmnane. 
It is highly significant that during the very years that the 
controversy over the new poetry was at its peak, many of the most 
popular novels written in Vietnamese were based upon precisely those 
vexatious dilemmas posed by the conflicting demands of individualism 
on the one hand and cormnunalism (most notably familism) on the 
other. The use of criss-crossing categories for classifying behavior 
and passing moral judgments upon oneself and others had painful human 
consequences. The social and psycho1og-ica1 outcomes of the resulting 
value conflicts and misunderstandings within the family setting were 
probed and elaborated by many of the most prominent novelists of the 
decade. 
In his v~ famous noveJ. entitled Breaking the Ties (.fban ~t, 
1935), Ngu.f'en Tdd!tg Tam (Nrlat Linh) argued stridently for the triumph 
of individualism over carmnunalism as represented by the old family 
system. One of the characters in this novel argues in a forceful 
speech that: 
The Vietnamese family cannot be left intact to be exactly 
like the Vietnamese families of previous centuries. • • • 
this inhumane family system has come to the day of its 
demise and ••• it must now yield place to a different 




But Nguy~ cSng Bean, writing in response to Tam's navel, has the 
heroine of his book, Miss Minh the Schoolteacher (cb Giao Minh, 
1936), ask herself, "Should I really follow European ideas to smash 
an Asian family?" She eventually decides that "breaking the ties 
with the old family is a selfish thing to do." Speaking ~ the 
sympathetic character of Miss Minh's aunt, Hoan chided Nguy&1 TUom 
Tam a:rrl the reading public for the tendency to polarize everything in 
tenns of the terrible old a:rrl the wonclerfu1 new. 
There is only right a:rrl wrong in this world. It seems to me 
as if you want to live only for yourself. What do families 
became then? Who cares alxmt anybody else any more? What if 
everybody seeks their own happiness • • • , if all of us went our 
own way, thinking of nothing but selfishness? If everyone's 
household became that way, what would life be like? I think that 
even though we all live with certain natural rights, because our 
lives touch upon each other, we should sacrifice a bit of our 
rights for everyone else. And nothing is lost that way, because 
we get back whatever we give many times aver in sacrifices that 
other people make for us. 
SUch fiction was avidly read a:rrl discussed, especially by the 
younger, French-educated members of a growing urban middle class, to 
whom these cognitive conflicts were most stark a:rrlmc>st eIlX>tionally 
crippling. 14 
The French, of course, had thoroughly internalized their own 
inclividualism. They taught it in their classrooms, often most 
effectively in subtle ways of which they were scarcely a-ware. And it 
was also an ilrIplicit value that shaped many of their policies a:rrl 
decisions. The results were often an unpleasant surprise to them, in 
large part because of their ethnocentric ass'llIrpt.ions regarding the 
superiority of individualism. To the French, greater inclividualisrn 
was self-evidently both desirable a:rrl inevitable because it was in 
their experience an intrinsic part of what they took to be progress. 
Many Vietnamese Peasant families suffered grievously as French 
atte.l.Tpts to ilrIprave a:rrl lllOCiernize (as well as to control) the 
structures of village life transformed. rural Vietnamese society in 
unforeseen a:rrl largely undesirable ways. Inclividualism proved to be 
as incompatible with conununalism in the rural village as it has been 
remarked to have been in the urban family. And it was, if anything, 
even more disruptive as it ramified through this deePer a:rrl more 
complex level of society. 
John Bassford has provided us with a very gocx:l example of this 
pathological process in his paPer on "The Franco-Vietnamese COncept 
of Iandownership" in this volume. As he notes, many Frencb1nen felt 
that fundamental change was essential in the villages of Vietnam, 
both to serve the economic interests of French colonialism a:rrl to 
enable the Vietnamese PeOple themselves to experience the blessings 
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of progress. After the first decade of the twentieth. centUIy, 
growing' nmnbers of Vietnamese came to agree with them that change was 
indeed necessary an.ci desirable. 
To the French, security in lan.ciownership was a precondition of 
rational economic development. They believed a lack of such security 
in property rights to be one of the greatest deficiencies of village 
institutions in Vietnam. From the French perspective, lan.ci was a 
commodity. Taking for granted the many attitudes, values, an.ci 
beliefs associated with individualism an.ci capitalism, they sought 
through various judicial an.ci administrative refonns to establish 
property rights that would be PerSOnal, absolute, uniVersaliZed, an.ci 
standardized. An ideal system for the French was one in which 
property rights were based upon legally certified titles of 
CJWl1ership. '!hey assumed that disputes were best settled through the 
operation of a justice that was blind, in strict accordance with the 
clearly articulated an.ci detailed articles of a body of civil law. 
In Vietnamese villages, however, property rights were familial, 
not personal; they rested upon village custom, which stressed the use 
of lan.ci rather than its registration as the basis of ownership. 
Furt:hel::more, to the Vietnamese justice was ideally not at all blind, 
nor should it be absolute in any legalistic sense. Village disputes 
were ideally settled by taking circumstances thorooghly into account 
an.ci working primarily to maintain social hannony through the 
negotiation of compromise solutions rather than to establish legal 
rights and wrongs in any absolute sense. 
'!hus, a series of refonns instituted by the French to make 
landCJWl1ership more secure had the effect of making it less secure 
because the meaning an.ci function of key elements in the new system, 
which was a mixture of French and Vietnamese traditions, were quite 
different from what they had formerly been in either France or 
traditional Vietnam. In traditional vietnam the govennnent dealt 
with semi-autonanous villages, which in tum dealt with families, not 
with individuals. By eliminating' the significant mediating' role of 
family and village an.ci making the relationship of mutual rights an.ci 
obligation between the individual an.ci the state a direct one, the 
French colonial administration brooght about a profound. change in the 
meaning' an.ci function of village leadership, an.ci this eventually 
caused i.nq:x:>rtant changes in the nature of the leadership itself. 
P.s Bassford demonstrates, the traditional village lan.ci book (a:;a 
!&> was essentially a land register to the French but a tax register 
to the Vietnamese. In practice, however, in the new context, it 
functioned in ways that met the expectations of neither group, 
esPeCially since the officials in charge of it had also been rapidly 
changing'. Thus, when the French tried to change the Vietnamese 
villages, ''what ensued was the opposite of what the administration 




Most Vietnamese, of course, interpreted French actions from a 
different set of initial premises. In this cognitively confusing and 
epistemologically nn.tddled world, both the French and the Vietnamese 
were often wide of the mark in their analyses of why things were 
happening as they were. Many of the actual results of both French 
and Vietnamese actions were quite unanticipated and sometimes 
completely at variance with the intended outcomes. It is important 
to note that this phenomenon transcen::ied the intelligence, the 
personal motives, and the political goals of individual actors. To a 
significant degree the gaping disparity between the intended and the 
actual results of atte1lpts to improve the lot of the i.mpoverished 
peasantry (no matter hOW' well-intentioned they mayor may not have 
been) arose from the failure of all parties to appreciate the extent 
to which meaning and function are detennined by context and the lack 
of understanding of the underlying cultural values and assumptions 
that led other people to behave as they did. 
Because the complex systemic causality of many rural problems has 
been so poorly understood, few of the proposed solutions have been 
truly efficacious. ArJi to the present day most explanations of the 
multiple transfonnations that have wracked vietnam over the past 150 
years remain unsatisfying. one might go so far as to suggest that in 
general French colonialists, both conser'iTative and revolutionary 
Vietnamese, and American scholars of Vietnam (not to mention American 
officials) have all been guilty of the same epistemological errors. 
Of course, members of various other ethnic and ideological groups 
besides Vietnamese, French, and Americans all tend to project their 
own values, assumptions, Il.lC)tivations, and beliefs onto other people 
who see the world quite differently. There are many personal, 
historical, and ideological reasons for these tendencies. The trend. 
is a general one and appears in many different guises, same academic, 
some political, some a mixture of the two. But all such approaches 
are intellectually unacceptable because they ignore the central 
premise that function and meaning are dete1:mined by context. 
Though this trend may be general and even Il.lC)re popular, it is, 
nevertheless, simply wroIYJ, and it seriously impedes our progress 
toward. a more sophisticated and useful understanding of the complex 
process of adaptation and readaptation by which sociocultural systems 
and their constituent elements chaIY]e and evolve. It is this concept 
of an evolving context that should guide our work-not just for the 
sake of abstract intellectual values, but because in the long run 
this is the most effective way to address and to solve human 
problems. This applies equally, I would argue, to the issue of 
identity and to all manner of ecological , agricultural, and political 
problems, as well as to the study of history and culture. 
Before conclUding I will try to demonstrate this point by 
relating the significance of the concept of an evolving context to 
the problem of identity at a Il.lC)re concrete level. Most of us could, 
I am sure, readily agree that under French colonial rule 
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archaeological am historical studies tended to present a distorted 
am not very flattering picture of the inhabitants of the Red River 
Delta am central coastal plain prior to the Period of Chinese 
domination. Indigenous Vietnamese culture has too often been 
portratyed in the past as an empty vessel of dubious worth into which 
the merits of superior civilization PQUred for millermia fram China 
am In:lia, am later fram the West. IS Arrl so it pleases us to learn 
of the ac::corrplishments of Fhung Nguyen culture, to discover how early 
the cultivation of rice is to be found in Southeast Asia am of the 
admirable irrigation systems devised by early Vietnamese inhabitants 
of the Vietnamese plains. 
In the past a great many foolish statements have also been made 
a:bout the value of the Vietnamese language am its alleged 
inferiority to French, or to Chinese. I6 It is therefore also a 
source of considerable satisfaction to see the artistic am 
scientific uses to which the Vietnamese language has been put with 
outstarrling results. It is difficult not to sympathize with and to 
want to participate in research activities that are directed toward 
documenting an improved image for earlier Vietnamese culture am 
society. 
But at the same time we must realize that fram a modern social 
scientific point of view this is all nonsense. We know that 
languages am subsistence patterns, like kinship systems, art styles, 
am all other camp:::lnents of a culture arise am take particular forms 
to meet the special needs of a particular group of people living in a 
certain set of cirannstances. We also know that these circu:m.stances 
change over time am that in response to altered circumstances that 
pose new challerges am new opportunities all cultures also change 
over time--sometimes through invention, but more often through 
borrowing. 
From this perspective, intensive wet-rice agriculture is not 
better than slash and burn agriculture in any absolute sense. One 
way of growing rice is better than the other only under certain 
conditions and when judged by a certain arbitrary set of sta.ndards of 
values. Irrigated rice fields used in conjunction with transplanting 
techniques produce more grain Per unit of land, but slash am burn 
agriculture produces more grain Per unit of labor. 17 Huge 
centralized irrigation systems pennit higher population density am 
greater social complexity, but they tend also to be more vulnerable 
to disaster am to increase social am economic inequality.18 
Research that concentrates on establishing the tenporal priority of 
same technological or social innovation in one country instead of in 
another is then neither scientifically useful nor a valid means of 
building an ethnic or national identity. '!here is even a darger that 
such work can unwittingly legitimize the false premises that gave 
rise to the problem in the first place. It may be, in other wonis, a 
sucker's game in any event. It is almost certainly a very poor 
allocation of scarce resources. 
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Take as an example those hardy vietnamese settlers who resorted 
first to slash and bun1 horticulture and then to broadcasting rice 
seed. instead of transplanting seedlings in the frontier regions of 
the Mekol1CJ Delta. They were not abandoning their cultural heritage; 
they were merely acting sensibly under con:litions that made labor a 
more valuable resource than land. As settlement progressed and land 
became more and labor less scarce, farmers in these areas began 
transplanting rice seedlings like their cousins to the north. 
Agricultural techniques--like writing systems, haircuts, and poems 
(or, as A. Terry:Rambo demonstrates, tunics and solar tepees)-derive 
their function and meaning within a specific context and can be 
properly uncierstood only as a part of that context. 
It is much more fruitful and interesting to ask how and why some 
particular change occurred in a certain way in a particular place at 
some specified time than it is to wrench cultural elements out of 
their contexts and corrpare them in isolation in same hapless attempt 
to deteJ::mine which is better than the other or which is more 
Vietnamese. Research that is directed primarily tcMard refining our 
understanding of an emerging context provides a valid basis for 
generalization and is ctnnU1ative. Therefore, because it has 
theoretical significance beyorrl the particular instance, it has a 
competitive advatage in the quest for funcis that are essential to 
sustain a serious research program. 
Vietnamese studies in the united states has suffered from a 
potent combination of parochialism and lack of depth. As a fledgling 
field it is scarcely thirty years old. Before any solid base of data 
and experience could be generated, it became radically politicized in 
the 19605. Nearly forty years of war and ideological conflict have 
had a baleful influence upon Vietnamese studies in Vietnam itself and 
arounci the world. This situation has hampere::l fieldwork, distorted 
themy, and restricted the scope of fruitful collaboration. The 
point now is not who is to blame but what can be done to improve this 
state of affairs. 
Several complementary steps appear to be promising means of 
overcaning the major deficiencies of the field. The first and most 
important is simply to pursue high quality basic research with 
renewed vigor. Many of us both in vietnam and in the United states 
and elsewhere are already doing this, or tJ:.ying to as circumstances 
permit. A lack of adequate and appropriate institutional support 
remains a serious problem. Another potential source of enrichment to 
the field is the conduct of many more comparative studies. This is 
difficult to do, but it is something over which many of us as 
scholars and teachers do have some influence. Finally, I suggest, we 
can improve the quality of Vietnamese studies by promoting greater 
awareness of the implicit ideas and concepts that shape our work and 
by vigorously discussing the validity and usefulness of our 
uncierlying assunptions. This is what I have trie::l to do in these 
brief remarks on the relationship between context and bo:r:t'l'.:M'ed 
elements in Vietnamese culture. 
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1.	 Although there are literally hundra1s of definitions of culture, 
there is a general consensus among contemporary anthropologists 
that in addition to being learned, shared, and symbolic, cultures 
also tend to be adaptive and integrative. Studying the nature of 
the process of adaptive change and assessing its profound 
implications for human society has been of crucial theoretical 
significance since the seminal work of Julian Steward, dating 
back to the 1930s. The major unresolved issues revolve a.rourrl 
the extent to which. particular cultures actually are adaptive or 
integrated. 
2.	 '!he general theoretical PerSPeCtive presented here is derived 
fram many sources, but the writings of Greqo:ty Bateson have had 
the greatest and lOOSt direct influence. Of particular relevance 
are his comments in steps to an Ecology of Mind (New York: 
Ballantine, 1972), pp. 102-103, 153-156, and 338-339. 
My argument parallels and supports that offered by A. Terry 
:Rambo in this volume. The major alternative model, that of 
growth. by accretion upon an erxiuring core, is best represented in 
this volume by the paPer of Jolm Whitmore, whose work is much. 
l'OC:lre closely attuned to the dominant research questions 
forrm..l1ated by the Vietnamese themselves. 
'Models by their very nature are not right or wrong, but one 
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